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Abstract
I study the canonical formulation and quantization of some simple parametrized
systems using Dirac’s formalism for constrained systems and the Becchi-Rouet-
Stora-Tyutin (BRST) extended phase space method. These systems include the
non-relativistic parametrized particle, the relativistic parametrized particle and min-
isuperspace.
Using Dirac’s formalism for constrained systems—including the Dirac
bracket—I analyze for each case the construction of the classical reduced phase
space and study the dependence on the gauge fixing used. I show that there are two
separate features of these systems that may make this construction difficult:
a) Because of the boundary conditions used, the actions are not gauge
invariant at the boundaries.
b) The constraints may have a disconnected solution space.
The relativistic particle and minisuperspace have such complicated constraints,
while the non-relativistic particle displays only the first feature.
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After studying the role of canonical transformations in the reduced phase
space, I show that a change of gauge fixing is equivalent to a canonical transfor-
mation in the reduced phase space. This result clarifies the problems associated
with the first feature above, which until now have clouded the understanding of
reparametrization invariant theories.
I then consider the quantization of these systems using several approaches:
Dirac’s method, Dirac-Fock quantization, and the BRST formalism. I pay special
attention to the development of the inner product in the physical space. In the
cases of the relativistic particle and minisuperspace I consider first the quantization
of one branch of the constraint at the time and then discuss the gravitational and
electromagenetic backgrounds in which it is possible to quantize simultaneously
both branches and still obtain a unitary quantum theory which respects space-time
covariance. I show that the two branches represent the particle (universe) going
back and forth in time, and that to preserve unitarity and space-time covariance,
second quantization is in general needed. An exception is provided by the flat case
with zero electric field.
I motivate and define the inner product in all these cases, and obtain,
for example, the Klein-Gordon inner product for the relativistic case. Then I
show how to construct phase space path integral representations for amplitudes
in these approaches—the Batalin-Fradkin-Vilkovisky (BFV) and the Faddeev path
iii
integrals—from which one can then derive the path integrals in coordinate space—
the Faddeev-Popov path integral and the geometric path integral. In particular I
establish the connection between the Hilbert space representation and the range
of the lapse in the path integrals, which leads to the Feynman propagator in the
BRST-Fock case, for example. The role of the Faddeev determinant in the path
integrals in providing the interaction between the branches is established.
I also examine the class of paths that contribute in the path integrals and
how they affect space-time covariance in the presence of an electromagnetic field.
I show that it is consistent to take paths that move forward in time only when
there is no electric field, just as one would expect from studying the conditions for
the covariant factorization of the Klein-Gordon equation. The key elements in this
analysis are the space-like paths and the behavior of the action under the non-trivial
element of Z2, the disconnected part of the reparametrization group.
iv
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Introduction
The quantization of gravity—the most important parametrized system—remains
one of the biggest challenges in physics. In the case of gravity, the quantization
program is full of problems, not the least of which is that the theory is not renor-
malizable. However, another important feature of gravity is that it is a constrained
system, and it is difficult in general to quantize classical systems with constraints.
When the constraints have solution spaces with complex topologies it becomes ex-
tremely difficult to produce a unitary quantum theory, specially if one is also trying
to implement some symmetries. General relativity is such a constrained system, as
I will now explain.
The action for gravity is given by
SH =
∫
d4x
√
(4)g ((4)R− 2Λ)
In the ADM (Arnowitt-Deser-Misner) formalism [8–10] it is assumed that the topol-
ogy of space-time is of the form IR×Σ, and with the metric expressed by
ds2 = N2dt2 − gij(dxi +N idt)(dxj +N jdt)
ix
it becomes, in the canonical formalism (g and R stand for the 3-geometry metric
and curvature in the time slices, unless specified otherwise by a (4) supersript)
SH =
∫
dt
∫
Σ
d3x (πij g˙ij −N iHi −NH)
where the constraints are
Hi = −2∇jπji , H = Gijkl πijπkl −
√
g(R− 2Λ)
with
Gijkl =
1
2
√
g
(gikgjl + gilgjk − gijgkl)
and where πij(x) is the momentum conjugate to gij(x),
{gij(x), πkl(x′)} = δki δlj δ3(x− x′)
The linear constraints generate the space diffeomorphisms, while the constraint
quadratic in the momenta generates the dynamics—and is the one that sets gravity
apart from Yang-Mills. This is a first class system (in the language of Dirac) with
a complicated algebra [9]
{Hi(x),Hj(x′)} = Hjδ3(x− x′),i −Hiδ3(x′ − x),j
{Hi(x),H(x′)} = H(x)δ3(x− x′),i
{Hi(x),H(x′)} = gij(x)Hj(x)δ3(x− x′),i − gij(x′)Hj(x′)δ3(x′ − x),i
Let me compare this system to Yang-Mills (see, for example [2], ex. 19.4),
another first class system. The Yang-Mills action is given by
SYM = −1
4
∫
d4xF aµνF
µν
a
x
with
F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ − C abc AbµAcν
and where C abc are the structure constants of a Lie group. Going to the hamiltonian
formalism we find the primary constraints π0a(x) ≈ 0, and then the secondary ones
Φa = ∂iπ
i
a − CbacAciπib ≈ 0
again, one per index—including the space index. They satisfy the first class algebra
{Φa(x),Φb(x′)} = CcabΦc δ3(x− x′)
The hamiltonian is not zero here
H =
∫
d3x
1
2
(
→
π
2
+
→
B
2
), Bai =
1
2
ǫijk∂jA
a
k
unlike the gravitational case. The extended hamiltonian reads
HE =
∫
d3x
(
H +
(
A0a + λa2
)
Φa + λ1π
0
a
)
Most importantly, the constraints are linear in the momenta, which, as we will see,
is related to the fact that Yang-Mills is a true gauge theory—fully invariant.
Tied to the problems that arise because the constraint H is quadratic in
the momenta are the issues of the definition of the observables and inner product
in quantum gravity, as well as the issue of whether it is necessary to develop the
the so-called “third quantization” programme. Is there really universe creation and
annihilation?
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I will not investigate the quantization of gravity here, but will look instead
at some simpler systems that share some of its problems (constraints non-linear in
the momenta) while being manageable—systems with a finite number of degrees of
freedom. These include the parametrized non-relativistic particle, the relativistic
particle—in a variety of background fields—and minisuperspace. The knowledge
gained from the study of these lesser problems should help us with the more difficult
task. At any rate, there is no hope to quantize gravity if the quantization of simple
parametrized systems like the relativistic particle cannot be accomplished! And
there are some problems, as we will see.
I will first discuss the quantization of the parametrized non-relativistic parti-
cle [51], and investigate the problems associated with the use of a gauge dependent
action. It is crucial to understand this simple system before investigating the rel-
ativistic case. It will be very helpful to see clearly what problems are associated
with the reparametrization invariance alone, as opposed to those associated with a
constraint whose solution space is split in two—as in the relativistic case.
The parametrized relativistic particle will prove to be a surprisingly inter-
esting system from the point of view of constrained systems, and understanding it
will be helpful in a number of ways. The main reason for studying the relativistic
particle is that it is a simple parametrized theory, and it provides us with what
should be an almost perfunctory testing ground for some old and some more re-
cent machinery in constrained system quantization: Dirac’s method [1, 2], BRST
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theory [2, 19] and several path integral methods. On the other hand, the type of
constraint one finds in these systems is neither linear nor topologically simple, so
it provides a serious point of departure from simple constrained systems described
essentially by a vanishing momentum, P ≈ 0. Moreover, mathematically at least,
this system is very close to simple minisuperspace models, and streching things a
bit, to full gravity theory itself.
The similarities of this system to minisuperspace and—on a grander scale—
to gravity itself thus provide the motivation for this research, as these toy models
may help us in that more difficult programme. These similarities are the following
two:
First, this system contains an inherent complication of typical parametrized
theories: all such systems are reparametrization invariant theories, and they suffer
from the problem that their actions are not invariant at the boundaries [14]—which,
as we will see, can be understood to be a consequence of the use of boundary
conditions on the gauge degrees of freedom. In the hamiltonian formalism this
situation is described by constraints that are not linear in the momenta.
It is hard to define an associated reduced phase space to a system that is
not fully invariant! This much is just as true of the non-relativistic case, which also
comes with a non-linear constraint.
In addition, the constraint surface in this case is disconnected (unlike the
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corresponding situation in the non-relativistic case), and this complicates consider-
ably the quantization procedure. The disconnectedness of the constraint surface is
related to particle creation—as we will see—and unitarity will become a relevant
issue. I will discuss when and why one needs to develop a field theory (chapter 6).
There are two main approaches to quantization of constrained systems. In
one, the gauge degrees of freedom are eliminated classically, before quantization is
considered. The formalism for doing this was developed by Dirac [1]. When these
degrees of freedom have been eliminated the resulting theory can be quantized in the
usual way. Here the important question is: What is the reduced phase space (i.e.,
what are the physical degrees of freedom)? The main advantadge of this method is
that the most difficult part—the reduction—is performed at the classical level. The
disadvantadge is that this classical reduction may force us to brake invariances—or
perhaps just to lose sight of them. At any rate, this is the point of view that we
will begin with: for constrained systems quantization means the quantization of
the reduced phase space, i.e., quantization of some well defined degrees of freedom
which are found classically and then quantized.
In the other approach (also pioneered by Dirac), one first quantizes—
assigning operators to every degree of freedom, both physical and gauge—and then
reduces to a physical “subspace” by demanding that the physical states satisfy some
condition. The advantadge of this method is the preservation of invariances, and the
disadvantadge is that the reduction becomes, mathematically, more difficult. One
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of the biggest problems will be that it is difficult to define an inner product in the
physical “subspace”. The reason is that in general the physical “subspace” is not a
subspace at all.
One may ask if the two approaches lead to the equivalent theories, and for
basic systems they do—modulo operator orderings1, which are always present. This
may not be true of the systems we will study here. So here is an important question:
Do reduction and quantization commute? If not, which one should one use?
Let me point out here the main ingredients in standard quantum mechanics:
1. the states (resolution of identity)
2. the inner product
3. a Hamiltonian for unitary time evolution
4. a probabilistic interpretation
These are what we are really after, all the technical details notwithstanding—and
there will be many, so it will be good to keep this scheme in mind. As a result, some
of the basic issues associated with the quantization of constrained systems that will
need to be addressed are the following:
A) What is the physical Hilbert space?
B) What is the physical inner product?
1I will ask the reader to always keep in mind that this ambiguity is part of the transition from
classical to quantum, and is not a new feature associated with quantization of constrained systems.
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C) What describes “time” and “time evolution”?
D) How can we build a path integral from the above?
E) Is the probabilistic interpretation possible?
In the present work I will consider several different approaches to quantiza-
tion: reduced phase space quantization [2,18], Dirac’s original method [2], the Fock
space approach [2], and the Becchi-Stora-Rouet-Tyutin (BRST) [2, 19].
I will also consider several path integral methods: in phase space we will
study the Faddeev [2, 18] and the Batalin-Fradkin-Vilkovisky (BFV) [2, 19] path
integrals, and in configuration space we will look at the Faddeev-Popov and at the
geometric path integrals [16].
One basic goal of this work is to compare all these methods. Do they lead
to the same quantum theories?
A more ambitious goal is to provide the connection between the Hilbert space
and operator formalisms and the path integrals, which has been a serious fault in the
conceptual basis for these path integral approaches. One of the original questions
for my research, which was formulated by Emil Mottola, was indeed the following:
“We have a path integral for quantum gravity: what does it mean? How do you
compute it?” Both of these questions—which I still haven’t answered—will find
their resolution within a well-defined canonical formalism for quantum gravity from
which the path integrals will be constructed.
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To refresh the reader’s memory—and also to point out some ambiguities—I
will review in the first chapter how the quantization picture is constructed in the
case of the unconstrained non-relativistic particle, including how the path integral in
phase space is built from the Hilbert space and the hamiltonian, and how the path
integral in configuration space is then obtained from the phase space path integral
by the integration of the momenta.
In general, the picture we want to see emerge is2
Q. Mechanics −→ Path Integral in PS −→ Path Integral in CS
The above issues are related to a series of technical questions that have
appeared repeatedly in the literature, among which are the following:
o) What form of the constraint (or gauge fixing) should one use? Does
it matter?
i) What are the inner product and resolution of the identity in the
reduced phase space quantization?
ii) What are the inner product and resolution of the identity in the
Dirac quatization?
iii) What are the inner product and the resolution of the identity in
the BRST state cohomology space?
iv) How does on go from these quantum spaces to their respective path
2PS stands for Phase Space, and CS for Configuration Space.
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integrals?
v) What is the range of the “lapse” and the interpretation of the path
integrals?
vi) What paths contribute in the path integrals?
vii) Do we have a consistent first quantization scheme for these systems?
viii) What is the role of the disconnected part of the reparametrization
group?
Chapter 2 will discuss the classical aspects of parametrized systems: the ac-
tions and their invariances—for the free and interacting cases—the constraints that
arise, the notions of gauge-fixing and its relation to the reduced phase space, the
Dirac bracket, as well as the concept of canonical transformations in the reduced
phase space and how they are related to the gauge-fixing. The BRST formalism will
also be introduced in this classical context. Chapter 3 will take a formal look at
the different quantization schemes I will consider here: reduced phase space, Dirac,
BRST and Fock space quantization. The discussion will cease to be formal in chap-
ter 4, where I will discuss in detail the Hilbert spaces involved in the quantization
as well as the inner products defined on them. The path integrals will be derived
here, and the Fradkin-Vilkovisky theorem proved.
The path integral formalisms—in phase space and in configuration space—
will be further developed in chapter 5. By now it should be clear to the reader that
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this is the proper place for this chapter. Path integrals are very mysterious objects
when one doesn’t have a state space, an inner product and operators to describe
and build them with, and as I already explained one of the goals of my research has
been to find as solid a basis as possible for the development and interpretation of
the path integrals for constrained systems3.
I will also study the connection between the class of paths that appear in the
path integrals and space-time covariance and unitarity, and how this, in turn, relates
to the behavior of the action under the disconnected part of the diffeomorphism
group.
Discussion of equivalence of the different methods will be folded in as we
go along, and also reviewed in the general discussion at the conclusion. Second
quantization—i.e., the idea of finding and quantizing a field lagrangian which as the
constraint as an equation of motion—will be discussed in chapter 6.
[Nov 2005 note: see [53] for a follow up paper on this thesis.]
3As far as I know, one cannot really do it the other way around.
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Chapter 1
The unconstrained particle
As a reference point I include first the derivation of the standard phase-space path
integral for the unconstrained non-relativistic particle, starting from the quantum
mechanical expression for the propagator. This example is very important, as it
illustrates what one would like to have in the other cases, i.e., a well defined quantum
mechanical framework from which to construct the path integral expression for the
propagator, first in phase space and then in configuration space, according to the
picture mentioned in the introduction:
Q. Mechanics −→ Path Integral in PS −→ Path Integral in CS
This is the model we will try to emulate in the discussion of the physical
spaces in the parametrized systems.
I will also comment on the issues of unitarity and on the freedom in the
definition of the inner product.
1
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1.1 Quantum mechanics of the unconstrained
particle
Classically, we have that the standard action for the non-relativistic particle is
I =
∫ tf
ti
Ldt =
∫ tf
ti
dt

m
2
(
dx
dt
)2
− V (x)

 (1.1)
and the equation of motion that results from extremizing it is
m
d2x
dt2
= −∂V
∂x
(1.2)
One can also dicuss the dynamics in the canonical formalism by defining the mo-
mentum
p =
∂L
∂(dx/dt)
= m
dx
dt
(1.3)
and the hamiltonian H = pdx
dt
− L = p2
2m
+ V , with the equations of motion
dx
dt
= {x,H} = p
m
(1.4)
dp
dt
= {p,H} = −∂V
∂x
(1.5)
which are equivalent to the one in the lagrangian formalism.
The quantum mechanical framework is defined here by a Hilbert space of
states |Ψ〉. The basic operators are x and p, with the commutator Heisenberg
algebra [x,p] = i. A basis for the Hilbert space is provided by the eigenstates of
either one of these hermitean operators, x|x〉 = x|x〉, or p|p〉 = p|p〉. Completeness
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of these states is expressed by the following resolutions of the identity:
I =
∫
dx |x〉〈x| =
∫
dp |p〉〈p| (1.6)
where the integrations are taken over their full ranges. The following projection can
be inferred from the above algebra
〈x|p〉 =
√
1
2π
eipx (1.7)
Indeed, consider the action of p on the state |p〉 in the x representation:
〈x|p|p〉 = p〈x|p〉 = −i ∂
∂x
〈x|p〉 (1.8)
The solution to this equation is the above projection formula.
Notice that here we are using a representation of the algebra in which
〈x|p|f〉 = −i ∂
∂x
〈x|f〉
The positive definite inner product1 is defined by
〈Ψ|Σ〉 = (Ψ(x),Σ(x)) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dx Ψ∗(x)Σ(x) (1.9)
where, for example, Ψ(x) = 〈x|Ψ〉, is the state in the coordinate representation.
The probabilistic interpretation is tied to the existence of this inner product, which
has the key properties of being positive definite—yielding positive norms—and, as
we will see, time-independent.
1By this I mean that this inner product yields positive norms for the states.
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Time evolution is described by Schro¨dinger’s equation2
i
∂
∂t
|Ψ〉 = H|Ψ〉 (1.10)
In this case we take the hamiltonian to be H = p
2
2m
+ V (x). The solution to
this equation is
|Ψ〉 = e−iH(t−to)|Ψ0〉 (1.11)
for some initial state |Ψ0〉. The time independence of the inner product is now easy
to see.
The propagator in the coordinate representation is defined to be
U(xf , tf ; xi, ti) ≡ 〈xf |e−iH(tf−ti)|xi〉 (1.12)
(=U for short). The path integral in phase space is now easily built by inserting
the above resolutions of the identity in this definition. First break the time interval
into N steps and use the multiplication property of the exponential N times,
〈xf |e−iH(tf−ti)|xi〉 = 〈xf |e−iHǫe−iHǫ...e−iHǫ|xi〉 (1.13)
where ǫ =
tf−ti
N
. Then insert the above resolutions of the identity in this expression,
U =
∫
〈xf |e−iHǫ|p0〉〈p0|x1〉〈x1|e−iHǫ...|pN〉〈pN |e−iHǫ|xi〉dp0
N∏
i=1
dxidpi (1.14)
Taking the limit ǫ −→ 0 we have
〈x|e−iHǫ|p〉 ≈ 〈x|(1− iHǫ)|p〉 (1.15)
2I will refer to any equation of the form i∂tψ = Hˆψ for some hamiltonian, as a “Schro¨dinger
equation”.
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= 〈x|(1− iHǫ)|p〉 ≈ 〈x|e−iHǫ|p〉 (1.16)
= e−iHǫ〈x|p〉 =
√
1
2π
ei(px−Hǫ) (1.17)
where we used the projection 〈x|p〉 =
√
1
2π
eipx (which follows from the Heisenberg
algebra). Here H is defined to be
H ≡ 〈x|H|p〉 = H(x, p) (1.18)
Now we can write
U =
∫ tf
ti
eiΣj(pj∆xj−iHjǫ)
dp0
2π
N∏
i=1
dxidpi
2π
(1.19)
The resulting expression for the propagator is symbolized by3
U =
∫
DxDp e
i
∫ tf
ti
pdx−Hdt
=
∫
DxDpe
i
∫ tf
ti
dt(px˙−H)
(1.20)
where the measure here means
DxDp ≡ dp0
2π
N∏
i=1
dxidpi
2π
(1.21)
Notice that we could have simply written
eiH∆t = lim
N→∞
(
1 + iH
∆t
N
)N
(1.22)
to insert the resolutions of the identity. The right hand side is in fact the propagator
for a general, time-dependent hamiltonian [4, 6] (see equation 1.28 below). Thus,
3In this chapter only we define a˙ ≡ da/dt, instead of da/dτ —which will be the norm thereafter.
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the expression above for the propagator in path integral form is in fact general. The
path integral provides us with a solution to the Schro¨dinger equation that satisfies
the boundary condition (initial condition) of becoming a delta function at the initial
time—provided we normalize the position eigenstates in such a way.
This is then the path integral in phase space. The momentum integrations
are easily done to yield Feynman’s original path integral—which he obtained from
a different point of view,
U =
∫
Dx ei
∫ tf
ti
dt( 1
2
mx˙2−V (x))
(1.23)
The measure here means
Dx =
(
m
2πidt
) 1
2
N∏
i=1
dxi
(
m
2πidt
) 1
2
(1.24)
where dt stands for ǫ (or ǫi).
For the free particle (V = 0) we obtain
U(∆x,∆t) =
(
m
2πi∆t
) 1
2
ei
(∆x)2m
2∆t (1.25)
At this point we should make a note on the class of paths that contribute in the
coordinate space path integrals. Notice that the paths are described in the form
x = x(t), so by definition of the path integral they go forward in time—there is no
chance to describe paths going back in time unless we do something strange like
changing the sign of the hamiltonian.
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Also notice that one could compute the expectation value of the “operator”
Θ(∆t), where Θ(z) is the Heaviside theta function, and then obtain the causal
Green’s function for the Schro¨dinger equation—see section 5.1.4 for more on this—
Γ′G =
Θ(∆t)
2π
∫
dp0 exp{i(p0∆x− ∆tp
2
0
2m
)} = Θ(∆t)U (1.26)
which satisfies
(i
∂
∂t
− p
2
2
)Γ′G = δ(∆t)δ(∆x) (1.27)
Let us now look at the case of electromagnetic interaction and at the issue
of unitarity. Recall that unitarity of the propagator results when the hamiltonian is
hermitean, whether it is time independent or not (see for example Shankar’s book
on quantum mechanics [4]). In general the propagator is given by
U(tf , ti) = T [e−i
∫ tf
ti
dt′H(t′)
] ≡
N∏
i=1
e−iH(tj )∆tj (1.28)
and in the hermitean case it is a product of unitary operators and therefore unitary.
It has the properties [4]
U(t3, t2)U(t2, t1) = U(t3, t1)
U †(t2, t1) = U
−1(t2, t1) = U(t1, t2)
(1.29)
Any action that we can write in the form
∫
dt L[x˙(t), x(t), t] is therefore going to yield
a unitary quantum theory with the usual procedure for constructing a hermitean
hamiltonian, if ordering problems are not encountered
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Consider now the case of the non-relativistic case with an electromagnetic
interaction. The lagrangian for such a case is given by
LEM = 1
2
mv2i − eφ+
e
c
viAi (1.30)
(see for example [4]), and the hamiltonian turns out to be
HEM = (pi − eAi/c)
2
2m
+ eφ (1.31)
The point to observe is that this hamiltonian will become, with the usual quantiza-
tion recipe, a hermitean operator, as can readily be seen by expanding it:
H = 1
2m
(p2i +
e2
c2
A2i −
e
c
(piAi + Aipi)) + eφ (1.32)
Unitarity is therefore guaranteed with this action.
This completes the review of the non-relativistic unconstrained case. Keep
in mind that this is the model we will try to imitate when we study the constrained
case, as it is the example of well-defined quantum mechanics.
Let us now study a model for the relativistic unconstrained particle. One
point of view is to use the hamiltonian
h = +
√
p2 +m2 (1.33)
as we will see. This follows from the action
s = −m
∫ tf
ti
dt
√
1− x˙2 (1.34)
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(one could also consider h′ = −h which follows from s′ = −s). Notice that faster-
than-light paths are allowed, although they will come in with a real exponential
weight4.
The form
s′′ =
∫ tf
ti
dt
(
1− x˙2
λ(t)
+ λ(t)m2
)
(1.35)
—where λ(t) is also to be varied—is very similar. The equation of motion for λ(t)
is just
λ(t) = ± 1
2m
√
1− x˙2. (1.36)
Substituting this in the action s′′ yields either s or −s. Notice, though, that in a
path integral λ will not be imaginary unless forced by a rotation of the integration
contours.
What kind of quantum mechanics and path integral do we get from this
hamiltonian? The path integral is easily computed,
U =
∫
DxDp e
i
∫ tf
ti
dt(px˙−h)
=
∫
DxDp e
i
∫ tf
ti
dt(px˙−
√
p2+m2)
= (1.37)
1
2π
∫
dp ei(p∆x−∆t
√
p2+m2) = 〈xf |e−ih∆t|xi〉 (1.38)
Faster than light “propagation” is indeed possible, as hinted by the above lagrangian;
see reference [22] for more on this path integral.
4This is somewhat deceiving, as there is no such path integral in lagrangian form and with a
simple measure [22].
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Other relevant actions are (i = 1, 2, 3; µ = 0, 1, 2, 3; xµ = t, x)
E =
∫ tf
ti
dt
(
−m
√
1− x˙2i + A0 − Aix˙2i
)
(1.39)
with hE = −A0 +
√
(pi + Ai)2 +m2 for the electromagnetic interacting case (Aµ =
Aµ(x
α)), and
G = −m
∫ tf
ti
dt
√
c(xµ)− b(xµ)(x˙+ a(xµ))2 (1.40)
with hG =
√
c(p2/b+m2) , for the gravitational background case. These are special
cases of the general action for the relativistic particle in a curved space-time and in
a background electromagnetic field—with gi0 = g0i = 0,
AEG =
∫ τf
τi
dτ

−m
√
g(xα)µν
dxµ
dτ
dxν
dτ
− edx
µ
dτ
Aµ(x
α)

 (1.41)
or of the other form
A′EG =
∫ τf
τi
dτ
(
1
λ(τ)
g(xα)µν
dxµ
dτ
dxν
dτ
+mλ(τ)− edx
µ
dτ
Aµ(x
α)
)
(1.42)
in the gauge t = τ , which altogether eliminates traveling back and forth in time
(something as we will see that is related to particle creation and unitarity). The
hamiltonian in the first case is just
hEG = −eA0 +
√
g00{m2 − (pi + Ai)gij(pj + Aj)} (1.43)
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1.2 Other inner products for the unconstrained
particle
In this section I want to point out an ambiguity in the standard construction of a
quantum formalism from a simple classical system.
Consider again the simple unconstrained classical system described by the
coordinate x and the momentum px, and a hamiltonian H . How do we quantize
it? Introduce the operators x, px, with [x,px] = i, and a Hilbert space of states
|ψ〉, together with a dual 〈ψ|. To be more specific we have the representation of the
above operators in the form ∼ x, p ∼ −i∂x with (ψa, ψb) =
∫
dx ψ∗a(x) ψb(x), where
one has, as usual, defined ψ(x) ≡ 〈x|ψ〉.
Now, we could define
ψ˜(x) ≡ 〈x|A|ψ〉 (1.44)
as long as the operator A has an inverse, and keep, for example, the dual as before,
ψD(x) ≡ 〈ψ|x〉 (1.45)
In terms of the old inner product, using the identity
I =
∫
dx |x〉〈x| (1.46)
we obtain the expression
〈ψa|ψb〉 =
∫
dx 〈ψa|x〉〈x|A−1A|ψb〉 =
∫
dxdx′ ψDa (x)〈x|A−1|x′〉〈x′|A|ψb〉 (1.47)
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Now, by definition of the representation we have (modulo ordering)
〈x|A|x′〉 ≡ [Aˆ(x,−i∂x)]−1〈x|x′〉 (1.48)
and 〈x|x′〉 = δ(x− x′), hence
〈ψa|ψb〉 =
∫
dx ψDa (x)
[
Aˆ (x,−i∂x)
]−1
ψ˜b(x) (1.49)
As for the matrix elements of operators, they can be written as
〈ψa|O|ψb〉 ≡
∫
dx ψDa (x) Oˆ Aˆ
−1 ψ˜b(x) (1.50)
Physical quantites are of course left unchanged.
The point is that we can modify the representation of the states if we agree
to compensate for the changes when we evaluate physical quantities, which must be
left unchanged.
Alternatively, we can also trace the ambiguity to the definition of the ob-
servables. Assume we fixed the inner product. Is O the operator we want, or is
it some “multiple” of it, OA−1? If we have have a classical reference point—or
experimental data—we will know what to do.
As an example, consider the free, unconstrained, relativistic particle. This
system is,as we saw, equivalent to the unconstrained non-relativistic case, except
that the hamiltonian is given by the square-root form h =
√
p2x +m
2. Now, there
are two standard quantization schemes5. One involves using the Klein-Gordon inner
5This is discussed in the paper by Hartle and Kuchar, [31].
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product, the other is the so-called Newton-Wigner quantization, which parallels the
non-relativistic case very closely—indeed, the only difference is in the hamiltonian.
Let us look at these two cases. We can start in both situations with our
standard quantum states and base kets, |x〉, 〈x|x′〉 = δ(x − x′), (with the same for
the px kets). In terms of wave-functions defined with these kets, ψ(x) ≡ 〈x|ψ〉, the
inner product is the usual one. However, we could choose to work instead with the
kets
|x˜〉 = (p2x +m2)−
1
4 |x〉 (1.51)
Following the reasoning as above we will see that the wave-functions defined by
ψ˜(x) ≡ 〈x˜|ψ〉 are designed to work with the Klein-Gordon inner product:
〈ψa|ψb〉 =
∫
dx ψ˜∗a(x)
√
p2x +m
2 ψ˜b(x) (1.52)
(The reason for calling this the Klein-Gordon inner product is that the action of
this operator on the states that satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation is the same as
the time derivative operator.)
[Note: The way this is described in the paper I mentioned above, [31], is as
follows. First the new momentum states are defined,
|p˜x〉 ≡
(√
p2x +m
2
) 1
2 |px〉 (1.53)
Now,
I =
∫
dpx |px〉〈px| =
∫
dpx√
p2x +m
2
|p˜x〉〈p˜x| (1.54)
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Then the kets
|xNW 〉 ≡ (2π)−1/2
∫
dpx(
2
√
p2x +m
2
) 1
2
eipαx
α |p˜x〉 = eitpt |x〉 (1.55)
are defined. These are unitarily equivalent to the old ones. The other states,
|xα〉 ≡ (2π)−1/2
∫ dpx
2
√
p2x +m
2
eitpt |p˜〉 (1.56)
are essentially my |x˜〉’s.]
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1.3 Comments on unitarity and causality
As it has already been remarked, the question of unitarity in this case boils down
to a question of ordering of the operators that make up the hamiltonian. If we can
find an ordering that makes the hamiltonian hermitean, then we are set, whether
the hamiltonian is time dependent or not. However, in general there are other con-
straints on the possible orderings one can use. The need for space-time covariance,
for example, may conflict with hermicity. The particular form of the hamiltonian
we get also follows from the “gauge choice”, from the definition of time and the
corresponding foliation of space-time. Is there a nice, covariant ordering such that
√
g00{m2 − (pi + Ai)gij(pj + Aj)} (1.57)
is hermitean when made into an operator in the usual way? Well, the specific
ordering I already used (by just interpreting the above equation as an operator
equation) makes the hamiltonian hermitean, as long as
[gˆ00, (pˆi + Aˆi)gˆ
ij(pˆj + Aˆj)] = 0 (1.58)
How about space-time covariance? For consistency we need that the hamiltonian
operator transform as the zero component of a vector. If this demand is met, then
we will have a consistent theory. Of course, we will have broken the strongest version
of the equivalence principle, because our foliation choice picks a special direction in
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As for causality, the square root operator leads to trouble, as may be expected
from the appeareance of arbitrary orders of derivatives in the Taylor expansion of
such an operator. This type of operator is non-local, as can be seen from writing the
corresponding “square-root” Schro¨dinger equation6 for the free case in semi-integral
from [6]:
ih¯ψ(x, t) =
∫
d3x′ K(x− x′)ψ(x′, t) (1.59)
with
K(x− x′) =
∫
d3p
(2πh¯)3
eip(x−x
′)/h¯
√
p2 +m2 (1.60)
The kernel is sizable within a Compton wavelength of the particle—and non-local.
This leads to a violation of causality, because ∂tψ depends on the values of ψ outside
of the light cone.
Now, consider the D’Alembertian
gµν∇µ∇ν = 1√
g
∂µ[g
µν√g ∂ν ◦] (1.61)
This is a scalar operator. If this operator can be factorized in a hermitean fashion
we have an answer to the above question about ordering.
Suppose, for example, with g0i = 0 as before, that we have
[∂0, gˆ
µν] = 0 = [∂i, gˆ
00] = 0 (1.62)
6Again, I will refer to any equation of the form i∂tψ = Hˆψ for some hamiltonian, as a
“Schro¨dinger equation”.
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Then √
gˆ00{m2 − 1√
gˆ
(pˆi + Aˆi)gˆij
√
gˆ(pˆj + Aˆj)} (1.63)
will be hermitean with respect to the space integration. The issue of space-time
covariance is far from simple, though, as we will see in the next section.
Also notice that the mass term should really be substituted by the more
general possibility
m˜2 = m2 + ξR (1.64)
For small enough ξ there is no classical effect from this term.
All these issues are extremely relevant, because they will help settle the
question of whether one can pick a branch and save unitarity and/or space-time
covariance.
How are these issues related to the factorization of the Klein-Gordon equa-
tion? Can we bring these together under the particle creation point of view? We
will discuss these questions in the next section, and come back to them later as well.
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1.4 The Schro¨dinger equation and space-time co-
variance
In this section I would like to discuss the effect of Lorentz transformations on the
Schro¨dinger equation.
Let us first state how a covariant Schro¨dinger equation should behave under
Lorentz transformations. The wave-function must transform as a relative scalar 3-
density of weight 1/2, if we are to construct a probability interpretation. What is
imply meant by this is that
∫ ∞
−∞
d3x ψ(x)∗ ψ(x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
d3x γψ(Λ−1x)∗ ψ(Λ−1x) (1.65)
Similarly, if |ψ(xµ)|2 is the probability density of finding the particle at xµ, then it
must transform as above so that
∫
V ol d
3x ψ(x)∗ ψ(x) remains a constant. Thus, un-
der a change of coordinates the wave-function changes by Ψ(xµ) −→ γ1/2Ψ(Λ−1µν xν).
This would be the ideal invariant behavior, but we must check that under this change
the wavefunction still satisfies the Schro¨dinger equation. In terms of the differential
operators involved, by a change of coordinates we can then see that we can get the
same equation in the other coordinate system by requiring that the hamiltonian
operator transform as the zero component of a 4-vector—again up to a factor of
γ. To be specific consider the ground state of a hydrogen atom at rest, Ψ00(x
µ).
For another observer this state will appear as γ1/2Ψ00(Λ
−1µ
ν x
ν). This observer may
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ask if this state satisfies the Schro¨dinger equation—which he will write just as the
other observer did. The only thing to be careful about is with background fields.
If there is a background field, the correct covariance statement for an equation
D( ∂
∂xµ
, Aµ(x
µ))f(xµ) = 0 is that this equation imply that
D(
∂
∂xµ
,ΛAµ(Λ
−1xµ)) f(Λ−1xµ) = 0
in other words, changing variables to y = Λ−1x
D(Λµν
∂
∂yν
,ΛµνAν(y
µ)) f(yµ) = 0 (1.66)
Let us see how this is true for the Klein-Gordon equation. Suppose that
[
(∂xµ −Aµ(xα)) ηµν (∂xν − Aν(xα))−m2
]
φ(xα) = 0 (1.67)
It is easy to see that it then holds that
[(∂xµ − ΛAµ(Λ−1xα)) ηµν (∂xν − ΛAν(Λ−1xα))−m2] φ(Λ−1xα) = 0 (1.68)
To check, simply change the varibles to y = Λ−1xα. The equation becomes the
earlier one, written in terms of y, a dummy index.
It would be unreasonable to ask that f(xµ) satisfy the exact same equation:
the background field brakes absolute covariance. Thus he will take the point of view
that otherwise the laws of physics should be the same in all inertial frames, and this
includes the Schro¨dinger equation. Thus, he will perform a change in variables in
his equation and check if the new equation he gets is true,
iΛµ0
∂
∂x′µ
Ψ(x′
µ
) = Hˆ(ΛµνA
ν(x′
ν
),Λµν∂
′
µ)Ψ(x
′µ) (1.69)
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For the usual non-relativistic hydrogen atom hamiltonian, the appropiate transfor-
mations are those of the Galilean group. Notice that we are not asking that the
energy of the state be the same, but that the Schro¨dinger equation be satisfied.
What must happen, in the free case, is that the effect of a boost on a state of def-
inite energy and momentum be transformed into a a state of definite momentum
and energy again—the boosted ones. In general, solutions of the equation must be
boosted into new solutions (modulo readjustment of the functional dependence of
the potentials).
Consider for simplicity the equation (i = 1, 2, 3)
|p0| =
√
−pipi +m2 (1.70)
This equation is equivalent to p20− p2i = m2 of course, so if it is true in one frame of
reference it will hold in all of them. Let us check this explicitely by boosting both
sides,
|Λµ0pµ| =
√
−Λµi pµΛiνpν +m2 =
√
−ΛµαpµΛαν pν + Λµ0pµΛ0νpν +m2 =
√
Λµ0pµΛ
0
νp
ν (1.71)
so it holds after a boost, as it should.
Consider next the square-root Schro¨dinger equation,
i∂0Ψ(x
µ) =
√
∂i∂i +m2Ψ(x
µ) (1.72)
and suppose that Ψ(xµ) indeed satisfies this equation. I will now show that after a
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boost this equation is still satisfied. Indeed, after the boost—as discussed before—
we have to check that
iΛµ0
∂
∂x′µ
Ψ(x′
µ
) =
√
Λµi ∂
′
µΛ
i
ν∂
′ν +m2Ψ(x′
µ
) =
√
Λµα∂′µΛ
α
ν∂
′ν − Λµ0∂′µΛ0ν∂′ν +m2Ψ(x′µ) =
√
−Λµ0∂′µΛ0ν∂′ν Ψ(x′µ) (1.73)
which is consistent. Notice that the crucial part of the proof was that
i∂0Ψ(x
µ) =
√
∂i∂i +m2Ψ(x
µ) −→ [∂µ∂µ +m2] Ψ(xµ) = 0 (1.74)
which is true because
∂µ∂
µ +m2 =
(
∂0 −
√
∂i∂i +m2
)(
∂0 +
√
∂i∂i +m2
)
(1.75)
since
[∂0, ∂i] = 0 (1.76)
Notice that we also needed that
[∂µ,Λ
ν
0∂ν ] = 0 (1.77)
How about the case of an electromagnetic interaction? One needs to define
what the square root means, because a momentum states expansion definition will no
longer work. As long as the operator in the square-root is hermitean and positive
one can build a basis with its eigenstates, though in general these will be time-
dependent. Let us assume that all this is so.
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All that changes is that we need to use gauge-covariant derivatives—i.e.,
minimal coupling—defined as follows7
Dµ ≡ ∂µ + ieAµ (1.78)
One can show [11] that this equation—with the minimal coupling—is gauge covari-
ant, meaning that if ψ(xµ) is a solution and one changes
ψ(xµ) −→ e−ieΛ(xµ) ψ(xµ), Aµ −→ Aµ + ∂µΛ (1.79)
the equation is still valid. How about space-time covariance? This is a much trickier
issue (see [12]). Just as before we will need
iΛµ0 D
′
0Ψ(x
′µ) =
√
ΛµiD
′
µΛ
i
νD
′ν +m2 Ψ(x′
µ
) =
√
ΛµαD′µΛ
α
νD
′ν − Λµ0D′µΛ0νD′ν +m2 Ψ(x′µ) =
√
D′2 +m2 − Λµ0D′µΛ0νD′ν Ψ(x′µ)
(1.80)
The sufficient condition for this equation to be true is that the electric field is zero
in some frame (no particle creation condition),
[D0, Di] = F0i = Ei (1.81)
as I will now show.
Indeed, if this condition is met we know that the Klein-Gordon equation
decouples, because
DµD
µ +m2 =
(
D0 ±
√
DiDi +m2
)(
D0 ∓
√
DiDi +m2
)
(1.82)
7Here Aµ = (φ,− ~A), ∂µ = (∂t, ~∂x), with our choice of metric convention, time-space ∼
(+,−,−,−).
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since the electric field is zero. Hence we know that for a solution of the Klein-Gordon
equation
[
(
D0 ±
√
DiDi +m2
)(
D0 ∓
√
DiDi +m2
)
]x φ(x) = 0 (1.83)
Moreover, because this equation is relativistic we also know that
[
(
D′0 ±
√
D′iD′i +m
2
)(
D′0 ∓
√
D′iD′i +m
2
)
]x φ(x) = 0 (1.84)
where D′ = ΛD, as discussed earlier. This means that
0 = [DΛ0 ,
√
DΛiDΛi +m
2]x φ(x) =
[DΛ0 , m
2(1 +
1
2
DΛiDΛi
m2
+ ...]x φ(x) = 0 (1.85)
The fact that this equation is true for any boost Λ now means that
0 = [DΛ0 , D
ΛiDΛi ]x φ(x) =
[DΛ0 , D
ΛµDΛµ ]x φ(x) = [D
Λ
0 , D
µDµ]x φ(x) = 0 (1.86)
which is all we need to show that
√
D′2 +m2 − Λµ0D′µΛ0νD′ν Ψ(x′µ) = iΛµ0D′µ (1.87)
Thus, this equation, the square-root Schrodinger equation, is covariant if there is a
frame in which the electric field is zero.
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1.5 Conclusions, summary
In this chapter I have first reviewed the standard quantization of the unconstrained
particle, emphasizing the fact that the construction and interpretation of the path
integral are straightforward when one knows what the states, the inner product and
the hamiltonian are in the theory.
I have discussed the usee of different hamiltonians: the non-relativistic case
as well as the square-root relativistic one, with or without interactions. We have
seen that unitarity of the resulting theory hinges on whether the hamiltonian is
hermitean—time dependence of the hamiltonian is not a problem per se.
Then I have discussed the fact that it is possible—after choosing a set of
observables and an inner product—to change the inner product in the theory, as
long as this change is compensated by a change in the normalization of the states
and a modification of the observables, which must be hermitean in the new inner
product. Although this is not a new idea, it has been overlooked in the literature
as a source of ambiguities in the quantization of constrained systems, a point which
I will come back to in the next chapters.
Then I have looked at the issue of whether the Schro¨dinger equation is space-
time covariant, as well as gauge-covariant. For the square-root case the answer is
that it is always gauge-covariant—a result of Samarov [11]—and I have showed that
relativistic covariance demands that there exist a frame in which the electric field is
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zero. We will see that this is a recurring theme.
Chapter 2
Classical aspects of parametrized
systems
Parametrized systems are constrained systems of a special kind. In this chapter
I will review the formalism developed by Dirac and apply it to our systems, and
see how to obtain the physical—as opposed to gauge—degrees of freedom and their
dynamics.
26
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2.1 The non-relativistic particle: general consid-
erations
The action for the parametrized non-relativistic particle is1
S =
∫ τf
τi
dτ L =
∫ τf
τi
dτ
m
2
x˙2
t˙
(2.1)
This form follows from the trick suggested by Dirac [1] in which the time coordinate
is added to the degrees of freedom in the Lagrangian: let x, t = x(τ), t(τ) so that τ
is the new “time” parameter, then
S =
∫ τf
τi
dt L[x,
dx
dt
, t] =
∫ τf
τi
dτ L[x,
dx
dτ
1
t˙
, t]
dt
dτ
(2.2)
This action is invariant under reparametrizations that do not affect the boundaries.
Indeed, let τ −→ f(τ) with f(τi) = τi and f(τf) = τf , and with df/dτ > 0; then
the action becomes
S −→
∫ τf
τi
dτ
m
2
x˙(f(τ))2
t˙(f(τ))
=
∫ τf
τi
dτ
df
dτ
m
2
x′(f)2
t′(f)
(2.3)
so it is invariant. Notice that if df/dτ < 0 and f(τi) = τf , f(τf) = τi, then the
action is not left unchanged but changes sign, S −→ −S, so for this action the
invariance requires df/dτ > 0.
We can think of the full reparametrization group as being the direct product
of Z2 and the reparametrizations connected with the identity. We can say that this
1Unless otherwise stated we define a = da/dτ .
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action carries a faithful representation of the Z2 part of the reparametrization group.
The action of the Z2 part of the reparametrization group can be described by two
types of reparametrization functions: f+, which maps τi and τf into themselves, and
f−, which maps τi into τf and viceversa. The group multiplication is then described
by
Z2 =


f+ · f+ = f+
f+ · f− = f−
f− · f− = f+
(2.4)
The full diffeomorphism group is given by G = Z2 ⊗F+ where F+ denotes the part
connected to the identity.
The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion that follow from this action are
d
dτ
(
x˙
t˙
)
= 0 =
d
dτ
(
x˙2
t˙2
)
(2.5)
Let us now go to the hamiltonian formulation in the usual way, by defining the
momenta
px = m
x˙
t˙
pt = −m2 x˙
2
t˙2
(2.6)
We find the constraint2
Φ ≡ pt + p
2
x
2m
≈ 0 (2.7)
together with the zero hamiltonian H = ptt˙+pxx˙−L ≡ 0. The equations of motion
2Indeed det ∂L
∂x˙µ∂x˙ν
= 0.
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are generated from the extended hamiltonian HE = vΦ :
x˙ = {x,HE} = vpx
m
p˙x = 0
t˙ = {t, HE} = v p˙t = 0
(2.8)
This matches the lagrangian formulation above—in the sense that the dynamics are
reproduced—with the identification v = 1. The same equations of motion can be
obtained from the so-called first order action in the phase space coordinates
A =
∫ τf
τi
dτ(ptt˙+ pxx˙− vΦ) (2.9)
Notice that this action is invariant under the gauge transformations [14]
δx = ǫ(τ){x,Φ} δpx = ǫ(τ){px,Φ}
δt = ǫ(τ){t,Φ} δpt = ǫ(τ){pt,Φ}
δv = ǫ˙(τ)
(2.10)
as long as the gauge parameter vanishes at the boundaries, i.e., ǫ(τi) = ǫ(τf ) = 0. It
is not hard to see also that this symmetry is the same as the one in the lagrangian
form, with the identification f(τ) = τ + ǫ(τ). It is very important to be aware that
this situation in which there is a restriction in the gauge freedom at the boundaries
is very different from the standard concept one has of a gauge theory, where there
is no such restriction. Indeed, one usually understands the quantization of a system
with symmetries as the quantization of the “true” and “underlying” degrees of
freedom one assumes exist. The present situation is from this point of view really
troublesome.
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As explained in reference [14], this new twist in the concept of invariance is
a consequence of the form of the constraint, which is non-linear in the coordinates
conjugate to what is fixed at the boundaries, i.e., the momenta. Under the above
gauge transformation, the first order action changes, as a boundary term appears:
A −→ A+ ǫ(τ) (pi ∂Φ
∂pi
− Φ)
∣∣∣∣∣
τf
τi
(2.11)
which vanishes when the constraint Φ is linear in the momenta—or with some other
boundary conditions on the phase space variables. Reference [14] elaborates more
on this point, as well as on the idea of modifying the action at the boundaries so
that it becomes fully invariant. We will study these ideas in more detail shortly.
As one would expect the above dynamics match those of the unconstrained
action—equation (1.1)—when the gauge t = τ is used. That one has to use a specific
gauge to recover the “physical” coordinates is already an indication of trouble to
come, as we will see when we study the reduced phase space of this constrained
system.
The electromagnetic interaction case—which comes from applying Dirac’s
trick to the unconstrained lagrangian in equation (1.30)—is given by the action
SEM =
∫ τf
τi
dτ LE =
∫ τf
τi
dτ
(
1
2
m
x˙2i
t˙
− eφt˙+ e
c
x˙iAi
)
(2.12)
and it has the same reparametrization invariance properties as the free case:
τ −→ f(τ) with f(τi) = τi and f(τf) = τf , and with df/dτ > 0, leaves the action
unchanged. The covariant part, however, is gone. In the hamiltonian formulation
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we have,
pi = m
x˙i
t˙
+
e
c
Ai pt = −m x˙
2
i
2t˙2
− eφ (2.13)
and we find the constraint3
ΦEM ≡ pt + eφ+ (pi −
e
c
Ai)
2
2m
= pt +HEM ≈ 0 (2.14)
together with the zero hamiltonian H = ptt˙+ pix˙i−L ≡ 0. As usual, the equations
of motion are generated by the extended hamiltonian HE = vΦEM :
x˙i = {xi, HE} = {xi,HEM} = v(pi
m
− e
mc
Ai) p˙i = v[
e
mc
Aj,i (pj − e
c
Aj)− eφ,i]
t˙ = {t, HE} = v p˙t = v[ e
mc
Aj,0 (pj − e
c
Aj)− eφ,0]
(2.15)
This matches the lagrangian formulation with the identification v = 1. The first
order action is A =
∫ τf
τi
dτ (ptt˙+pix˙i−vΦEM ). Notice that this action is invariant—
as before—under the gauge transformations generated by the constraint [14] ( δz =
ǫ(τ){z,ΦEM )} and δv = ǫ˙(τ), where z stands for all q’s and p’s), with the same
condition on the gauge parameter (i.e., that it vanishes at the boundaries: ǫ(τi) =
ǫ(τf ) = 0). Again as before, it is not hard to see that this symmetry is the same as
the one in the lagrangian form, with the identification f(τ) = τ + ǫ(τ).
3Again, det ∂L
∂x˙µ∂x˙ν
= 0.
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2.2 The relativistic particle: general considera-
tions
The action for the free parametrized relativistic particle is (c = 1)
S =
∫ τf
τi
dτ L = −m
∫ τf
τi
dτ
√
t˙(τ)2 − x˙(τ)2 (2.16)
(where from now on a˙ ≡ da
dτ
). This is just a possible form—basically the proper
time—and it is not well defined when the mass is zero. Another form is
S ′ =
∫ τf
τi
dτ L′ =
∫ τf
τi
dτ
(
t˙(τ)2 − x˙(τ)2
λ(τ)
+mλ(τ)
)
(2.17)
and it is well defined also in the case m = 0. This action is invariant under
reparametrizations that do not affect the boundaries. Indeed, let τ −→ f(τ) with
f(τi) = τi and f(τf) = τf , and with df/dτ > 0; then the action becomes
S −→ −m
∫ τf
τi
dτ
√
t˙(f(τ))2 − x˙(f(τ))2 = −m
∫ f(τf )
f(τi)
dτ |f˙(τ)|
√
t′(f)2 − x′(f)2
(2.18)
so it is invariant. Notice that if df/dτ < 0 and f(τi) = τf , f(τf ) = τi, then the action
is also left unchanged, S −→ S, so for this action the invariance allows both df/dτ >
0 or df/dτ < 0. We can say that this action carries the trivial representation of the
Z2 part of the reparametrization group. This is a very important point, as we will
see later.
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The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion that follow from this action are
d
dτ
(
t˙
L
)
= 0 =
d
dτ
(
x˙
L
)
(2.19)
Let us now go to the hamiltonian formulation in the usual way; defining the momenta
px = −m2 x˙
L
pt = m
2 t˙
L
(2.20)
we find the constraint4
Φ ≡ p2t − p2x ≈ 0 (2.21)
together with the zero hamiltonian H = ptt˙+pxx˙−L ≡ 0. The equations of motion
are generated from the extended hamiltonian HE = vΦ :
x˙ = {x,HE} = −2vpx p˙x = 0
t˙ = {t, HE} = 2vpt p˙t = 0
(2.22)
This matches the lagrangian formulation above—in the sense that the dynamics are
reproduced—with the identification v = −L/2m2. The same equations of motion
can be obtained from the so-called first order action in the phase space coordinates
A =
∫ τf
τi
dτ(ptt˙+ pxx˙− vΦ) (2.23)
Notice that this action is invariant under the gauge transformations [14]
δx = ǫ(τ){x,Φ} δpx = ǫ(τ){px,Φ}
δt = ǫ(τ){t,Φ} δpt = ǫ(τ){pt,Φ}
δv = ǫ˙(τ)
(2.24)
4indeed det ∂L
∂x˙µ∂x˙ν
= 0
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as long as the gauge parameter vanishes at the boundaries, i.e. ǫ(τi) = ǫ(τf ) = 0. It
is not hard to see also that this symmetry is the same as the orientation-preserving
one in the lagrangian form, with the identification f(τ) = τ + ǫ(τ). Again, it is
very important to be aware that this situation in which there is a restriction in
the gauge freedom at the boundaries is very different from the standard concept
one has of a gauge theory, where there is no such restriction. Indeed, one usually
understands the quantization of a system with symmetries as the quantization of
the “true” and “underlying” degrees of freedom one assumes exist, and, just as
in the non-relativistic case, the present situation is from this point of view really
troublesome.
As explained in reference [14], this new twist in the concept of invariance is
a consequence of the form of the constraint, which is non-linear in the coordinates
conjugate to what is fixed at the boundaries, i.e., the momenta. Under the above
gauge transformation, the first order action changes, as a boundary term appears:
A −→ A + ǫ(τ)(pi ∂Φ
∂pi
− Φ)
∣∣∣∣∣
τf
τi
(2.25)
which vanishes when the constraint Φ is linear in the momenta—or with some other
boundary conditions on the phase space variables. Reference [14] elaborates more
on this point, as well as on the idea of modifying the action at the boundaries so
that it becomes fully invariant. We will study these ideas in more detail shortly—see
also reference [51].
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As one would expect the above dynamics match those of the unconstrained
action—equation (1.34)—when the gauge t = τ is used. That one has to use a spe-
cific gauge to recover the “physical” coordinates is already an indication of trouble
to come.
Consider next the more general actions for the interacting particle, equations
(1.41) and (1.42). Notice that both actions are invariant under the connected part
of the reparametrization (or diffeomorphism) group:
τ −→ f(τ) with f(τi) = τi and f(τf ) = τf , and with df/dτ > 0.
The invariance—or covariance—under the disconnected part of the group is
lost when going to the interacting case.
As mentioned, we can think of the full reparametrization group as being the
direct product of Z2 and reparametrizations connected with the identity. It appears
that in the interacting case we have lost “half” of the representation.
Let us first look at the action AEG in equation (1.41). Because of the
reparametrization invariance we find—using Dirac’s formalism as usual—the con-
straint
ΦEG = (pµ −Aµ)gµν(pν − Aν)−m2 ≈ 0, (2.26)
together with a zero hamiltonian, HEG ≡ 0.
Using the action A′EG in equation (1.41), the situation is just a bit more
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complicated. The lagrangian equations of motion are
gµν,β
λ
x˙µx˙ν − ex˙µAµ,β − d
dτ
(
2
gµβ
λ
x˙µ − eAβ
)
= 0 (2.27)
and from varying λ
λ = ±
√
1
m
gµν x˙µx˙ν (2.28)
In the hamiltonian formalism the situation is the following: first we find the con-
straint pλ ≈ 0, since the action is independent of λ˙. The hamiltonian is not zero,
H ′EG ≡ λΦEG. However, one now needs—as Dirac explains [1]— λ˙ = 0, and this
implies ΦEG ≈ 0, i.e., the constraint above appears here as a secondary constraint.
Again, the constraint contains two branches. It can be rewritten as
Π0 = −Πig˜0i ±
√
(Πig˜0i)2 −Πig˜ijΠj +m2/g00 (2.29)
where Π ≡ p−A, and a˜ ≡ a/g00.
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2.3 Minisuperspace: general considerations
The action we will use for our minisuperspace model is
SM =
1
2
∫ τf
τi
dτ
(
gABQ˙
AQ˙B
N
+NU(Q)
)
(2.30)
which is again equivalent to
SM = −1
2
∫ τf
τi
dτ
√
U(Q)gABQ˙AQ˙B (2.31)
where the signature of gAB is Lorentzian. In this homogeneous cosmological model
we have a lapse N , which is essentially the time-time component of the metric,
and a parameter Q0 characterizing the scale of the universe. The other parameters
describe spatial anisotropies. We see that, mathematically, we have been discussing
these models all along when studying the relativistic particle.
In order to understand the origin of these models it helps to think of the
dynamical field as an infinite number of of variables that depend on τ , g ∼ gxi(τ).
It is not hard to imagine that by demanding enough symmetries on the solutions
most of these infinite variables will be fixed. In practice one writes the most general
form of the metric that satisfies the symmetries imposed and plugs that in into the
action—or Einstein’s equations.
Since mathematically this system is essentially equivalent to that of the rel-
ativistic particle in a curved background and no electromagnetic field, the earlier
discussions on symmetries etc. will all apply here. Notice, in particular, that both
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the orientation preserving and orientation reversing diffeomorphism symmetries are
present in this case, since there is no analog of the electromagnetic field to brake
them—for this model at least.
In fact, the only difference of importance is in the interpretation of the theory,
and it will be essential to remember this when we discuss the quantum aspects of
minisuperspace, in particular when we discuss unitarity, space-time covariance and
causality.
The equations of motion are given by [49]
d
dτ
(
2gABQ˙
B
N
)
+N
∂U
∂QA
= 0 (2.32)
as well as
N = ±
√√√√gABQ˙AQ˙B
U(Q)
(2.33)
The constraint that follows from this form of the action is
ΦM ≡ PAPBgAB − U(Q) ≈ 0 (2.34)
which looks like that of a relativistic particle in a curved background with a coor-
dinate dependent mass.
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2.4 Gauge fixing, the Dirac bracket, and the Re-
duced Phase Space
Next we consider the idea that at the classical level one should be able to get rid of
the gauge, or unphysical degrees of freedom. As Dirac explained 30 years ago [1], the
appearance of a first class constraint in the process of defining the momenta is an
indication of gauge freedom, or invariance. This can be seen when one considers the
dynamics of the system: the phase space trajectories are defined only up to gauge
transformations, and the constraints themselves are the generators of the gauge
transformation (in the canonical sense). This is because of the inherent ambiguity
in the hamiltonian. A possible approach to quantization is to quantize and then
constrain, but one would think that it should be possible to eliminate the unphysical
gauge degrees of freedom at the classical level. This is the idea behind the reduced
phase space approach: there is gauge freedom at the classical level, so why not fix
the gauge (or identify gauge-equivalent points) immediately? Gauge-fixing can be
done by adding an additional constraint to the system, as we shall see.
Before studying the reduced phase space (RPS) associated with this sys-
tem, let us consider the simple example in which the phase space is described by
(q, p, Q, P ) and where we have the linear constraint Φ = P ≈ 0. This constraint can
be thought to generate a gauge transformation through Q −→ Q+ ǫ{Q,P}. This is
because the hamiltonian is defined only up to an arbitrary term of the form v(τ)P .
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At any rate the point is that the coordinate Q describes a gauge fiber, and the RPS,
the physical space, is described by q and p: the physical phase space is recovered by
the reduction process defined by:
a) Φ ≈ 0, and
b) Q ∼ Q+ ǫ{Q,P}.
This similarity relation means that it is sufficient to consider the gauge invariant
functions, which are indeed described by
0 = {CΦ,Φ} = {CΦ, P} = ∂CΦ
∂Q
(2.35)
i.e., they are functions independent of Q.
Consider next the following similar idea: take any function F (q, p, Q, P ) on
the constrained surface. Then fix Q = Q(q, p). The function F˜ ≡ F (Q(q, p), q, p)
lives on a subspace of the full phase space but it can be defined anywhere by a
gauge invariant extension. Indeed, if we think of F˜ as living on the whole space, we
automatically have
{F˜ , P} = {F (Q(q, p), q, p), P} = ∂F˜
∂Q
= 0 (2.36)
so that F˜ is independent of Q, of course.
Now suppose that the original system has dynamics generated by
HE = h(q, p) + v(τ)Φ = h(q, p) + v(τ)P (2.37)
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where v(τ) is an arbitrary function of τ -time. The dynamics, in the language of
gauge invariant functions, are described by
C˙Φ =
∂CΦ
∂τ
+ {CΦ, HE} = ∂CΦ
∂τ
+ {CΦ, h} (2.38)
so that we have dynamics for the physical degrees of freedom only. Suppose we decide
to go the “gauge-fixing way” by adding a gauge-fixing constraint to the system
χ = Q−Q(q, p) = 0 (2.39)
The first thing to do is to make sure that both this new constraint and the original
one are preserved in τ -time, and for that purpose the hamiltonian is “extended”
further: HE′ ≡ h(q, p) + vΦ+ wχ. Then one demands Φ˙ = χ˙ = 0, and this yields
0 = χ˙ = {χ,HE′} = {χ, h}+ v (2.40)
0 = P˙ = w
which fixes v and w. Now let F (q, q, Q, P ) be an arbitrary function in phase space.
The dynamics are then given by
F˙ =
∂F
∂τ
+ {F,HE′} ≈ ∂F
∂τ
+ {F, h}+ v{F,Φ} (2.41)
2.4.1 The Dirac bracket
One can also just define { , }∗ , the Dirac bracket [1, 2]:
{Q,F}∗ = {P, F}∗ = 0 (2.42)
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for all F . In general, the Dirac bracket is defined by
{A,B}∗ = {A,B} − {A, χi}(cij)−1{χj, B} (2.43)
where the matrix cij is given by
cij = {χi, χj} (2.44)
and where χi is short for the constraints, χi = χ,Φ. This is just
{A,B}∗ = {A,B} − ({A, χ}, {A,Φ}) 1{χ,Φ}


0 −1
1 0




{χ,B}
{Φ, B}

 (2.45)
The equation of motion above can then be written as
F˙ =
∂F
∂τ
+ {F,HE′}
=
∂F
∂τ
+ {F,HE′}∗ + {F, χi}(cij)−1{χj, HE′}
=
∂F
∂τ
+ {F,HE′}∗ = ∂F
∂τ
+ {F, h}∗
(2.46)
since {χj, HE′} = 0 for this case of τ -time independent gauge-fixing (see equation
(2.41)). Moreover
{F,HE′} = {F,HE′}∗ = {F,HE}∗ = {F, h}∗ (2.47)
which follows from HE′ −HE = aΦ+ bχ, HE − h = vΦ, and {χj, F}∗ = 0 for any5
function F .
5Indeed, the Dirac bracket is designed so that one can set the constraints to zero before its
computation.
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Let us look now at the case of a more general constraint and also at more
general gauge-fixings, including the possibility of τ -dependent ones. The goal is to
obtain the reduced phase space and describe its dynamics. We can start by looking
at the extended hamiltonian HE′ = h(q, p) + vΦ(Q,P ) + wχ(Q,P, τ). Again, we
require that Φ˙ = χ˙ = 0. These equations imply w = 0 and
v =
1
{Φ, χ}
∂χ
∂τ
(2.48)
and the dynamics are again described by equation (2.41). What happens in the
Dirac bracket formalism? Equation (2.46) is still correct, but equation (2.46) is
not since {χj, HE′} = 0 doesn’t hold anymore. In fact χ˙ = 0 now means that
{χ,HE′} = −∂χ/∂τ . One can check after some simple algebra that the equation of
motion is now
F˙ =
∂F
∂τ
+ {F, h}∗ + ∂χ
∂τ
{F,Φ}
{Φ, χ} (2.49)
which looks different than (2.46). In fact, for entirely general constraints and gauge-
fixing functions, it is easy to see that the equation of motion for an arbitrary function
in phase space is
F˙ =
∂F
∂τ
+ {F, h}∗ + ∂χ
∂τ
{F,Φ}
{Φ, χ} +
∂Φ
∂τ
{F, χ}
{χ,Φ} (2.50)
which is equivalent to the extended hamiltonian description with
HE′ = h(q, p) + v(τ)Φ(q, p, Q, P, τ) + w(τ)χ(q, p, Q, P, τ),
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where v, w are fixed as usual by Φ˙ = χ˙ = 0:
∂Φ
∂τ
+ {Φ, HE′} = 0 = ∂χ
∂τ
+ {χ,HE′} (2.51)
Notice that in general these equations don’t have solutions—in which case equation
(2.50) is undefined, of course. Since this possibility is in fact going to appear when
we consider the constant of the motion coordinate system in section 2.4.4, let us
study it in more detail with a simple toy case which illustrates nicely how and when
the dynamics of a constrained system lead to the concept of reduced phase space
(see Dirac [1]).
2.4.2 RPS vs. RPS∗
Recall that the idea of reduced phase space comes from the fact that some coordi-
nates in the phase space of a constrained system have arbitrary dynamics. Consider
the simple case in which we have a phase space described by the coordinates Q,P ,
and qi, pi, with a first class hamitonian h(q
i, pi), and a constraint Φ = P
2/2 ≈ 0.
Now, this form of the constraint may appear to be unusual, and perhaps one would
expect the system to be equivalent to one in which the constraint is P ≈ 0: the
constraint surfaces are definitely the same! But before jumping to conclusions let
us look at the dynamics.
In the original case they would be described by the extended hamiltonian
HE = h + v(τ)P
2/2, and the equation of motion for Q would be Q˙ = v(τ)P = 0
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in the constraint surface! The constraint and the constrained dynamics then reduce
the phase space to the space described by Sp ∼ [Q,P =0, qi, pi] with dynamics
A˙(qi, pi, Q, τ) =
∂A
∂τ
+ {A, h(qi, pi)} (2.52)
Let us see how the above methodology fares in this case. Introduce an additional
constraint, χ = Q = 0, and define as usual
H ′E = h + v(τ)Φ + w(τ)χ.
Demanding χ˙ = Φ˙ = 0 then yields vP = 0 = −wP . As for the Dirac bracket, it
cannot be defined, since the matrix {χi, χj} has no inverse. This is not due to a bad
choice of gauge-fixing, as any such function will run into this problem as long as it
is not singular itself (e.g. χ = Q/P ). Here we see the direct connection between the
existence of a reduced phase space and the existence of a well-defined Dirac bracket.
In the second case we would have Q˙ = v(τ). This is the usual situation,
where we see clearly that the coordinates Q,P are pure gauge, and that the system
reduces to the system qi, pi, h(q
i, pi). Indeed, the Dirac bracket allows one to set
Q = P = 0 immediately,
{Q,F (Q,P, qi, pi)}∗ = 0 = {P, F (Q,P, qi, pi)}∗
This system may seem artificial, and one may wonder if it would ever arise
from a lagrangian formulation, say. Both the relativistic particle and minisuper-
space, for instance, have constraints of the form P 2 − a2 = 0. Even though this
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system is not as degenerate as the one above, with this constraint it is not possible
to reduce by the identification procedure alone the above phase space to the “physi-
cal” coordinates qi, pi. One also needs to stay in the constrained surface—and this
is different from the usual situation of linear constraints. Indeed, the dynamics for
the “gauge” coordinate Q are still given by Q˙ = v(τ)P —which is totally arbitrary
in the constrained surface (unless a = 0), but is not if P = 0. What does this mean?
One aspect of this situation can be understood in the following terms. Con-
sider the simpler problem in which we want to minimize a function f(x) in the space
spanned by the coordinates (x, y) subject to the constraint x−x0 = 0. The solution
is clearly given by the set {x0, y, for all y}. This is an example of a very simple
“gauge” system. Using the lagrange multiplier method (see for example Lanczos’
book on classical mechanics [7]), this problem is solved by minimizing the function
F (x) = f(x) + λg(x), where g(x) is some “version” of the constraint, and also by
demanding g(x) = 0. This means that we have to solve the equations
∂f(x)
∂x
+ λ
∂g(x)
∂x
= 0
∂F (x)
∂y
= 0 (contains no information)
g(x) = 0
(2.53)
Using g = x− x0 the solution is immediate. However, we can also check that using
g = (x − x0)2 leads to trouble, as then we find no solution! The bottom line is
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that—as any calculus student knows–the function g(x) has to be chosen so that
(
∂g
∂x
,
∂g
∂y
)∣∣∣∣∣
g=0
6= ~0 (2.54)
Similarly, the choice Φ = P 2 is not good, as with it the full solution space is not
found, just as we saw before. The condition on the constraints for finding the full
solution space to the extremization problem is
δΦ
δz(τ)
∣∣∣∣∣
Φ=0
6= 0 for all τ (2.55)
where z(τ) stands for all q’s and p’s. The constraint P 2 = 0 fails this test, and indeed
we find less solutions when we use it—Q˙ = 0 instead of Q˙ = Pv(τ) =arbitrary.
Let us now discuss in more detail the concept of reduced phase space—or
RPS, for short. One point of view is that, ideally, we can divide the full phase
space into its pure gauge and its gauge invariant—or physical—degrees of freedom.
Conventionally we call the gauge invariant subspace the reduced phase space, RPS.
However, we could also fix the gauge part and work with the resulting space. One
easy way to think about it is to go to the “gauge-invariant” coordinate system
(see section 2.4.4), fix the gauge coordinates there with some gauge-fixing function,
and then transform back to the original coordinates. The resulting space—the full
phase space after gauge fixing—we call RPS∗. Mathematically, this space is the
direct product of the two spaces
RPS∗ = {gauge invariant} ⊗ {pure gauge—fixed} (2.56)
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and it depends clearly on the gauge-fixing used. Usually this distinction is not made,
the reason being that one usually works with actions that are fully gauge invariant
and therefore indifferent to gauge-fixing choices. However, for the case of actions
that are not fully gauge invariant it is important to distinguish these two concepts.
The reduced phase space proper is described by the gauge invariant coordinates
only, and it is different from RPS∗, although isomorphic to it.
To denote the constraint and the gauge fixing used we will write RPSΦ and
RPS∗Φ,χ. Let Q,P, q, p ≡ qa, pa be the coordinates for the full space, in which Q and
P stand as usual for the pure gauge part—with P ≈ 0—and q, p for the invariant
part. Also, let the first class extended hamiltonian be given by HE = h(q, p)+v(τ)Φ.
The space RPSΦ is described by q, p only, and RPS
∗
Φ,χ by the full set—with Q,P
fixed by χ and Φ respectively. We will consider two simple gauge- fixings,
a) χ1 = Q− f1(τ) and
b) χ2 = Q− f2(τ)
for some arbitrary functions f1 and f2 of the parameter τ . Their respective spaces
will be described by
a) q1, p1, Q1, P1, and H1 = h(q, p) + f˙1P1
b) q2, p2, Q2, P2, and H2 = h(q, p) + f˙2P2
(but we expect the true physical coordinates q, p’s to be unchanged.)
Let us now consider the following proposition:
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Proposition 1 The spaces RPS∗Φ,χ are all isomorphic to each other and to RPSΦ.
In fact , RPS∗Φ,χ1 and RPS
∗
Φ,χ2
are related by a canonical transformation. The
generator of the canonical transformation depends on χ1 and χ2 : it is given by
GΦχ1→χ2 = q1p2 +Q1P2 + (f2 − f1)P2 = G(q1, p2, Q1, P2) (2.57)
The corresponding canonical transformation is
p1 =
∂G
∂q1
= p2 q2 =
∂G
∂p2
= q1
P1 =
∂G
∂Q1
= P2 Q2 =
∂G
∂P2
= Q1 + f2 − f1
H2 = H1 +
∂G
∂τ
= H1 + (f˙2 − f˙1)P2
(2.58)
Symbolically we can write this result as CanG [RPS
∗
χ1
] = RPS∗χ2.
This proposition is trivial in the situation described by the decoupled coordinates,
but it holds in all coordinate systems—see the next section—as long as the con-
straint can be made into a momentum. Let us review a little bit of the general
canonical transformation theory (see for example Goldstein). Suppose that two
canonical coordinate systems
(q, p, h(q, p)) and (q˜, p˜, h˜(q˜, p˜))
yield the same dynamics. This will occur if, in fact
∫ τf
τi
(pq − h(q, p))dτ =
∫ τf
τi
(p˜q˜ − h˜(q˜, p˜))dτ +
∫ τf
τi
dW
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( careful with the boundary conditions for extremization!) i.e.,
pq − h(p, q) = q˜p˜− h˜(q˜, p˜) + dW
dτ
The above transformation equations come from these identities.
2.4.3 RPS analysis for the non-relativistic particle
For the non-relativistic particle, we have a phase space described by the coordinates
t, x, px and pt, and a constraint Φ = pt + p
2
x/2m ≈ 0. A possible approach is to
immediately do a canonical transformation such that Φ becomes a momentum, and
to proceed as above. Indeed, for simple constraints this is always possible, and is
equivalent to what follows (see section 2.4.4).
The gauge invariant functions are those that satisfy6 {CΦ(qα, pα),Φ} = 0,
i.e.,
0 = (
∂
∂t
+
px
m
∂
∂x
)CΦ(q
α, pα) =
∂CΦ(q
α, pα)
∂t
+ {CΦ(qα, pα), p
2
x
2m
} (2.59)
which is solved by
CΦ = CΦ(x− (t− t0)px
m
, px, pt) (2.60)
These are the functions, then, of the constants of the motion.
Let us now consider fixing the gauge with a τ -dependent gauge, χα = t−f(τ),
where α ≡ f˙(τ). As before, we need χ˙α = 0 = ∂χα/∂τ + {χα, HE′} which implies
6Greek indices denote the full space-time range.
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v = α, so we have
HE′ = αΦ = α(pt +
p2x
2m
) (2.61)
and the equations of motion in this gauge are
t˙ = α x˙ = {x, α p
2
x
2m
}
p˙t = 0 p˙x = 0
(2.62)
so the system is reduced to the coordinates x, px, with a hamiltonian
Hα = α
p2x
2m
(2.63)
The Dirac bracket computation in this gauge is easily done, since {χα,Φ} = 1: let
χj = χα,Φ as before. Then
{A,B}∗ = {A,B} − ({A, χα}, {A,Φ})


0 −1
1 0




{χα, B}
{Φ, B}

 (2.64)
and this yields
{x, px}∗ = 1, {t, pt}∗ = 0, {x, pt}∗ = −px
m
with all others zero.
Recall that we run into a subtlety with the Dirac bracket description of the
dynamics. In this gauge the correct dynamics are described by the equation
dF
dτ
=
∂F
∂τ
+ {F, αΦ} (2.65)
which follows from equation (2.50) and, of course, matches the above ones ( [15],
and see ex. 4.8 in reference [2]).
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In the gauge α = 1 the connection to the unconstrained case of section 1 is
clear, but let us look at the interpretation of the more general gauge-fixings. First
notice that equation (2.65) has a very simple interpretation: for functions of x, px,
say, one can simply factor out the term f˙ to read
dF
dt
=
∂F
∂t
+ {F, p
2
x
2m
}
Let us show, anyhow, that this reduced phase space is the same as the phase space for
the unconstrained non-relativistic particle in section 1, in some unusual τ -dependent
coordinates. Recall that the idea here is that when one picks a gauge, a coordinate
system for the reduced phase space is implicitly chosen—or an active transformation
occurs, depending on your point of view—and that with τ -dependent choices the
dynamics will look different. Let us go back to the unconstrained system of chapter 1:
there, t was the time, not τ . However, as we know from our later point of view t
and τ are one and the same in the gauge that leads to this system. So keep in mind
in what follows that t = τ . What canonical transformation corresponds to
H =
p2x
2m
−→ Hα = α p
2
x
2m
?
Consider
qα = x+ (α− 1)px
m
(t− t0), pα = px (2.66)
where clearly {qα, pα} = 1. Moreover
dqα
dt
=
dx
dt
+ (α− 1) px
2m
= {qα, Hα} = αpx
m
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since dpx/dt = 0 and dx/dt = px/m.
Let us study this picture some more. Let ǫ = α− 1, then
qα = x+ ǫ
px
m
(t− t0) = x+ ǫ{x, p2x
(t− t0)
2m
}
The generator of this infinitesimal canonical transformation is
G = p2x
(t− t0)
2m
= p2α
(t− t0)
2m
(2.67)
The full canonical transformation is indeed given by
W = xpα + ǫG = xpα + ǫp
2
α
(t− t0)
2m
(2.68)
then it follows that
px =
∂W
∂x
= pα qα =
∂W
∂pα
= x+ ǫ
∂G
∂pα
Hα = H +
∂W
∂t
= αH
(2.69)
which is what we had before.
In fact, the choice ǫ = −1 , i.e., α = 0 solves
H(q, p=∂W/∂q) +
∂W
∂t
= 0 (2.70)
This is the so-called Principal function equation, the equation that defines the gen-
erating function for the canonical transformation that makes the hamiltonian zero
(here we have actually described the method for any hamiltonian independent of
the q’s, H = H(p)).
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Let us now look at the interacting case. With the gauge-fixing choice χα =
t− f(τ), where α ≡ f˙(τ)— as before. It is easy to see that the equations now read
x˙i = f˙ {xi,HEM} p˙i = f˙ {pi,HEM} = −f˙ ∂HEM
∂xi
t˙ = f˙ p˙t = f˙ {pt,HEM} = −f˙ ∂HEM
∂t
(2.71)
which is not terribly surprising. The Dirac bracket computation is easily done, since
again {χα,Φ} = 1, and it yields
{xi, pj}∗ = δij , {t, pt}∗ = 0, {xi, pt}∗ = −{xi,HEM}∗
with all others zero. The dynamics for functions of xi, pj are once more given by
F˙ =
∂F
∂τ
+ f˙ {F,HEM}
Thus, the behavior with respect to changes of gauge-fixing—and their effects on the
RPS∗—is just as in the free case. The interacting case does not bring in any new
conceptual problems, although the dynamics are more complicated.
******************************************
Let us review what the use of a parameter has done and comment on the
peculiarities of this system. First notice that the original unconstrained case is
recovered through the use of a very special gauge: t = τ . This can easily be seen
in the parametrized second order action. In effect, the original system is reached
through a gauge choice, not through the gauge invariant content of the theory. In fact,
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the gauge invariant content of the parametrized case is described by the constants of
the motion—as we will see—which are true reparametrization invariants! The “time
evolution” effect is provided by the use of τ -dependent gauges, that is, by the use
of a different gauge at each τ -time—and of gauge dependent coordinates, of course.
Different τ -time-varying gauge choices produce different systems, which as we have
seen, are related by canonical transformations.
How is this discussion particular to parametrized systems, i.e., what is the
effect in general of τ -time dependent gauge-fixings? The answer is that the same
effect in the dynamics will occur in any situation where τ -dependent gauge fixings
are used. Consider again the simple system Q,P, q, p with the constraint P = 0 and
first class hamiltonian h(q, p). Let us use the τ -dependent gauge fixing χ = Q−f(τ).
It is easy to see that the extended hamiltonian is HE′ = h(q, p)+ f˙P , as follows from
the usual requirement that χ˙ = 0. Notice that none of this affects the dynamics
in the RPS, the space described by the coordinates q, p and hamiltonian h(q, p).
However, if we now did a canonical transformation into some new canonical pairs
Qa,Pa that describe the full phase space after gauge fixing—or RPS∗—we will have
some complicated dynamics.
Parametrized systems are special, then, in that we are forced to use such
gauge fixings, because the boundary conditions demand it. Indeed, the lack of
gauge freedom at the boundaries means that one needs to use gauges that match
the boundary requirements. This, as we saw, is a consequence of the non-linearity
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of the constraint. We will see this point in a different and clearer light at the end
of the next section.
2.4.4 Constant of the motion coordinate system: an exam-
ple
We will study the non-relativistic free case. In this coordinate system we take the
constraint Φ to be a new coordinate, say a momentum, P ≡ Φ. Now we need its
conjugate coordinate Q, which we can define by
{Q,P} = 1 = ∂Q
∂t
+
∂Q
∂x
px
m
The other coordinates q, p must commute with Q,P—and we saw that the solution
to {CΦ, P} = 0 is given by any function of px, pt or x− pxt/m—and have the right
commutation relation among themselves.
A possible solution is given by
Q =
1
2
(t+m
x
px
) P = pt +
p2x
2m
gauge degrees of freedom
q =
1
2
(t− x
px
) p = pt − p
2
x
2m
physical degrees of freedom
(2.72)
There is, however a problem with this solution. In fact, in the surface Φ = 0, we have
pt = −p2x/2m ≤ 0 , so in that surface p = −p2x/m ≤ 0. The physical momentum
coordinate doesn’t take values over the full range! It is easy to see that the map
(t, x, pt, px) −→ (Q,P, q, p)
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is not one-to-one. Indeed the two points (t, x, pt, px), and (t,−x, pt,−px) are mapped
to the same (Q,P, q, p). That there are problems with this transformation is not
surprising, as it is already undefined at px = 0. If we fix, say, px > 0, then the map
will be one-to-one, of course.
This bad choice of coordinates is an example of the problem we discussed
in section 2.4. Our coordinate choice made the constraint into a momentum, but
for that it picked up the “x part” of the constraint, which suffers from the problem
illustrated above. Either we change the constraint to px = +
√−2mpt —say—or
have to deal with the bad square form. It is simply not possible to make a constraint
like P 2/2 ≈ 0 into a momentum. It doesn’t cover the full range to begin with.
This analysis will be of relevance again when we deal with the relativistic
case and its quadratic constraint [52].
A proper solution to the problem of finding a set of canonical coordinates in
which the constraint is a momentum is given by
Q = t− t0 P = pt + p
2
x
2m
gauge degrees of freedom
q = px(t− t0)−mx p = −px
m
physical degrees of freedom
(2.73)
The system seems to be telling us that to make life simple it is t that has to be
considered pure gauge. The first order action in this coordinates is
AQ,P,q,p =
∫ τf
τi
dτ (PQ˙+ pq˙ − w(τ)P ) (2.74)
Now, that is simple! Where did all the invariance-at-the-boundaries problems go?
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Well, we need to know what the original boundary conditions look like in this coor-
dinate system. Recall that t and x where fixed at the boundaries. This corresponds
to fixing Q and −q/m − pQ at the boundaries. The above action doesn’t have an
extremum with such boundary conditions; a surface term needs to be added, as
explained in reference [14]. Indeed, consider the variation of the action:
δAQ,P,q,p = δ
∫ τf
τi
(PQ˙+ pq˙ − w(τ)P )dτ
=
∫ τf
τi
(δP (Q˙− w) + d(PδQ)
dτ
− P˙ δQ− δwP + δpq˙ + d(pδq)
dτ
− p˙δq)dτ
=
∫ τf
τi
(δP (Q˙− w)− P˙ δQ− δwP + δpq˙ − p˙δq)dτ + (PδQ+ pδq)|τfτi
(2.75)
With the boundary conditions on x, t, the surviving surface term is
(pδq)|τfτi = − px(t− t0)
δpx
m
∣∣∣∣∣
τf
τi
(2.76)
To get rid of it we need to add the surface term B|τfτi to the action, with
(pδq + δB)|τfτi = 0 (2.77)
A solution is
B = (t− t0) p
2
x
2m
=
m
2
Qp2 (2.78)
Unsurprisingly, the generator of canonical transformations of the previous section
reappears. This is where the lack of gauge invariance at the boundaries comes from,
as this term depends on Q. We can rephrase the subtleties of this system as follows:
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There is nothing special about the action—or the constraint, as it is simple enough,
P ≈ 0. However, our insistence on peculiar boundary conditions makes the addition
of a gauge dependent boundary term necesssary for the existence of an extremum.
Therefore gauge invariance at the boundaries is lost.
This illustrates the fact that it is not the form of the constraint only that
matters, but also what is fixed at the boundaries: the recipe for no trouble is that
the constraint should be linear in the coordinates conjugate to whatever is fixed at
the boundaries.
2.4.5 RPS analysis for the relativistic particle
For the non-relativistic particle, we have a phase space described by the coordinates
t, x, px and pt, and a constraint Φ = p
2
t − p2x − m2 ≈ 0. A possible approach is
to try to immediately perform a canonical transformation such that Φ becomes a
momentum, and to proceed as above. We will look at this approach in section 2.4.4.
One approach is to say that the gauge invariant functions are those that
satisfy {CΦ(qα, pα),Φ} ≡ 0, i.e.,
0 ≡ (2pt ∂
∂t
− 2px ∂
∂x
−m2)CΦ(qα, pα) (2.79)
which is solved by
CΦ = g(tpx + xpt, px, pt)e
tpx+xpt−m2
x
2px (2.80)
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A more symmetric way to write this is
CΦ = g(tpx + xpt, px, pt)e
tpx+xpt+
m2
pxpt
(tpx−xpt) (2.81)
For the general interacting case it is harder to write the solution, of course.
One really only needs to ask for a weak equality, i.e., that the bracket be zero
on the constraint surface,
{CΦ(qα, pα),Φ} ≈ 0 (2.82)
In this case the constraint surface can be understood to mean either the full
constraint suraface—both branches included—or only one branch. For the interact-
ing case we have {CΦ,ΦEG} = {CΦ, (Π0 − B+)g00(Π0 − B−)} =
{CΦ, (Π0 − B+)}g00(Π0 −B−) + {CΦ, (Π0 − B−)}g00(Π0 − B+) = 0 (2.83)
where
B± ≡ −Πig˜0i ±
√
(Πig˜0i)2 −Πig˜ijΠj +m2/g00
We see that if only one branch is taken the equation is just
{CΦ, (Π0 − B+)}g00(Π0 − B−) = 0
a simpler equation than the ones above! This corresponds to “choosing a branch”.
On the other hand, demanding weak equality on the full surface yields
{CΦ, (Π0 − B+)} ≈ {CΦ, (Π0 −B−)} ≈ 0 (2.84)
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Let us now consider fixing the gauge with a τ -dependent gauge, χα = t−f(τ),
where α ≡ f˙(τ). As before, we need χ˙α = 0 = ∂χα/∂τ + {χα, HE′} which implies
v = α/2pt, so we have
HE′ =
α
2pt
Φ =
α
2pt
(p2t − p2x −m2) (2.85)
and the equations of motion in this gauge are
t˙ = α x˙ = − f˙
pt
px
p˙t = 0 p˙x = 0
(2.86)
Using
pt = ±
√
p2x +m
2 (2.87)
we have
x˙ = ±{x, α
√
p2x +m
2} = ±f˙{x,
√
p2x +m
2} (2.88)
so the system is reduced to the coordinates x, px, with a hamiltonian
Hα = ±α
√
p2x +m
2 (2.89)
Notice that the hamiltonian comes with two signs: thus propagation back and
forth in time are both described in this system
The Dirac bracket computation in this gauge is easily done, since {χα,Φ} =
2pt: let χj = χα,Φ as before. Then {A,B}∗ =
{A,B} − ({A, χα}, {A,Φ})


0 −{χα,Φ}−1
{χα,Φ}−1 0




{χα, B}
{Φ, B}

 (2.90)
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and this yields
{x, px}∗ = 1, {t, pt}∗ = 0, {x, pt}∗ = ±{x,
√
p2x +m
2}
with all others zero.
Recall that we run into a subtlety with the Dirac bracket description of the
dynamics. In this gauge, for functions of x, px, the correct dynamics are described
by equation 2.65
dF
dτ
=
∂F
∂τ
+ {F,Hα}
which follows from equation (2.50) ( [15], and see ex. 4.8 in reference [2]).
In the gauge α = 1 the connection to the unconstrained case of section 1
(equation (1.34)) with the hamiltonian h is clear, but let us look at the interpretation
of the more general gauge-fixings. First notice that equation (2.65) has a very simple
interpretation: One can simply factor out the term f˙ to read
dF
dt
=
∂F
∂t
+ {F,±
√
p2x +m
2}
Let us show, anyhow, that this reduced phase space is the same as the phase space for
the unconstrained non-relativistic particle in section 1, in some unusual τ -dependent
coordinates. Recall that the idea here is that when one picks a gauge, a coordinate
system for the reduced phase space is implicitly chosen—or an active transformation
occurs, depending on your point of view—and that with τ -dependent choices the
dynamics will look different. Let us go back to the unconstrained system of section 1:
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there, t was the time, not τ . However, as we know from our later point of view t
and τ are one and the same in the gauge that leads to this system. So keep in mind
in what follows that t = τ . What canonical transformation corresponds to
H =
√
p2x +m
2 −→ Hα = α
√
p2x +m
2 ?
The full canonical transformation is indeed given by
W = xpα + ǫG = xpα + (α− 1)
√
p2x +m
2(t− t0) (2.91)
then it follows that
px =
∂W
∂x
= pα qα =
∂W
∂pα
= x+ (α− 1) ∂G
∂pα
Hα = H +
∂W
∂t
= αH
(2.92)
The choice α = 0 solves
H(q, p=∂W/∂q) +
∂W
∂t
= 0 (2.93)
Again, this is the so called Principal function equation, the equation that defines
the generating function for the canonical transformation that makes the hamiltonian
zero (here we have actually described the method for any hamiltonian independent
of the q’s, H = H(p)).
How about the interacting case? With the gauge-fixing choice χα = t−f(τ),
where α ≡ f˙(τ)—as before—we have v = f˙/{t,ΦEG}. We can next compute the
bracket
{t,ΦEG} = 2g00(p0 − A0) + 2g0i(pi − Ai) = 2gµ0Πµ (2.94)
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The extended hamiltonian is given then by
HE′ =
f˙
2Πµgµ0
ΦEG =
f˙
2Πµgµ0
(Π0 −B+)g00(Π0 − B−) (2.95)
where + and − stand for the branches:
B± ≡ −Πig˜0i ±
√
(Πig˜0i)2 −Πig˜ijΠj +m2/g00
and a˜ = a/g00.
Let us now look at the general equation of motion. The idea is to look at
the branch decomposition of the constraint above. One has to choose, ultimately, a
branch in which to “be”, for example when the initial conditions are chosen. It is
then easy to work out the general equation of motion,
A˙ =
∂A
∂τ
+ f˙{A,Π0 − B±}
∣∣∣∣∣
Π0=B±
(2.96)
The conclusion is that at the end one of the branches gets chosen, and
with the above gauge fixing in t the system in xi, pxi behaves as that
corresponding to a reduced system with a hamiltonian h = −A0 − B±,
just as in the non-relativistic case.
The Dirac bracket computation can now be done; it yields
{xi, pj}∗ = δij, {t, pt}∗ = 0, {f(xi, pi), pt}∗ ≈ {f(xi, pi), A0 +B±}
with all others zero, where a branch has been chosen. Thus, the behavior with
respect to changes of gauge-fixing—and their effects on the RPS∗—is just as in
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the free case. The interacting case does not bring in any new conceptual problems,
although the dynamics are more complicated. The only confusing aspect may be
that it is Π0 that comes with two signs. Using the Legendre transform it is easy to
see, however, that this combination is indeed t˙—and this is what comes with two
signs. Thus, the interpretation of the presence of two branches as a representation
of back and forth motion in time remains valid.
2.4.6 RPS analysis for minisuperspace
This analysis in this section leads to the same situation as in the relativistic case,
since mathematically the relativistic particle is just as minisuperspace. As men-
tioned above the constraint in this system is
ΦM ≡ PAPBgAB − U(Q) ≈ 0 (2.97)
for a gauge fixing function of the form χ = Q0 − f(τ) —where we tentatively
assign the “time-keeping” role to the scale of the universe, it is useful to rewrite the
constraint as
ΦM ≡ (P0 − B+)g00(P0 − B−) ≈ 0 (2.98)
where
B± ≡ ±
√
(P I g˜0I)2 − P ig˜IJP J + U˜ (2.99)
With the bracket
{χ,ΦM} = 2gA0PA (2.100)
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the Dirac Bracket computation yields
{QI , PJ}∗ = δIJ , {Q0, P0}∗ = 0, {f(QI , PJ), P0}∗ ≈ {f(QI , PJ),B±}
with all others zero, where a branch has been chosen, and the dynamics are once
more given—for functions on the reduced coordinates—by
F˙ =
∂F
∂τ
+ f˙ {F,B±}
Notice that once more if one tries to force the hamiltonian philosophy on a system
of this type we find that we need two hamiltonians—with the above gauge fixing.
This unusual situation will be examined further when we study the quantization of
these systems.
Finally, notice that we have the following interpretation for the appearance
of the two branches:
Classicaly we have that the effective hamiltonian in the reduced phase space comes
with two signs—one for each branch; this produces a forward and backward propa-
gation in “time”, the conjugate variable to the hamiltonian.
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2.5 BRST extended phase space
Let us now review the BRST treatment of a system with a constraint Φ [2,19]. We
will consider some of the above simple systems as examples of straightforward ap-
plications of this formalism.The first objects that are introduced into the extended
phase space are λ and its conjugate momentum π , {λ, π} = 1. Since λ is arbitrary,
its momentum is constrained, π ≈ 0. We thus have two constraints. To each con-
straint, the rules say we must associate a conjugate pair of ghosts, η0, ρ0 and η1, ρ1
with {η0, ρ0} = 1 and {η1, ρ1} = 1, other (super)brackets being zero. The total ex-
tended phase space is thus described by t, pt, x, px, λ, π, η0, ρ0, η1, ρ1. The next thing
to do is to define the BRST generator, which generates the gauge transformations
in extended phase space:
Ω = η0Φ + η1π (2.101)
We also need a gauge-fixing function, O. The dynamics are then generated by the
hamiltonian H = h+ {O,Ω} (= {O,Ω}, since the original first class hamiltonian h
is zero.) The first order action is then
S =
∫ τf
τi
(q˙αpα −H)dτ =
∫ τf
τi
(t˙pt + x˙px + λ˙π + η˙0ρ0 + η˙1ρ1 − {O,Ω})dτ (2.102)
We will use the “non-canonical” gauge fixing ONC = ρ1f(λ) + ρ0λ and also the
“canonical” one OC = ρ1χ + ρ0λ, where χ is a function of the original phase space
variables only—the Dirac bracket gauge-fixing function: χ = χ(t, x, px, pt, τ). The
terminology will become clearer as we go on.
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Consider first the non-canonical gauge for the non-relativistic particle. The
hamiltonian is HNC = {ONC,Ω} =
{ρ1f(λ) + ρ0λ, η0Φ+ η1π} = ρ1η1f ′(λ) + πf(λ) + λΦ+ ρ0η1 (2.103)
Let us assume that the proper boundary conditions are imposed so that all sur-
face terms that arise under the variation of the action vanish. Then the canonical
equations of motion are
x˙ = {x,HNC} = ∂HNC
∂px
=
λpx
m
p˙x = 0
t˙ = λ p˙t = 0
λ˙ = f(λ) π˙ = −ρ1η1f ′′(λ)− πf ′(λ)− Φ
η˙0 = η1 ρ˙0 = 0
η˙1 = 0 ρ˙1 = 0
(2.104)
This can be summarized by saying that the coordinates t, x, pt, px and λ, π have dy-
namics independent from the ghosts, and that it is clear that dx/dt = px/m =
constant—just as in the unconstrained case, Φ˙ = π˙ = 0 for the right initial
conditions—and that we have the gauge fixing d2t/dτ 2 = f(λ). So despite all the
new formalism, the dynamical bottom line is always the same.
For the “canonical” gauge we have HC = {OC ,Ω} =
{ρ1χ + ρ0λ, η0Φ+ η1π} = ρ1η0{χ,Φ}+ πχ+ λΦ + ρ0η1 (2.105)
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and the equations of motion are
x˙ = {x,HC} = ∂HC
∂px
= ρ1η0
∂{χ,Φ}
∂px
+ π
∂χ
∂px
+
λpx
m
p˙x = −ρ1η0∂{χ,Φ}
∂x
− π∂χ
∂x
t˙ = ρ1η0
∂{χ,Φ}
∂pt
+ π
∂χ
∂pt
+ λ p˙t = −ρ1η0∂{χ,Φ}
∂t
− π∂χ
∂t
λ˙ = χ π˙ = −Φ
η˙0 = η1 ρ˙0 = −ρ1{χ,Φ}
η˙1 = η0{χ,Φ} ρ˙1 = −ρ0
(2.106)
For illustration purposes let us use the gauge χ = t − ατ − t0, so that {χ,Φ} = 1.
Then the equations of motion become
x˙ = λ
px
m
p˙x = 0
t˙ = λ p˙t = −π
λ˙ = χ π˙ = −Φ
η˙0 = η1 ρ˙0 = −ρ1
η˙1 = η0 ρ˙1 = −ρ0
(2.107)
Again, we can summarize this by writing dx/dt = px/m = constant as before,
d2t/dτ 2 = χ is the gauge-fixing , and dΦ/dτ = −π = 0 if the initial conditions
satisfy Φ = 0 = π , since dπ/dτ = −Φ. So, again, the dynamics stay the same.
Consider next the relativistic case with a non-canonical gauge. Again, the
hamiltonian is
HNC = {ONC ,Ω} = {ρ1f(λ) + ρ0λ, η0Φ+ η1π} = ρ1η1f ′(λ) + πf(λ) + λΦ+ ρ0η1
(2.108)
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Let us assume that the proper boundary conditions are imposed so that all sur-
face terms that arise under the variation of the action vanish. Then the canonical
equations of motion for the free case are
x˙ = {x,HNC} = −λ2px p˙x = 0
t˙ = λ2pt p˙t = 0
λ˙ = f(λ) π˙ = −ρ1η1f ′′(λ)− πf ′(λ)− Φ
η˙0 = η1 ρ˙0 = 0
η˙1 = 0 ρ˙1 = 0
(2.109)
This can be summarized by saying that the coordinates t, x, pt, px and λ, π have
dynamics independent from the ghosts, and that it is clear that dx/dt = −px/pt =
constant—as in the unconstrained case again, Φ˙ = π˙ = 0 for the right initial
conditions—and that we have the gauge fixing d2t/dτ 2 = f(λ). So despite all the
new formalism, the dynamical bottom line is always the same.
For the “canonical” gauge we have HC = {OC ,Ω} =
{ρ1χ + ρ0λ, η0Φ+ η1π} = ρ1η0{χ,Φ}+ πχ+ λΦ + ρ0η1 (2.110)
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and the equations of motion are
x˙ = {x,HC} = ρ1η0∂{χ,Φ}
∂px
+ π
∂χ
∂px
+−2λpx p˙x = −ρ1η0∂{χ,Φ}
∂x
− π∂χ
∂x
t˙ = ρ1η0
∂{χ,Φ}
∂pt
+ π
∂χ
∂pt
+ 2λpt p˙t = −ρ1η0∂{χ,Φ}
∂t
− π∂χ
∂t
λ˙ = χ π˙ = −Φ
η˙0 = η1 ρ˙0 = −ρ1{χ,Φ}
η˙1 = η0{χ,Φ} ρ˙1 = −ρ0
(2.111)
For illustration purposes let us use the gauge χ = t − ατ − t0, so that {χ,Φ} = 1.
Then the equations of motion become
x˙ = λ
px
m
p˙x = 0
t˙ = λ p˙t = −π
λ˙ = χ π˙ = −Φ
η˙0 = η1 ρ˙0 = −ρ1
η˙1 = η0 ρ˙1 = −ρ0
(2.112)
Again, we can summarize this by writing dx/dt = −px/pt = constant as before,
d2t/dτ 2 = χ is the gauge-fixing , and dΦ/dτ = −π = 0 if the initial conditions
satisfy Φ = 0 = π , since dπ/dτ = −Φ. So, again, the dynamics stay the same.
Finally, let us remind the reader that in previous work we showed that a con-
straint rescaling in the BRST action is equivalent—via a canonical tranformation—
to a rescaling of the gauge fixing function. We will elaborate when we discuss the
BFV path integral (see section 5.1.4).
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Notice that in this formalism there are no constraints—as is usually said, “the
local gauge invariance is made rigid”. The gauge-fixing has been implemented in
the dynamics, and the dynamics of BRST-invariant functions do not depend on the
gauge-fixing. This is what sets BRST apart from Dirac. We can use a gauge-fixed
action in the Dirac case as well, but we have to use the Dirac bracket—solve the
constraints—or alternatively, find functions that commute with both the constraints
and the gauge-fixing. Here the ghosts take care of this, i.e., of the reduced simplectic
geometry (we will see this explicitely when we study the path integrals.) And we
don’t even have to reduce. Gauge-fixing does not interfere with BRST invariance.
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2.6 Conclusions, summary
In this chapter I have begun by reviewing the classical aspects of the actions for
the non-relativistic and relativistic particles as well as minisuperspace, and studied
their invariances at the lagrangian level. We have seen that the actions are invariant
only up to boundary terms [14].
Some of the actions, we have seen, carry a representation of the full
reparametrization group, including its disconnected part (Z2). The disconnected
part is broken by a background electromagnetic field, however. Continuing with
the review, Dirac’s formalism has been applied to our parametrized systems, and
we have seen that they are constrained systems of a special kind: because the ac-
tions are invariant only up to boundary terms, the constraints are not linear in the
momenta, and, moreover, in the more interesting cases of the relativistic particle
and minisuperspace, the constraint surfaces are disconnected. These are both well-
known facts, and they are the source of serious conceptual and technical problems
in the quantization process of parametrized systems.
I have then argued that to be consistent at the classical level we have to pick
a branch in the cases where the constraint surface splits—the relativistic case as
well as minisuperspace. The two branches correspond to two hamiltonians in the
reduced phase space that generate either forward or backward time displacements.
I have then made use of the reparametrization invariance to construct—with
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the Dirac bracket—the reduced phase spaces, and showed that this construction
depends on the gauge-fixing employed—a disturbing new feature of these “gauge”
systems, and a direct consequence of the actions’ lack of invariance at the boundaries.
However,I have showed that these reduced phase spaces, RPS∗χ, are related by time-
dependent canonical transformations.
Finally, I have reviewed the BRST phase phace construction, emphasizing
that it possesses the advantadge of incorporating both the constraint and the gauge-
fixing in the action—the ghosts take care of the “reduced phase space” simplectic
properties.
Chapter 3
Canonical Quantization
In this chapter I will review the different quantization schemes that we will apply
to our systems. I will pay special attention to the approach in which the reduced
phase space is quantized, that is, to the constrain then quantize method, since it
is the most intuitive and immediate. I will also give a formal introduction to the
quantize then constrain approaches, but the more difficult questions of the precise
definition of the Hilbert spaces involved and the fundamental questions of the def-
inition and properties of the inner product and unitarity will be delayed until the
next chapter. The application of all these ideas to the construction of path integrals
will be considered in the chapter after that.
For the relativistic case two approaches will be taken. In the first one, one
branch of the constraint will be chosen. The solution space of the general constraint
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for the relativistic particle is given by equation (2.29),
Π0 = −Πig˜0i ±
√
(Πig˜0i)2 −Πig˜ijΠj +m2/g00 (3.1)
where Π ≡ p− A, and a˜ ≡ a/g00. The situation for minisuperspace is very similar
since the constraint is essentially the same as the above one without the electromag-
netic field.
In the second approach we will look at the possibility of quantizing both the
branches at the same time.
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3.1 Constrain, then quantize: RPS quantum me-
chanics
Reduced phase space quantization is the simplest and most transparent quantization
approach. If one knows what the true degrees of freedom in the system are it should
be simple to quantize them. There are, in the present situation some problems
which make the systems we have been studying interesting: one of them is the issue
of lack of invariance at the boundaries. In the previous chapter I explained that
different gauge fixings correspond to a different choice of coordinates to describe
the reduced phase space. These correspond to different coordinate choices in the
unconstrained case, and as Dirac explains canonical transformations correspond to
unitary transformations in quantum mechanics. The only complication may arise
from the time dependence of the transformation.
Other problems in the qunatization process involve the branching of the
constraint surface and unitarity.
Let us first look at the non-relativistic case. There are no branches and the
RPS hamiltonian is always unitary. This example will teach us about the relation
that exists between unitary transformations, “ pictures” , canonical transformations
and different gauge fixings.
In the RPS approach we have—after the gauge fixing
χα = t− f(τ)
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some coordinates/operators qα,pα and a hamiltonian Hα, acting on a Hilbert space
of states |ψ〉α. Time evolution is then given by the Schro¨dinger equation
i
∂
∂τ
|ψ〉α = Hα|ψ〉α (3.2)
Taking the point of view that different gauge fixings correspond to canonical trans-
formations of the unconstrained system in chapter 1 generated by
Wα = q1pα + (α− 1)p
2
α(t− t0)
2m
≡ q1pα +Gα (3.3)
and remembering—see for example [3]—that this corresponds to a unitary transfor-
mation of the form
O −→ Oα = UαOU−1α ≈ O− i[Gα,O] (3.4)
with
Uα = e
iGα (3.5)
we see that these correspond to ( α = 1 is the reference system, e.g., x1 = x)
x −→ xα = UαxU−1α = Uα(U−1α x− [U−1α ,x]) = x+(α− 1)(t− t0)
px
m
(3.6)
just as in the classical Poisson bracket formulation. This transformation also affects
the eigenstates of operators. The new basis states for the operator B, for instance,
change as
|b〉1 −→ |b〉1 = Uα|b〉α. (3.7)
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For example, the case α = 0, which we saw corresponds to H = 0 classically, leads
to
x0 = x− (t− t0)p/m, p0 = p
Then the system is described by the eigenstates of x0,
x0|x〉0 = x|x〉 (3.8)
which we can check are
|x〉0 = e−i(t−t0)
p2x
2m |x〉1 = U0|x〉1 (3.9)
since
x0|x〉0 = U0xU−10 |x〉0 = U0x|x〉1 = x|x〉0 (3.10)
Notice also that
〈p|x〉α = e−ipxx−i(t−t0)
p2x
2m (3.11)
In the old coordinates ( α = 1, G = 0), the new basis states are
〈x|q〉0 =
(
m
2πi(t− t0)
)1/2
e
i(x−q)2m
2(t−t0) (3.12)
These states form a complete set and they are also orthonormal,
I =
∫
dq |q〉0 0〈q|
〈x|x′〉 =
∫
dq 〈x|q〉0 0〈q|x′〉 = δ(x− x′)
(3.13)
and 0〈q|q′〉0 = δ(q − q′)
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As for the wave-functions we can take two different points of view—
continuing with the case α = 0:
i) they are unaffected. |ψ〉0 = |ψ〉 , i.e.,
i
∂
∂t
|ψ〉0 = H|ψ〉0.
Then
d
dt
0〈q|ψ〉 = d
dt
〈q|U−10 e−i(t−t0)
p2x
2m |ψin〉 = d
dt
〈q|ψin〉 = 0 (3.14)
This is “ all we have done is a change of coordinates” point of view.
ii) The states do change, |ψ〉0 = U−10 |ψ〉. Then i ddt |ψ〉0 = 0, but
i
d
dt
(0〈q|ψ〉0) = i d
dt
〈q|ψ〉 = p
2
x
2m
〈q|ψ〉 (3.15)
which connects nicely with the RPS description above (write τ for t)
Regardless of the point of view, it is easy to see now that this formalism corresponds
to the Heisenberg picture of quantum mechanics. The second point of view makes
this more obvious perhaps, as the states are frozen.
The punchline is that the quantization of the reduced phase space yields
the quantum mechanics of the unconstrained case, although possibly in
different coordinates—or pictures.
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Let us now study the relativistic case. For the relativistic case the situation
can be similar to the non-relativistic case above. The reduced phase space structure
is complicated because of the branches, it is disconnected; in consequence one avenue
is to quantize one (or both) of the branches separately. This would seem the lowest
efford extension of the ideas in the simpler case above. Indeed we can proceed in
this manner for the free case, as well as for some other situations which we will
study below. Let us look at the free case first.
As before, in the RPS approach we have (after the gauge fixing χα = t−f(τ))
some coordinates/operators qα,pα and a hamiltonian Hα, acting on a Hilbert space
of states |ψ〉α whith time evolution given by the Schro¨dinger equation
i
∂
∂τ
|ψ〉α = Hα|ψ〉α (3.16)
Taking the point of view that different gauge fixings correspond to canonical trans-
formations of the unconstrained system in chapter 1 generated by
Wα = q1pα + (α− 1)
√
p2x +m
2 (t− t0) ≡ q1pα +Gα
and remembering—see for example [3]—that this corresponds to a unitary transfor-
mation of the form
O −→ Oα = UαOU−1α ≈ O− i[Gα,O] (3.17)
with
Uα = e
iGα (3.18)
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we see that these correspond to (α = 1 is the reference system, e.g., x1 = x)
x −→ xα = UαxU−1α = Uα(U−1α x− [U−1α ,x]) = x+(α−1)(t−t0)
px√
p2x +m
2
(3.19)
and as before the new basis states for the operator B
|b〉1 −→ |b〉1 = Uα|b〉α. (3.20)
For example, the case α = 0, which we saw corresponds to H = 0 classically, leads
to x0 = x − (t − t0)px/
√
p2x +m
2, p0 = p. Then the system is described by the
eigenstates of x0,
x0|x〉0 = x|x〉 (3.21)
which we can check are
|x〉0 = e−i(t−t0)
√
p2x+m
2 |x〉1 = U0|x〉1 (3.22)
Notice also that
〈p|x〉α = ei(px−(t−t0)
√
p2x+m
2) (3.23)
In the old coordinates ( α = 1, G = 0), the new base states are
〈x|q〉0 =
∫
dpxe
i(px(x−q)−(t−to)
√
p2x+m
2) (3.24)
These states form a complete set and they are also orthonormal, just as before, and
as for the wave-functions, we can, as before, take two different points of view—
continuing with the case α = 0:
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i) they are unaffected. |ψ〉0 = |ψ〉 , i.e.,
i
∂
∂t
|ψ〉0 = H|ψ〉0.
Then
d
dt
0〈q|ψ〉 = d
dt
〈q|U−10 e−i(t−t0)
√
p2x+m
2 |ψin〉 = d
dt
〈q|ψin〉 = 0 (3.25)
the “ all we have done is a change of coordinates” point of view, or
ii) The states do change, |ψ〉0 = U−10 |ψ〉. Then i ddt |ψ〉0 = 0, but
i
d
dt
(0〈q|ψ〉0) = i d
dt
〈q|ψ〉 =
√
p2x +m
2〈q|ψ〉 (3.26)
which connects nicely with the RPS description above (write τ for t)
Now, there are some problems with the use of a square root hamiltonian,
like causality. The free case—as well as some others we will discuss later—can be
first-quantized fairly easily. Unitarity is not a problem.
Let us look at the general case. The constraint is essentially
Π0 = −Πig˜0i ±
√
(Πig˜0i)2 −Πig˜ijΠj +m2/g00 (3.27)
We could try to choose a branch. However, now the problem could be unitarity. We
saw that the hamiltonian in the reduced phase space is
h = −A0 − B± = ∓
√
(Πig˜0i)2 − Πig˜ijΠj +m2/g00 (3.28)
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Now this hamiltonian will become an operator—with some suitable ordering. Under
what circumstances there exists an ordering such that the hamiltonian operator is
hermitean? We can ignore the first term, A0, as it is already hermitean. It is in fact
sufficient to find an ordering such that
(Πig˜
0i)2 − Πig˜ijΠj +m2/g00 (3.29)
is hermitean, and hopefully positive definite, since the square root of a positive
definite hermitean operator is hermitean. For example, consider the case of a flat
background. It is easy to see then that the above hamiltonian is hermitean, no
matter what the gauge potential happens to be. The problem, however, is that we
are not assured at all that the resulting theory will be covariant. As we discussed
earlier, in the unconstrained situation—which is where we are after reduction, it may
not be possible to find a covariant and hermitean ordering. It is possible, however,
if there is a frame in which the electric field is zero.
In the case of a curved background there are many questions. What about
our foliation choice? Our choice of time coordinate? Do these affect the resulting
physics? Well, our discussion before indicates that if we change the gauge the
resulting theories will be related by a canonical transformation. But, of course,
the starting point occurs when we choose a branch. It is unclear, in the general
case, what will result if we solve the constraint equation in a different way—i.e., by
choosing the other branch, or by solving for px instead, say. For the flat background
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case we have only Lorentz transformations to worry about.
3.1.1 Quantization of both branches
Let us look next at the full constraint—at both the branches. We can start by
constructing one quantum theory with each branch. We can then take the direct
sum of the theories by keeping the inner product and hamiltonian and the rest of
the operators “diagonal”. For example, we represent the states by arranging them
into two-vectors, with one entry for each branch. The inner product prevents that
the two sectors talk to each other, and time evolution doesn’t allow a transition
either.
This is the trivial construction. It is consistent as long as there are no
covariance issues (like demanding that the theories thus constructed by different
observers be the same, which will fail to be true in complicated metric cases, or if
there is an electric field).
But we can also try to allow for interaction. We would like to keep our one-
branch energy eigenstates in our new theory. However, we run into an immediate
problem. If the resulting “universal” hamiltonian is to be hermitean in this new
“universal” inner product, then it follows that eigenstates of the hamiltonian corre-
sponding to different eigenvalues will have to be orthogonal. Thus, for hermicity of
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the hamiltonian and unitarity of the theory we need
(ΨE, HˆΨE′) = E
′(ΨE ,ΨE′) = E(ΨE,ΨE′) = 0
if E ′ 6= E. This implies that time evolution cannot take you from one sector to
the other, and the theory is unitary within each sector already unless the sectors
overlap—unless they have states with the same eigenvalues. For the free case there
is no such overlap. There is no overlap either if the zero component of the electro-
magnetic potential is zero.
As a first example, consider the free case. The two sectors, as explained, are
made to decouple to preserve unitarity. Moreover, the theory is Lorentz invariant as
long as we define the inner product right, because a Lorentz transformation cannot
change the sign of the energy (or, paths going forward in time in one frame also go
forward in other inertial frames.) All inertial observers will agree on the construction
of this theory.
Consider next the particle in a flat background but with an electromagnetic
field. We can try to do the trivial construction, but in general we run into the prob-
lem that within each sector the theory is not space-time covariant, as we discussed
earlier. We have to abandon the picture in which the old “square-root” hamiltoinian
eigenstates are going to be eigenstates of the new diagonal 2x2 hamiltonian. We
have to invent a new hamiltonian. This is the route to the two component formalism
(see [6]).
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Can we attach any special significance to the case where there exists a frame
in which
[∂0 −A0, ∂i − Ai] = 0 = F0i = Ei (3.30)
i.e., the situation in which there is no particle creation in the corresponding field
theory? Notice that Lorentz invariant statements (and particle number is a Lorentz
invariant concept) in a field theory will show particle creation corrections only throgh
the use of Lorentz invariant quantities regarding the electromagnetic field. The
quantities
~E · ~B, E2 − B2 (3.31)
are Lorentz invariants, and if there is a frame with zero electric field one of these
invariants immediately vanishes, while the other is forever negative.
For one thing, solutions to the square-root Schro¨dinger equation
i∂0ψ = −A0 ∓
√
m2 + (−i∂j −Aj)2 ψ (3.32)
are also solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation
[(−i∂0 −A0)2 − (−i∂j −Aj)2]φ = 0 (3.33)
As a trivial example, we know that if we have the free case solution, and we perform
a gauge transformation on the electromagnetic potential,
Aµ −→ Aµ + ∂µΛ (3.34)
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the wavefunction changes in a simple way,
ψ −→ eiΛψ (3.35)
Consider the Klein-Gordon inner product,
(ψa, ψb) = −i
∫
ψ∗a
1
2
(−→
D 0 −←−D0
)
ψb d
3x =
∫
ψ∗a
1
2
(
Π0 +Π
†
0
)
ψb d
3x (3.36)
This is a very nice, covariant inner product. Notice that if
[∂0 − A0, ∂i − Ai] = 0 (3.37)
then the solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation match those of our Schro¨dinger
equation. Moreover, we can use the above inner product, since it decouples the two
sectors:
(ψE , ψE′) =
∫
ψ∗E
1
2
(
Π0 +Π
†
0
)
ψE′ d
3x = (3.38)
∫
ψ∗E
1
2
(
Hˆ + Hˆ†
)
ψE′ d
3x =
∫
ψ∗E
1
2
(E ′ + E)ψE′ d
3x ∼ (E ′ + E) δE′E
So the Klein-Gordon inner product provides us with the decoupling relativistic inner
product we were looking for.
Essentially, the vanishing of the above commutator enables us to speak of
“energy eigenstates”, to describe the solution space of the Klein-Gordon equation
in terms of the eigenfunctions of the hamiltonian operator. Schematically, we solve
the equation
D0φ = H(Di)φ (3.39)
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in terms of the solution to
H(Di)φ = Eφ (3.40)
i.e., solve then
D0φ = Eφ (3.41)
We can apply this criterion to the more general case where there is a gravita-
tional background. What is required for the decoupling to occur? Here we also have
a conserved Klein-Gordon inner product. Recall that the Klein-Gordon equation is
given by
(DµD
µ −m2 + ξR) φ = 0 (3.42)
which we can “foliate” as (assume that g00 = 1, gi0 = 0)
(D0D0 + g
ijDiDj −m2 + ξR) φ = 0 (3.43)
The covariant derivative here stands for the fully covariant one—both gravitational
and electromagnetic. The theory then decouples if we have
[D0, g
ijDiDj + ξR] = 0 (3.44)
This will yield a decoupled situation, no particle creation in some sense, unitarity
within the one particle sector, etc. The Klein-Gordon inner product,
(ψa, ψb) = −i
∫
ψ∗a
1
2
(−→
D 0 −←−D 0
)
ψb d
3Σ (3.45)
provides us with a nice inner product in the one-branch approach. A solution
is provided by a zero electromagnetic field and by a static metric (torsion free1
1[∇a,∇b] = 0
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situation), or the existence of a time-like killing vector field.
The Klein-Gordon equation can then be rewritten in the form
(
iD0 −
√
gijDiDj −m2 + ξR
)(
iD0 +
√
gijDiDj −m2 + ξR
)
φ = 0 (3.46)
How about minisuperspace? Recall that the constraint there was
ΦM ≡ PAPBgAB − U(Q) ≈ 0 (3.47)
and that for a gauge fixing function of the form χ = Q0−f(τ) —where we tentatively
assign the “time-keeping” role to the scale of the universe, it is useful to rewrite the
constraint as
ΦM ≡ (P0 − B+)g00(P0 − B−) ≈ 0 (3.48)
where
B± ≡ ±
√
(P I g˜0I)2 − P ig˜IJP J + U˜ (3.49)
We can proceed much as above.
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3.2 Quantize, then constrain
3.2.1 Dirac’s formalism
In this formalism [1] we do not assume the existence of a classical reduced phase
space. We do begin with first class constraints and a first class hamiltonian, that is,
with constraints that commute with the hamiltonian as well as among themselves.
This ensures—as we will see—that the physical states can be defined consistently:
once defined “physical” at a certain time they will stay physical under time evolution.
Physical states are defined by the conditions
Φˆαψ = 0 (3.50)
Notice that having first class constraints and hamiltonian ensures that the operator
algebra is well represented,
[Φˆα, Φˆβ]ψ = 0
(the commutator better be a linear combination of the constraints!) and that time
evolution respect physicality,
Φˆαe
−iHˆTψ = 0
In this approach we start by ignoring the fact that there are constraints, and
we quantize all the degrees of freedom, both physical and gauge. Then we select a
subspace2 of the full Hilbert space: the kernel of the constraint operator.
2Well, not really a subspace, as I will explain.
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One interesting—and simple—way to look at this quantization scheme is to
use the gauge invariant coordinates of section 2.4.4. In that case the states in the
coordinate representation are initially of the form3 ψ(Q, q), but after imposing the
“physicality” condition
Φ ψ(Q, q) = P ψ(Q, q) = 0, (3.51)
we are left with the states ψ(q). Here I have implicitely used the representation
P ∼ −i ∂
∂Q
I could have used
P ∼ −i ∂
∂Q
− f(Q)
instead, and get the states
ψ(q)e
i
∫ Q
Q0
f(Q′)dQ′
(3.52)
The first problem we run into is that the states that satisfy the constraint are not in
the original Hilbert space. Indeed those are given by ψ 6= ψ(Q), which have infinite
norm in the original Hilbert space,
∫ ∞
−∞
dQdq ψ(q)∗ ψ(q) =∞
and gauge fixing is needed (although one can also start from a compact coordinate
space—by imposing periodicity conditions, say.) The inner product in the “reduced”
Hilbert space can then be defined by
(φ, ψ) ≡
∫ ∞
−∞
dQdq δ(Q) φ(q)∗ψ(q) (3.53)
3I remind the reader that Q stands for the gauge coordinate, q for the physical one, etc.
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or by
(φ, ψ) ≡ 1
VQ
∫ ∞
−∞
dQdq φ(q)∗ψ(q) (3.54)
where VQ is the Q-volume, or more generally by [2]
(ϕ, ψ) =
∫
dQdq ϕ∗(q) δ (χˆ)|{χˆ, Pˆ}| ψ(q) =
∫
dq ϕ∗(q)ψ(q) (3.55)
after using the gauge χ = Q− f(q, p, P ).
This is clearly equivalent to the reduced phase space quantization—in the
gauge α = 1. The gauge invariant operators—i.e., those that commute with the
constraint—are by definition, those that commute with P, and after eliminating Q
dependence from the states, they are reduced to operators in the physical coordinates
only. So it is easy to see that this approach is the same as the reduced phase
space method for simple constraints and topologies. For the general situation the
equivalence of the methods is not clear, although we will try to shed some light with
the cases at hand.
We will discuss these issues at length in the next chapter.
Observables are defined by operators that commute weakly with the con-
straints, i.e., first class operators. This ensures that we can work with them within
the physical space. For example, let Aˆ be a first class operator. Then, by defifinition
[Φˆα, Aˆ] = Cˆ
βΦˆβ (3.56)
Then we can ask, if |ψ〉 is a physical state,
Φˆα|ψ〉 = 0
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is Aˆ|ψ〉 physical? Well,
ΦˆαAˆ|ψ〉 = [Φˆα, Aˆ]|ψ〉 = CˆβΦˆβ |ψ〉 = 0 (3.57)
indeed.
Notice also that if Aˆ is an observable, then Aˆ + CˆαΦˆα is also observable
and physically indistinguishable from Aˆ. These operators are related by a gauge
transformation. One can gauge fix by demanding that the observables also com-
mute with an extra set of constraints—which are chosen not to commute with the
original constraints, in the sense that the matrix formed by their Poisson bracket
is non- singular. This is very similar to the Dirac bracket approach in the classical
development of the previous chapter.
3.2.2 Fock space quantization
Let us introduce the Fock quantization method. To begin with, we will need an even
number of constraints—a recurring theme. Let me state why immediately: we will,
in essence, pair the constraints and assign to each combination opposite sign norm
states so that their effect in the theory cancels after we select the physical space.
Thus, gauge–degrees of freedom effectively disappear from the theory. The key new
ingredient here is the appearance of states with negative norms.
We assume for now that the constraints can be canonically transformed to
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momenta4,
P1 ≈ 0 ≈ P2
A very important assumption is that we will represent these as hermitean
operators—as we will see. Let us now define the operators
aˆ = Pˆ1 + iPˆ2, aˆ
† = Pˆ1 − iPˆ2 (3.58)
and
bˆ = − i
2
(Qˆ1 + iQˆ2), bˆ† =
i
2
(Qˆ1 − iQˆ2) (3.59)
As we see, we need an even number of constraints.
The commutation relation that follow from this definition are
[aˆ, bˆ†] = [bˆ, aˆ†] = 1
and the rest zero.
Notice that it is implied by the notation here that both Pˆ1 and Pˆ2 are her-
mitean. For example, aˆ + aˆ† is hermitean, and is equal to 2P1. This fact is crucial
for the development of the formalism, and is a subtle assumption—it selects an
indefinite inner product when we define the vacuum.
The states on this space are defined by the following construction:
a) it is assummed that there is a “vacuum” state, |0〉, satifying the conditions
aˆ|0〉 = bˆ|0〉 = 0
4This is always true locally, but, in general, not globally.
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a’) This state is also assumed to have unit norm, 〈0|0〉 = 1.
b) The rest of these states are defined by acting on the “vacuum” above with
the creation operators.
Before we work out some of the consequences of this prescription, let us look
at what it is doing in terms of the Pˆi operators. What is the vacuum? We need a
state that satisfies
(Pˆ1 + iPˆ2)|0〉 = − i
2
(Qˆ1 + iQˆ2)|0〉 = 0
In a standard Hilbert space there is no such state! Although these operators com-
mute, they are not hermitean with the usual inner product, so we do not expect to
construct a basis with their eigenstates. This points the way to a cure.
Consider the states (aˆ† + bˆ†)|0〉, (aˆ† − bˆ†)|0〉, and aˆ†|0〉. They have positive,
negative, and zero norm respectively. Our Hilbert space is not a positive definite
inner product space.
Now comes the constraint. The constraints above are equivalent classically
to demanding that
a ≈ 0 ≈ a†
However, we cannot demand this condition from the states, since there is no state
in our construction that will satisfy aˆ†|ψ〉 = 0! By the way, this is another clue that
our definition of the Hilbert space—our representation—is not the usual one (there
is no such vacuum in the Hilbert space we learned in kindergarden.... There is a
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solution to the above equations that define the vacuum, but the solution has infinite
norm.)
We can only demand that the physical states satisfy
aˆ|ψF 〉 = 0
Now, what of the other “half” of the constraint? The physical states do
not satisfy it! However, notice that expectation value of the constraints in between
physical states in always zero. So in this very important sense we are safe. Moreover,
we will now see that effectively—as claimed at the beginning of this section, the Fock
space is reduced to a space isomorphic to the Dirac states—the space of states that
satisfy the constraint in Dirac quantization:
A physical state in the Fock space is either the vacuum or a linear com-
bination of the vacuum and a physical state that has zero inner product
with all the physical states.
Indeed, the other physical states are given by the null states
f(aˆ†)|0〉 (3.60)
since [aˆ, aˆ†] = 0, which decouple from the physical states, since aˆ† ≡ (aˆ)†.
Let us describe the observables in this representation. It is clear that the
observables of the Dirac formalism will not work here, unless they are observable in
the strong sense. For example, if Aˆ is again an observable in the Dirac sense, we
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know that (let Φˆα = Pˆ1, Pˆ2)
[Φˆα, Aˆ] = Oˆ
1
α(aˆ + aˆ
†) + Oˆ2α(aˆ− aˆ†)
Now, if |ψ〉 is a physical state in the Fock sense,
aˆ|ψ〉 = 0
is Aˆ|ψ〉 physical? Well,
aˆAˆ|ψ〉 = [aˆ, Aˆ]|ψ〉 = [Pˆ1 + iPˆ2, Aˆ]|ψ〉 =
Kˆ1(aˆ+ aˆ†)|ψ〉+ Kˆ2(aˆ− aˆ†)|ψ〉 = (Kˆ1 − Kˆ2)aˆ†|ψ〉
So, in general Aˆ|ψ〉 is not physical.
Only classical observables that are strongly observable are acceptable in gen-
eral in the Fock scheme.
This is nor entirely surpising, though. In this approach there is no need for
gauge-fixing, which means that in order to set up a map from the Fock space to the
earlier Dirac one, gauge-fixing will be needed in the second. In the Dirac approach,
one can always make a weak observable strong by adding to it a linear combination of
the constraints. Such observables are physically equivalent gauge cousins, and after
fixing the gauge only one will remain. Thus at the end of the day we do have an
isomorphism between the two approaches. After we are done with the constraining
we end up with the same reduction as in the Dirac case. However, in the intermediate
steps things will look very different—as we will discuss later—and things can get to
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be very tricky with theories that are not completely gauge-invariant, like the ones
we will discuss here. We will continue this discussion in the next chapter.
3.2.3 BRST quantization
In BRST [2] the states we have are originally in the extended space, so in this respect
the philosophy is as in the Dirac approach. One may start asking if one shouldn’t
reduce classically even in this approach— and then quantize. As remarked, however,
there are no constraints in the BRST approach—“the invariance has been made
rigid”—so it makes sense to quantize as usual when there are no constraints.
Recall the following from the classical development of a system with a con-
straint Φ [2,19]. The first objects that are introduced into the extended phase space
are the multiplier λ and its conjugate momentum π, i.e., {λ, π} = 1. Since λ is
arbitrary, its momentum is constrained, π ≈ 0. We thus have two constraints. To
each constraint, the rules say we must associate a conjugate pair of ghosts, η0, ρ0 and
η1, ρ1 with {η0, ρ0} = 1 and {η1, ρ1} = 1—with the other (super)brackets being zero.
The total extended phase space is thus described by t, pt, x, px, λ, π, η0, ρ0, η1, ρ1. The
next thing to do is to define the BRST generator, which generates the gauge trans-
formations in extended phase space:
Ω = η0Φ + η1π (3.61)
We also need a gauge-fixing function, O. The dynamics are then generated by the
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hamiltonian H = h+{O,Ω} (= {O,Ω}, since for our systems the original first class
hamiltonian h is zero.)
The BRST generator has the crucial property that
{Ω,Ω} = 0
Now, the above is translated into the quantum recipe in the usual way. Ob-
servables become operators, and the (super)Poisson bracket structure is translated
into the (super)commutator language in the usual way,
{A,B} −→ ih¯[Aˆ, Bˆ]
In this case we have both commutators and anticommutators. For example, we will
need
[Ωˆ, Ωˆ] = Ωˆ2 = 0 (3.62)
In the particle case this means that we start with the states |Ψ〉 with the
basis |t, x, λ, η0, η1〉, say. In the “coordinate” representation we have
〈t, x, λ, η0, η1|Ψ〉 ≡ Ψ = ψ + ψ0η0 + ψ1η1 + ψ01η0η1 (3.63)
where the ψ’s are functions of x, t, λ. The inner product in this original extended
space is given by
(Σ,Ψ) ≡
∫
dtdxdλdη0dη1 Σ
∗(zA) Ψ(zA) (3.64)
Now, in order to get to the BRST physical space we need to do two things, and in
both the central object is the BRST generator Ω and its properties5:
5The first one is a subtle assumption about the representation of this algebra. See below.
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a) Ωˆ† = Ωˆ,
b) Ωˆ2 = 0,
which it inherits from the classical description: Ω is real, and {Ω,Ω} = 0 [2, 19].
The BRST physical space is defined by:
i) the BRST physical condition
Ωˆ|Ψ〉Ph ≡ 0 (3.65)
where recall that the BRST generator is Ω = η0Φ + η1π
ii) we need the BRST cohomology, i.e we need to identify
|Ψ〉Ph ∼ |Ψ〉Ph + Ωˆ|∆〉 (3.66)
since the factor Ωˆ|∆〉 is physical (Ωˆ2 = 0), but has zero inner product
with any physical state6 (Ωˆ† = Ωˆ, Ωˆ|Ψ〉Ph = 0).
Consider, for example, a gauge theory with constraints Ga ≈ 0 and algebra
[Ga, Gb] = C
c
abGc (3.67)
with the Ccab constants. This is what reference [2] calls “Constraints that close
according to a group”, since the above are the structure constants and the Poisson
algebra reproduces the Lie algebra of a group. The Jacobi identity of the Poisson
bracket implies that for consistency the constants satify the Jacobi identity—as they
6see last footnote...
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do for a Lie Group,
CcabC
e
cd + C
c
bdC
e
ca + C
c
daC
e
cb = 0 (3.68)
In such a case the BRST generator is defined by
Ω = ηaGa − 1
2
ηbηcCacbPa (3.69)
Now,
[Ω,Ω] = 0 (3.70)
is equivalent to the algebra above. Indeed7
[Ω,Ω] = ηaηb([Ga, Gb]− CcabGc) +
1
4
[ηbηcCacbPa, ηb
′
ηc
′
Ca
′
c′b′Pa′ ] (3.71)
Now,
1
4
[ηbηcCacbPa, ηb
′
ηc
′
Ca
′
c′b′Pa′ ] = CdabCecdPeηaηbηc = 0 (3.72)
is the Jacobi identity.
What are the equations for physicality? In this simple case there are no
ordering ambiguities in the writing of the operator
Ωˆ = ηˆaGˆa − 1
2
ηˆbηˆcCacbPˆa (3.73)
thanks in part to the total antisymmetry of the structure constants. Let us look at
the solutions to the equation
Ωˆ|ΨBRST 〉 = 0 (3.74)
7Following the convention in reference [2], [ηa,Pb] = −δab .
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For this purpose, let us use the semi-abstract, semi-coordinate representation (for
the ghosts) expression for the states that we used before. This is indeed the one
that results from projecting
〈η0, η1, η2|
(∑ |ψ(z), λ)〉 ⊗ |f(η0, η1, η2)〉) (3.75)
where
ηˆa|η0, η1, η2〉 = ηa|η0, η1, η2〉 (3.76)
Now, doing a Taylor expansion
〈η0, η1, η2|∑ |ψ(z), λ)〉 ⊗ |f(η0, η1, η2)〉 = |ψ〉+ |ψa〉ηa + |ψab〉ηaηb + |ψabc〉ηaηbηc
(3.77)
≡ |Ψ〉 and where, w.l.g., we assume that the wavefunctions are totally antisymmetric
in their indices. Then
Ωˆ|Ψ〉 =
(
ηˆaGˆa − 1
2
ηˆbηˆcCacbPˆa
)(
|ψ〉+ |ψa〉ηa + |ψab〉ηaηb + |ψabc〉ηaηbηc
)
=
ηaGˆa|ψ〉+ ηaηb
(
Gˆa|ψb〉+ i
2
Ccba|ψc〉
)
+ ηaηbηc
(
Gˆa|ψbc〉+ iCdcb|ψda〉
)
(3.78)
The general solution is then given by
Gˆa|ψ〉 = Gˆa|ψb〉 − Gˆb|ψa〉+ iCcba|ψc〉 =
∑
antiSymm
(
Gˆa|ψbc〉+ iCdcb|ψda〉
)
= 0 (3.79)
or more simply by
ǫabcGˆa|ψ〉 = ǫabc
(
Gˆa|ψb〉 − Gˆb|ψa〉+ iCcba|ψc〉
)
= ǫabc
(
Gˆa|ψbc〉+ iCdcb|ψda〉
)
= 0
(3.80)
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with |ψabc〉 totally unrestricted.
To check the above, multiply the above equation by ηa, ηb and use
ηi1 · · · ηiNT i1···iN = η1 · · · ηN ǫi1···iNT i1···iN (3.81)
when i = 1, ..., N .
Evidently, the above also means that |ψ〉 satisfies the constraints (i.e., it is
a Dirac state). These two sectors represent the extremes. The “middle” sectors fall
somewhat in between. An example is given by the state
|η0=η1=G2=0〉 ∼ η0η1ϕ(z, λ)G2=0
It is clear that this state is annihilated just by looking at the BRST generator—and
using the antisymmetry of the structure constants.
In the abelian case, it is usually stated that the states we end up with—i.e.,
the BRST cohomology—are
Ψ = ψ + ψ0η0 + ψ1η1 + ψ01η0η1
with
Φˆψ = πˆψ = Φˆψ0 = πˆψ0 = Φˆψ1 = πˆψ1 = Φˆψ01 = πˆψ01 = 0, (3.82)
in other words, with the wave functions independent of Q, λ (in the λ representation,
say), where Q is the hypothetical coordinate conjugated to the constraint.... This,
as we will see in the next chapter, is incorrect.
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The hamiltonian is given by Hˆ = {Oˆ, Ωˆ} , for some gauge fixing operator Oˆ,
and we could expect that it has no effect on physical states due to the two conditions
above. We will see that this is also false.
If we use the above “cohomology” states, the inner product on the physical
space and in the coordinate representation can be defined by
(Σ,Ψ) ≡
∫
dtdxdπdη0dη1η0η1 Σ
∗(zA) δ(χˆ)|{χˆ, Φˆ}| Ψ(zA) (3.83)
Gauge fixing is needed, although here the situation is different than the one in
the Dirac case, since there the divergence of the unregularized inner product was
genuine, whereas here there isn’t a true divergence (recall that the ghosts carry
“negative degrees of freedom”), but a δ(0)×∞ situation. We will motivate this def-
inition later. We will see, though, that choosing the correct states in the cohomology
will solve the regularization problem.
Although it is unclear yet how to connect naturally the BFV path integral
with the BRST cohomology canonical description, it is easy to write the path integral
when one works in the full BRST space, using resolutions of the identity like
I =
∫
dtdxdλdη0dη1|t, x, λ, η0, η1〉〈t, x, λ, η0, η1|
=
∫
dptdpxdπdρ0dρ1|pt, px, π, ρ0, ρ1〉〈pt, px, π, ρ0, ρ1|
(3.84)
projections like
〈t, x, λ, η0, η1|pt, px, π, ρ0, ρ1〉 = ei(tpt+xpx+λπ+η0ρ0+η1ρ1), (3.85)
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and a hamiltonian like Hˆ = {Oˆ, Ωˆ}. This is formally obvious: recall that the action
is
S =
∫ τf
τi
(t˙pt + x˙px + λ˙π + η˙0ρ0 + η˙1ρ1 − {O,Ω})dτ (3.86)
We will study this issues in better and finer detail in the next chapter.
3.2.4 BRST-Fock quantization
In this approach the basic BRST formalism is not changed (unlike in the transition
from Dirac to Dirac-Fock.) The physical condition is still Ωˆ|ψ〉 = 0. However, the
representation of this Hilbert space is different than the one we used before.
Again we define the operators
aˆ = Pˆ1 + iPˆ2, aˆ
† = Pˆ1 − iPˆ2 (3.87)
and
bˆ = − i
2
(Qˆ1 + iQˆ2), bˆ† =
i
2
(Qˆ1 − iQˆ2) (3.88)
where as before we assume that we have an even number of constraints—which is
true with the multipliers.
Now we add the ghosts to this picture:
cˆ = ηˆ1 + iηˆ2, cˆ
† = ηˆ1 − iηˆ2 (3.89)
and
ˆ¯c =
i
2
(ρˆ1 + iρˆ2), ˆ¯c
†
=
i
2
(ρˆ1 − iρˆ2) (3.90)
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The BRST generator now reads
Ωˆ = cˆ†aˆ+ aˆ†cˆ (3.91)
The Hilbert space is constructed as usual, starting from a vacuum that is annihilated
by all the destruction operators. Then the rest of the states are created with the
creation operators, just as before, except that we have the ghost part too now.
These degrees of freedom are fermionic (the creation operators squared are zero, as
follows from the brackets.) Thus, the BRST condition is equivalent (in this Fock
representation) to asking that the states be annihilated by the annihilation operators
of the ghosts and of the non-ghost parts.
As discussed in reference [2], in this representation any physical state is either
the vacuum or Ωˆ of something, i.e., BRS exact. This is similar to what we found
in Dirac-Fock, i.e., that a physical state there was either the vacuum or null. Note,
however that all the classical observables here are good within the physical space.
Finally, there are no inner product regularization problems here, no hermicity
problems, and the operator cohomology duality theorems are also true of the states—
since the only nontrivial state cohomology class is at the zero ghost number [2].
Moreover, the invariance of the physical states amplitude under changes in
gauge-fixing Kˆ is direct,
〈Ψ|e[Ωˆ,Kˆ]|Ψ′〉 = 〈Ψ|Ψ′〉 (3.92)
because there are no hermicity questions.
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We will see that this representation leads to the Feynman propagator in the
relativistic case. This is essentially because in the Fock representation the multiplier
is imaginary and half-ranged (see section 5.1.3).
3.3 Conclusions, summary
This has been mainly a review chapter in which I have introduced the different
quantization schemes that I will apply to the systems under consideration. I have
also described the problems associated with each quantization approach, thus setting
the stage for the developments in the next chapter. The main point to come back to
is the definitions of the state spaces and their inner products, which are not clearly
spelled out by the different prescriptions.
I have, however, completely carried out the reduced phase space quantization,
the “constrain, then quantize” approach, for the one-branch situations—which I have
argued are the only legitimate situations for the reduced phase space approach. I
have showed that since the construction of the classical reduced phase spaces can
only be completed up to time-dependent canonical transformations, we will get,
upon quantization, quantum theories in different pictures.
I have also introduced the idea that a path integral can be immediately
developed in the BRST quantization approach in the full extended phase space,
since it is, in essence, an approach in which the invariance is made “rigid”—there
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are no constraints. I will come back to this path integral in the next chapters—the
BFV path integral.
Chapter 4
The physical inner product
In this chapter I study the problem of the development of an inner product in the
physical space. This applies to the “quantize, then constrain” approaches I have
introduced in the previous chapter (the problems in the “constrain then quantize”
approach were already discussed, where we saw that there is a relationship between
different gauge choices and different representations).
The ambiguity in the definition of the inner product in the unconstrained
case was also pointed out in the first chapter. This ambiguity is present anytime we
have to define a new inner product.
I explained, in the previous chapters, what the problems are in quantization of
parametrized systems, namely, the definition of the state spaces, the inner products
and the subsequent introduction of path integrals. I will explain how to solve these
problems.
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4.1 Introduction
In this section we will look at the question of the development of the inner product,
starting with some general comments on the problems which have clouded this issue.
Until this point we have not been able to give a satisfactory, well-motivated definition
for the inner product in the Dirac or BRST quantization approaches. We will do
so now. We will discuss the problems that arise because of the arbitrariness that
exists in defining the constraint, and because of the fact that the states that satisfy
the constraint are in general not normalizable.
Consider the Dirac quantization scheme, with a given constraint Φ. Recall
that in the Dirac approach we start with a full Hilbert space—that is, we ignore the
fact that there is a constraint and we make the transition from classical to quantum
as usual. The classical constraint, which is assumed to be a first class constraint, is
made into an operator and then imposed on the states, that is, a subspace of the
Hilbert space is selected by demanding that the states in it be zero eigenvectors of
the constraint,
Φ|ψ〉 = 0 (4.1)
Notice, however, that the definition of the constraint is not unique. Two
constraints Φ ≈ 0, and Φ′ ≈ 0 are equally valid starting points for the quantization
if they have equivalent solution spaces. There is no way to choose one over the
other in general, so we should understand what happens if we change the form of
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the constraint. Do we get different quantum theories? Let us start by observing
that if ψ satisfies Φψ = 0, it follows that the state vψ does as well, provided that
[v,Φ] = 0. In fact, the constraints Φ ≈ 0 and vΦ ≈ 0 are equivalent in the quantum
sense as long as they commute as operators and as long as v has no zero modes.
How do we define an inner product on this subspace? Well, if we had an inner
product in the original, big, Hilbert space it should follow that the states selected
by the constraint can use it. After all, the constraint selects states in the original
Hilbert space, doesn’t it? Well, it should, but in general it doesn’t. The simplest
example is the locally general one, Φ = P . The problem is that
momentum states are not normalizable when the coordinate space is infinite
To see what kind of problems this will lead us to, consider for example the
quantity
〈P =0|[Q,P]|P =0〉 (4.2)
What is it? We will reach a contradiction whether we assume that the coordinate
space is infinite, finite—there are no P = 0 states in such a case—or periodic.
This is a problem, because the states |P = 0〉 are the starting point in the Dirac
quantization approach! If we must have them, then either P cannot be a hermitean
operator (infinite range case), or Q does not exist (periodic boundary conditions).
It is dangerous to assume in general that there exists a definition of inner product in
the full space that we can use with the physical states. This observation applies also
to the BRST quantization approach. It is because of this that we basically have to
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“redefine”—in general—the inner product in the physical space, the only exception
being the periodic boundary condition case and the Fock approach.
Let us look at this problem a bit closer. A Hilbert space is described by a
set of linear operators and a vector space of states, together with a good1 definition
of inner product. Consider then a Hilbert space with the operators Q,P such that
i) P = P†, Q = Q†
ii) [Q,P] = i
and let us discuss possible state spaces and inner products.
It is not to hard to see that this Hilbert space cannot contain any eigenvectors
of either one of the above operators. Indeed, suppose for example that |Pa〉 is an
eigenvector of P. Then (i is false),
〈Pa|[Q,P]|Pa〉 = i〈Pa|Pa〉 (4.3)
but also (then ii is false),
〈Pa|[Q,P]|Pa〉 = (Pa − Pa)〈Pa|Q|Pa〉 = 0 (4.4)
The point is that if one includes such states in the Hilbert space the operators are
not hermitean. In the infinite range case the inner products diverge.
As a different situation, consider for example the states representing a particle
in a box. There are then Q eigenstates—although they are not normalized to one.
There are no P eigenstates in the coordinate representation. This is easy to see
1i.e., finite!
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since in the coordinate representation this is a first order differential operator and
we have too many boundary conditions. In fact, P takes states out of the Hilbert
space.
We can also consider the periodic boundary condition case. Then there exist
momentum eigenstates, and they are normalizable. However, the operator Q is not
well-defined: it takes states outside the Hilbert space.
In the situation with no boundary conditions and an infinite coordinate space
we do have momentum eigenstates. These are not normalizable, though, and more
to the point, the P operator is not really hermitean with respect to them2. Yet
another point is that when we quantize the constraint we will ask for normalizable
momentum eigenstates. It is usually ok to work with momentum states that are not
normalizable and really not in the Hilbert space, because they are just mathematical
tools. In the quantization of constrained systems they are not treated as tools—they
are the building blocks of the physical Hilbert space!
We will have to be careful then that we don’t assume that the constraint is
a hermitean operator in such an inner product space.
The main thing to remember is that if one insists on having states of
well-defined momentum—say—as well as a finite inner product, the cor-
responding momentum operator will not be hermitean. This is not neces-
sarily a problem if we keep it in mind and are careful with the algebra. In
2Unless you are willing to say that δ′(0) · 0 =∞!
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the Dirac formalism, for example, if the constraint is P ≈ 0, the states
satisfying the constraint make the operator non-hermitean. Similarly,
in BRST, Ω will not be hermitean in the physical sector. However, in
both cases the operators have the hermitian property when used between
“conjugate states”, like 〈Qa|P|Pa〉.
Since the gauge coordinates are not going to be to essential in the resulting
theory—once we take care of them—there is a way to deal with this, although
the interpretation of the method was, until now, unclear. I will motivate here the
definition of the Dirac inner product, as well as point out and clarify some important
aspects that have created confusion in the literature.
One of these aspects is an ambiguity that we can trace to the definition of
the constraint:
(ψa, ψb) ≡
∫
ψ∗a |{χ,Φ}|δ(χ) ψb dV (4.5)
where the gauge-fixing condition is3 χ ≈ 0, and dV = dqdQ. If the constraint is
multiplied by a function the inner product will indeed be different, and one would
reason that the same inner product and quantum theory should result from con-
straints that are equivalent.
I will also point out that we can further rewrite this inner product as
(ψa, ψb) ≡
∫
dV dwdcdc¯ ψ∗a e
i(wχ+c|{χ,Φ}|c¯) ψb (4.6)
3As usual, we will have q represent the physical degrees of freedom and Q the gauge ones.
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This leads to the BRST quantization approach.
As for the BRST inner product we would expect that it may reduce to the
Dirac inner product given above. Recall that the BRST states for a system with
one constraint as above are described by four sectors: one no-ghost sector, two one
ghost sectors and finally one double ghost sector. Recall also the duality theorems;
essentially, we find that the sectors are all isomorphic in pairs. However, we will
find that they are not all isomorphic to the Dirac states.
The inner product can then be formally defined in the following way (see [23]
and also [2] p. 325, and ex. 14.23):
(Ψa,Ψb) ≡
∫
dρ1dη0dπdV Ψ
∗
a e
i{K,Ω} Ψb (4.7)
How are the states defined? Physical? Zero ghost? Isn’t the exponent just one when
evaluated between physical states—states annihilated by Ω? Can we motivate this
definition? How does it compare to the Dirac inner product? Can we tie this to the
path integrals? What about the gauge fixing function K, is it arbitrary? We will
address all these questions.
Yet another approach we will discuss is Dirac-Fock quantization. In this
approach the constraints are not imposed on the states, and there is no normaliza-
tion problem. All the states have a well defined norm from the beginning to the
end. Only, for some this norm will be negative. We will compare this quantization
apprach to the other ones, and establish their equivalence for well-defined gauge
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systems. For parametrized systems something peculiar happens, of course.
At this stage we have that both the Dirac approach and the BRST approach
suffer from the same problem. It is not clear at all how to implement the constraints
by starting with a bigger quantum space, and obtain from a quantum reduction a
well defined quantum theory. The basic reason for this is that one usually works
with an infinite-range coordinate space; in such a situation the states selected by the
constraint are in general not normalizable, and, as we will see, it is hard to implement
the physical condition through a projecting operator—but not impossible.
We will look at the finite coordinate space situation, and also at the un-
bounded one. Both cases will be shown to be suitable for quantization.
As for the path integrals, if one hopes to interpret the BFV path integral ‘a la
Dirac’—by looking at the state cohomology, inner product, etc.—it seems reasonable
to expect that one should also understand the Faddeev path integral in such terms,
from the Dirac state space, and this has not been done yet: It is unclear at this
point if the Dirac quantization scheme (and the corresponding quantization scheme
in the BRST formalism) can be related to the Faddeev (BFV) path integral, or if this
path integral is really related only to the quantized reduced phase space (this relation
has already been established). We will clarify these connections, and show that the
Faddeev path integral can be constructed within the Dirac approach.
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4.2 Dirac quantization and quantum gauge trans-
formations
The key idea in the Dirac approach to constrained systems is that a first class
constraint introduces arbitrariness in the dynamics, something that is reflected in
the arbitary term in the hamiltonian, HE = h+vΦ. Now, in the quantum world—in
the Schro¨dinger picture—this means that will have an extra term in the Schro¨dinger
equation; the general solution will be
|Ψ〉 = e−itHE |Ψ0〉 = e−ith e−itvΦ |Ψ0〉 (4.8)
where we have used the fact that the constraint is first class and commutes with
the original hamiltonian h. One has to be careful about the v function/operator as
well.
From a different perspective, a momentum operator P can be understood to
produce a gauge transformation in the sense that
e−iaP |Q〉 = |Q+ a〉 (4.9)
since
Q e−iaP |Q〉 =
(
[Q, e−iaP] + e−iaPQ
)
|Q〉 = (a+Q) e−iaP |Q〉 (4.10)
This also implies that in the coordinate representation
e−iaP ψ(Q) = ψ(Q− a) (4.11)
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In a sense, what is being said here is that we have
|ψ〉 ∼ |ψ〉+P|Any〉 (4.12)
since the state P|Any〉 should decouple from any physical state: let us try4
〈Φ=0|Φ |Any〉 = 〈Φ=0|Φ |Φ=0〉〈Φ=0|Any〉 = 0 · ∞ · 〈Φ = 0|Any〉 (4.13)
The answer is no in general—we run into hermiticity problems. However, if one
uses |Any〉 = |χ=0〉 where [χ,Φ] 6= 0 then the decoupling occurs.
The quantum gauge transformation behavior matches the classical one. The
expectation value of the position operator behaves as it should classically—whether
we let the above transformation operator act on the states or on the operators. The
Q operator correponds to the classical Q—the gauge degree of freedom.
Notice, though, that all we needed for the previous statement was the Heisen-
berg algebra. So this idea provides us with an interpretation for the gauge trans-
formation ideas in the quantum version of a theory with constraints. Let us try to
obtain the gauge invariant states and an inner product for them.
Gauge invariant states will be defined by
P |Ψ〉 = 0 (4.14)
The reason for the use of this definition is that these states will clearly be gauge-
invariant:
e−iaP |Ψ〉 = |Ψ〉 (4.15)
4here P = Φ.
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Whether this condition is too strong or not will be discussed later; for now let us try
to work with it. Now, there is only one class of states that meet the above criterion:
|Ψ〉 = |P =0〉 ⊗ |phys〉 (4.16)
where the label “phys” refers to the other, physical degrees of freedom.
Where do we need to talk about “gauge fixing”? Well, the old inner product
definition may run into trouble:
〈Ψa|Ψb〉 = 〈P =0|P =0〉〈physa|physb〉 (4.17)
As mentioned, the states above have infinite norm in the unbounded coordinate
case: 〈P = 0|P = 0〉 = δ(0). We need to fix this normalization problem, as well as
provide for a resolution of the identity in this Hilbert subspace.
The resolution of the identity would naively be
IΦ =
∑ |P =0〉 ⊗ |phys〉〈phys| ⊗ 〈P =0| (4.18)
This would be a resolution of the identity on the physical subspace; on the full
space it would be a projector into the physical subspace. Indeed, we would have
(IΦ)
2 = IΦ if it weren’t for the infinite norm problem. In the next section we will
study the situation with periodic boundary conditions. Then we will look at the
infinite coordinate space, and see the connection between the Dirac quantization
approach and the Faddeev path integral in a direct way.
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4.2.1 Periodic boundary conditions
How can we solve the infinite norm problem? It originates with the infinite vol-
ume in coordinate space. One possible solution is to use a finite volume coordinate
space. If we use a finite coordinate space—by imposing periodic boundary condi-
tions, say—then the norm of the momentum states will be finite. The momentum
operator will now have a discrete spectum, Pn = n
2π
L
, but otherwise this repre-
sentation will have the same properties that the infinite volume case has. In the
coordinate representation, for example, we have the operators Q,P with the com-
mutator [Q,P] =i represented as P = −i∂/∂Q and5 Q = Q. The P e-states are
given by φn = e
−iPnQ/
√
L, where Pn = 2πn/L as before, and the Q e-states by
δL(Q −Q0), where the delta function is also periodic with period L. Just as in the
infinite volume case it is true that
e−iaP|Q〉 = |Q+ a〉 (4.19)
and also that
eikQ|Pn〉 = |Pn + k〉 (4.20)
although notice that k is immediately restricted to be of the form k = 2πn/L, since
all the operators in the theory come from classical functions defined in the periodic
coordinate space—that is, periodic functions! At any rate, the gauge transformation
ideas still apply in this context. Notice that the state Pn = 0 is still in the theory.
5Strictly speaking the coordinate degree of freedom should be described by exp(±i2πnQ/L).
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The resolution of the identity in such a space is given by
I =
∑ |Pn〉〈Pn| = ∫ L
0
dQ|Q〉〈Q| (4.21)
How do the earlier definitions of inner product match with this philosophy?
We see that here there is no need for gauge fixing! However, we can artificially
introduce a “gauge-fixing normalization effect”’ by altering the normalization of
the gauge invariant states, say by multiplying them by a constant factor, or by a
function. This is ok, the representations are isomorphic, although not unitarily so
(recall that there are different ways to normalize states even in the unconstrained
case).
Notice also that if the constraint has multiple solutions the solution states—
the physical states—can always be chosen to be orthogonal in the original bigger
space if the constraint is hermitean. For example, say Φ = (P − a)(P − b). Then
the solution states will be orthogonal in the original bigger space if the original
inner product in the full space is such that the operator P is hermitean. This is
the case for the relativistic particle in some situations, as in the free case. In a
more complicated case this will not apply, of course. In the present discussion,
orthogonality is preserved under quantum reduction.
How do we describe the dynamics? As explained before, the general solution
to the Schro¨dinger equation is given by
|Ψ〉 = e−itHE |Ψ0〉 = e−ith e−itvP |Ψ0〉 (4.22)
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Consider the transition amplitude
〈Ψf |Ψi〉 = 〈Ψf |e−ithe−itvP|Ψi〉 (4.23)
If the initial or final states satisfy the constraint the amplitude will not depend on
v. If not, just insert the projector IΦ. Notice that this definition of physical/non-
physical states is an orthonormal definition if the constraint is hermitean—or equiv-
alent to a hermitean one. The physical and non-physical sectors decouple, and this
decoupling is respected by the—first class—hamiltonian.
Let us now consider the following question:
Can we recover the Faddeev path integral?
We can certainly use
IΦ ≡ |P =0〉〈P =0| =
∑
δ0Pn |Pn〉〈Pn| (4.24)
and insert this in the propagation amplitude. Consider then the physical amplitude
〈Phys|e−itHE |Phys〉 ≡ UPhys(q, q′; t) (4.25)
where q represents the physical degrees of freedom, so that |Phys〉 ∼ |P = 0, q〉.
Then
〈P = 0, qf |e−itHE |P = 0, qi〉 = (4.26)
〈qf |e−itHE |qi〉 (4.27)
This doesn’t look like a good way to get to the Faddeev path integral at all!
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Consider instead the amplitude
〈ψ|e−itHE δ(P) |ψ〉 ≡ UPhys (4.28)
We have projected the transition to the physical states. However, this is not a
gauge-invariant object, because the coefficients of the projection, 〈P =0|ψ〉, are not.
This is the boundary effect that we will discuss later—such is the situation in the
particle case. Now, we can use the projector above, but this will not be a very
illuminating experience. Notice that, for a constraint of the form Φ = P− a = 0,
(|P =a〉〈P =a|Q=Q0〉〈Q=Q0|) · |P =a〉〈P =a| = (4.29)
|P =a〉〈P =a| (4.30)
and
(|P =a〉〈P =a|Q=Q0〉〈Q=Q0|)2 = (4.31)
(|P =a〉〈P =a|Q=Q0〉〈Q=Q0|) ≡ K (4.32)
Using these two properties, KIΦ = IΦ, and K
2 = K, we are ready to build a path
integral, using the resolution of the identity
Iˆ =
∫
dQdq |Q, q〉〈Q, q| =∑
Pn
|Pn〉〈Pn| (4.33)
The amplitude can be written as
〈ψ|e−itHE δ(P) |ψ〉 ≡ (4.34)
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∫
DQ
∏{∑
Pn
}
∫
DqDpδ(P0−a)
(
N∏
i=1
δ(Pi − a)δ(Qi − f(τi)
)
ei
∫
[dτP Q˙+pq˙−h] (4.35)
Example: Dirac quantization of the particle with periodic boundary conditions
The constraint is Φ = pt + p
2
x/2m = 0. Assume that the t coordinate space
is finite, with periodic boundary conditions. Now, this operator Φ is conjugate to
t. We will represent it by −i∂t − ∂2x. The solution space to the constraint in this
coordinate representation is given by the states
ψ(x, t) = eitpt+ixpx
1√
TL
(4.36)
where pt = 2πn
′/T , and thus we need
pt = − p
2
x
2m
= −(2πnL)
2
2m
= −2 π
2
L2m
n2 ≡ 2π
T
n′ (4.37)
We see that it is hard to have both space and time bounded. Indeed, we are then
looking for the solutions to the above differential equation in a torus. I guess we
could put restrictions on the allow mass, but still, we would not have all the pt
momenta.
We could go to the constant of the motion coordinate system, and put peri-
odicity there.
So, anyhow, let the x coordinate be unbounded. Then we see: the solution
space to the constraint is in one-to-one correspondence to the x momentum states,
i.e, in one-to-one correspondence to the x coordinate Hilbert space. And these Dirac
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states are correctly normalized. We can use the inner product
(ψa, ψb) =
∫ T
0
dt
∫
dx ψ∗a ψb =
∫
dx ψ∗a ψb (4.38)
This is because there are no normalization problems to begin with.
4.2.2 Unbounded gauge coordinate space
In this section we will produce the connection between the Dirac inner product and
the Faddeev path integral. This reasoning will also take us to the BRST inner
product and the rest of the BRST quantization approach, including the BFV path
integral.
The key to the Fadeev path integral is in the Dirac inner product. We must
obtain a resolution of the identity in the physical space, and for that we will use the
Dirac inner product. Let us start with the quasi-projector
Y ≡ |P =0〉〈P =0| (4.39)
This operator will take any state into the physical space (quite clearly). We can
look at it in the coordinate representation, using the resolution of identity:
Y =
∫
dQdQ′ |Q〉〈Q|P =0〉〈P =0|Q′〉〈Q′| = 1
2π
∫
dQdQ′ |Q〉〈Q′| (4.40)
where the normalization 〈Q|P =0〉 = 1/√2π has been used. Notice that the state
Y|ψ〉 is clearly left unchanged by a gauge transformation.
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Now, I have been calling the above operator a projector, and indeed it would
be a projector in the case where the coordinate Q is defined with boundary con-
ditions, but in the infinite case Y is not a projector. By defintion a projector K
satisfies the property KK = K, and instead we have YY = Yδ(0). Here is the
source of all our headaches.
Consider then the projector
KΦ ≡ |P =0〉〈P =0|δ(Q− a) =
(∫
dQ |Q〉
)
〈Q = a| (4.41)
which we can also rewrite as
KΦ = δ(P)δ(Q− a) = |P =0〉〈Q = a| (4.42)
It satisfies
KΦKΦ = KΦ (4.43)
However, this operator is not hermitean, since Q and P don’t commute. Notice that
the basic trick is to realize that
〈Q|P =0〉 ∼ 1 (4.44)
(ignoring normalization factors) and
〈P =0|δ(Q− a)|P =0〉 ∼ 1 (4.45)
For this reason we can think of δ(Q− a) as a regularizing term—which is not needed
in the case of periodic boundary conditions.
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The operator KΦ has the properties that
a) It leaves physical states (kets) unchanged
a’) δ(Q− a)KΦ = δ(Q− a)
b) and KΦKΦ = KΦ
Marnelius’ idea [23] is along similar lines. The constraint imposes us to work
with the states |P =0〉. With these we construct the space. But to define an inner
product we use their duals, 〈Qa|. For physical quantities, however, we want to
define an inner product within the physical space alone—the |P 〉’s. Solution: find
an operator that maps the first into the second
|P 〉 ←→ 〈Q| (4.46)
This is achieved by
|P 〉 ←→ δ(Q− a)|P 〉 (4.47)
for example, since
〈P =0|δ(Q− a)|P =0〉 = 1 (4.48)
Notice, though, that there are many more choices for the operator that will do this!
This duality map role is also taken by the BRST exponential operator—as
we will see— exp[Ω,K]: we can understand it as a “duality map” operator. In the
case of discrete spaces it reduces to the unity—trivial duality map.
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Consider the physical states |ψa〉 and |ψb〉, and let us try to build the physical
amplitude “〈ψa|O|ψb〉”, where the operator O is physical—i.e., it commutes with
the constraint Φ = P, i.e., it is independent of Q. As mentioned, this amplitude
needs regularization:
〈ψa|Oδ(Q− a)|ψb〉 (4.49)
because physical states are P eigenstates.
Let me summarize: We define the inner product between physical states to be
(ψa|ψb) ≡ 〈ψa|δ(Q− a)|ψb〉 (4.50)
Notice that physical operators will be hermitean in the regularized inner product if
they were hermitean to begin with in the bigger space. This is because we can write
such an operator in the form
O = O(P,q,p) = O′(q,p) +O′′(P,q,p)P (4.51)
with O′′ regular in P. The first term is hermitean, and the second one is as well—it
drops out.
We can now proceed to construct the path integral. The resolutions of the
identity we need to use are the usual ones6,
I =
∫
dQdq |Q, q〉〈Q, q| =
∫
dPdp |P, p〉〈P, p| (4.52)
6As usual, the coordinates Q,P refer to the gauge degrees of freedom, and q, p to the physical
ones.
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which we insert in the amplitude
A = 〈ψa|e−iτ(h+vP)δ(Q− a)|ψb〉 = 〈ψa|e−iτ(h+vP)δ(Q− a)KΦKΦ...KΦ|ψb〉 (4.53)
to obtain
A =
∫
dQdqdPdp δ(Q−Q(τ))δ(P )e−i
∫
dτ(PQ˙+pq˙−h(q,p)) (4.54)
Before getting into more details, notice also the following trick: if we have a
conjugate pair like Q,P it follows that
〈P =0|eiQA|P =0〉 = δ(A) (4.55)
where the operator A is understood to commute with Q,P. We will use this trick
to produce the delta functions in the theory. The phase space keeps getting bigger.
Consider also the fact that for two ghosts, η1, η2 and their conjugate momenta ρ1, ρ2
we have
〈ρ1=ρ2=0|eiη1Oη2 |ρ1=ρ2=0〉 = det(O) (4.56)
(all these can be seen using the coordinate resolutions of the identity, as we will
explain in a second), so finally we can write that the physical quantities are to be
obtained by using the amplitudes
〈ψa, π=ρ1=ρ2=0|Aeiλχ+ η1|{χ,Φ}|η2 |ψb, π=ρ1=ρ2=0〉 (4.57)
which is the equivalent to our earlier expression with the Dirac inner product in
ghost form. To see this we insert
I =
∫
dqdQdλdη1dη2 |q, Q, λ, η1, η2〉 〈q, Q, λ, η1, η2| (4.58)
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and use the projections
〈q, Q, λ, η1, η2|p, P, π, ρ1, ρ2〉 = ei(qp+QP+λπ+η1ρ1+η2ρ2) (4.59)
It is assumed here that the terms in the exponent commute as operators, otherwise
write
〈ψa, π=ρ1=ρ2=0|Aeiλχeiη1|{χ,Φ}|η2 |ψb, π=ρ1=ρ2=0〉 (4.60)
instead.
This is essentially the BRST inner product and the point of departure for
the BFV path integral; we will discuss this more throughly in the next section.
Example7 1: Constraints of the form Gi = pi − ∂V/∂qi = 0
We consider the constraints
Gi = pi − ∂V/∂qi = 0 (4.61)
for some subset of the indices i, and where V depends on the qi only. a) The gauge
transformation generated by the constraints is given by
A→ A+ δǫA = A+ ǫi[A, pi − ∂V/∂qi] (4.62)
where the generator of the canonical transformation is just
G = ǫiGi, A→ A+ [A,G] (4.63)
7This is essentially exercise 13.5 in Henneaux & Teitelboim’s book [2].
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This is complicated in general. However, we have
qj → qj + δǫqj = qj + ǫi[qj , pi − ∂V/∂qi] = qj + ǫiδij (4.64)
b) The Dirac state condition is given by
(
−i ∂
∂qi
− ∂V
∂qi
)
ψ(q) = 0 (4.65)
which implies that
ψ(qj + δǫqj) = e
iδǫqk pˆkψ(qj) = e
iδǫqk∂V/∂qkψ(qj) (4.66)
so we have “classical” invariance up to a phase.
c) Let us study this Hilbert space, including the inner product. We will compare
the result with the reduced phase space approach.
The Dirac inner product for these states is given by
(ϕa, ϕb) =
∫
dV ϕ∗a
(∏
δ(qi)
)
ϕb (4.67)
say. We have that the qi degree of freedom if absent...just as if we had started by
quantizing a theory with the constraints Gi = 0 as above, and χi = qi = 0. The
solution to the Dirac conditions equation is given by
ψ(q) ∼ eiV (q)ψ˜(q 6=qi) (4.68)
With this additional piece of information it is clear that the inner product will not
depend on the gauge fixing χ.
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What about the expectation value of observables? Observables need to be
hermitean and have expectation values that are not gauge dependent. Thus they
need to commute with both the constraints and the gauge-fixing. The solution to
[Aˆ, Φˆ] ≈ 0 (4.69)
is given by
Aˆ = e−iVˆ Oˆe−iVˆ + αˆΦˆ (4.70)
The correct interpretation is that, again, when we change gauge-fixing we change
representations. A unitary transformation is involved: for a given gauge-fixing we
have the states
ψ(q)χ ∼ eiV (q)
∣∣∣
χ=0
ψ˜(q 6=qi) (4.71)
for another
ψ(q)χ′ ∼ eiV (q)
∣∣∣
χ′=0
ψ˜(q 6=qi) (4.72)
The difference is a unitary (canonical) transformation. In the same way, for the
purposes of this isomorphism, the operators must transform. Of course, the question
to go back to is: what is my reference point, or, what is the inner product, or, how
do I choose my observables?
To summarize, we have the following rules
a) use observables in the usual sense ([A,G] = 0), for they map the physical space
on itself, and they lead to gauge-fixing invariant expectation values, and
b) pick the right Aˆ ∼ Aˆ + λGˆ in the equivalence class to ensure hermiticity with
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respect to the chosen gauge-fixing.
Gauge-fixing picks an element in the equivalence class of observables,
and this is tied to the hermicity properties of the observables.
Example 2: the non-relativistic particle and similar cases
As discussed, in the situation where we do not impose boundary conditions the
solution to the Dirac constraint is not normalizable. The solution is given by ψ =
eitpt+ixpx, with the condition pt + p
2
x/2m = 0, but there are no further conditions.
And the inner product/norm for these states yields immediately a δ(0) from the dt
integration. This is the reason why some “gauge fixing” is introduced—to take care
of the “gauge infinite volume”. The inner product for the physical states can be
defined by8
(ψa, ψb) =
∫
dxdt ψ∗a δ(K(x, t, τ)) |{K,Φ}| ψb (4.73)
This we can rewrite as
(ψa, ψb) =
1
2π
∫
dxdtdλdcdc¯ ψ∗a e
iλK+ic|{K,Φ|}c¯ ψb (4.74)
As long as we choose K so that K = 0 can be rewritten as t = t(x, τ) we
are ok. However, notice that the final form of the inner product will depend on the
form of the constraint—not on the gauge-fixing. This ambiguity is related to the
8Here there is no need to reorder the inner product operators, since they will turn out to be
hermitean immediately.
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above discussion on the possible different representations. Indeed, this inner product
reduces to the inner product of the unconstrained case we discussed above—with
the same “ambiguity”.
The constraint is
Φ = pt +
p2x
2m
(4.75)
so, according to Dirac [1], the states are defined by starting with a full Hilbert space,
|x, t >, |ψ >, < x, t|ψ >= ψ(x, t, τ), (4.76)
and then by imposing the condition
(pt +
p2x
2m
)|ψ >= 0 (4.77)
In this Hilbert space the operators are x, t,pt,px with the usual commutation re-
lations [x,px] = i = [t,pt] with the others zero. The hamiltonian in this system is
zero, so the Schro¨dinger equation of motion is just
∂
∂τ
|ψ >= 0. (4.78)
The states are frozen with respect to the τ parameter, and are thus gauge invariant.
In this case this means that the physical states are solutions to the Schro¨dinger
equation in t-time: just use the definition of
pt = −ih ∂
∂t
(4.79)
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in the position representation. These states are in one-to-one correspondence with
the states of the unconstrained non-relativistic particle after we impose some gauge
condition—like χ = χα = 0. Indeed, the inner product is defined to be
(ϕ, ψ) =
∫
dxdt ϕ∗
︷ ︸︸ ︷
δ(χ)|{χ,Φ}| ψ (4.80)
and with the above gauge it reduces to the inner product of the unconstrained case.
Notice that the inner product is independent of “ time”, i.e., independent of gauge
fixing. Also, from the point of view of this inner product, gauge fixing has to be
chosen so that the operator |{χ,Φ}| has no zero modes, e.g, χ = t is ok, but χ = x
is not. This description can be seen to correspond to the Schro¨dinger picture.
Let me be more explicit. Consider the constraint
Φˆ = pˆt + Aˆ(xˆ, pˆx) (4.81)
where Aˆ is a hermitean operator (in the full space sense). The states that solve the
Dirac physical condition, Φˆ |ψD〉 = 0 are given by9
|ψD〉 = e−itˆ Aˆ |ϕ(x)〉 ⊗ |pt=0〉 (4.82)
To see this, write a general state in the form |ψ〉 = exp(−itˆ Aˆ) |η〉 and use
[pˆt + Aˆ, e
−itˆ Aˆ] = e−itˆ AˆAˆ (4.83)
which means
pˆt + Aˆ(xˆ, pˆx) e
−itˆ Aˆ = e−itˆ Aˆpˆt (4.84)
9These can be rewritten as |ψD〉 = exp(−itˆ (Aˆ− kt))|ϕ(x)〉⊗|pt=kt〉
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so we need the zero eigenstate of pˆt—because of the way we chose to write the
solution. Again, life is easy when [pˆt, Aˆ] = 0. In the coordinate representation, with
ψ(t, x) ≡ 〈t, x|ψ〉, pˆt ∼ −i∂t, etc., the Dirac states are given by
ψD(t, x) = e−iAˆ t ϕ(x) (4.85)
Then the Dirac inner product is given by (χ = t− f(τ))
(ψDa , ψ
D
b ) ≡ 〈ψDa |
︷ ︸︸ ︷
δ(χ)|{χ,Φ}| |ψDb 〉 =
∫
dtdx
(
ψDa
)∗
δ(t− f(τ))ψDb =
∫
dx
(
ψDa
)∗
ψDb =
∫
dx e+iAˆ t (ϕa(x))
∗ e−iAˆ t ϕb(x) =
∫
dx (ϕa(x))
∗ ϕb(x) (4.86)
because of the hermiticity of Aˆ. This is the usual inner product of the unconstrained
case.
Example 3: the Klein-Gordon inner product—one branch only.
We begin with the phase-space described by the coordinates t, x, px, pt and
the constraint (which we write relativistically)
Φ = p2t − p2x −m2 ≈ 2
√
p2x +m
2
(
pt −
√
p2x +m
2
)
(4.87)
The last (weak) equality follows when we restrict ourselves to the positive pt
branch—which we do in this simple example. That is, we will pick a branch in
the decomposition
δ(Φ) = δ
(
2
√
p2x +m
2
(
pt −
√
p2x +m
2
))
+ δ
(
2
√
p2x +m
2
(
pt +
√
p2x +m
2
))
(4.88)
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which is equivalent to working with the constraint expressed as
Φ′ =
(
pt −
√
p2x +m
2
)√
p2x +m
2 (4.89)
We now go to the quantum theory, where the variables above become oper-
ators in the usual way. For example, in the coordinate representation the variable
pt becomes the operator −i∂t.
The physical states are then defined beginning with the full Hilbert space—
the one corresponding to the above phase-space—and then imposing the physical
condition
Φ|ψ〉 = 0 (4.90)
just as before. The states are as in the previous example, since the multiplicative
operator does not have any zero modes. They are thus given by
|ψD〉 = e−itˆ Aˆ |ϕ(x)〉 ⊗ |pt=0〉 (4.91)
with Aˆ =
√
pˆ2x +m
2, or in the coordinate representation as
ψ(t, x) = e−it
√
pˆ2x+m
2
ϕ(x) (4.92)
With this choice we will find that the inner product is given by
(ψa, ψb)Φ′ =
∫
d4x ψ∗a
√
pˆ2x +m
2 ψb δ(t− f(τ)) (4.93)
For the states that satisfy the constraint we have
√
pˆ2x +m
2 ψ = i
∂
∂t
ψ (4.94)
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so this form of the inner product is equivalent to the Klein-Gordon inner product,
(ψa, ψb) =
∫
d3x ψ∗a
1
2
(
i
−→
∂ t − i←−∂ t
)
ψb (4.95)
In general we can say that the effect of rescaling the constraint on the inner product
has been that with Φ′ = Γ(q, p)Φ we have that the new inner product reads
(ψa, ψb)Φ′ = (ψa, Γˆψb)Φ (4.96)
Let us now anticipate the BRST inner product. The above states are now
embedded in the extended space: they are given by
|Ψ〉 ≡ |ψD〉 ⊗ |λ=ρ1=ρ2=0〉 (4.97)
and the inner product is given by
〈Ψa| eiπˆχˆ eiηˆ1
︷ ︸︸ ︷
|{χ,Φ}| ηˆ2 |Ψb〉 = 〈ψa|
︷ ︸︸ ︷
δ(χˆ) |{χ,Φ}| |ψb〉 (4.98)
which we further rewrite as
=
∫
dtdx ψ∗a(t, x)
︷ ︸︸ ︷
δ(χˆ) |{χ,Φ}| ψb(t, x) =
∫
dx ψ∗a(t, x)
√
pˆ2x +m
2 ψb(t, x) (4.99)
or finally, again as
=
∫
dx ψ∗a(t, x)
1
2
(
i
−→
∂ t − i←−∂ t
)
ψb(t, x) (4.100)
which is the BRST inner product (notice that in the last equality we have used the
fact that the states satisfy the constraint). The gauge χ = t − f(τ) leads to this
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result very directly, but any gauge that can be rewritten in the form t = t(pt, px, x)
will give the same answer. The only restriction, as usual, is that {χ,Φ} 6= 0.
Also notice that the result does depend on the way we write the constraint—
which is by far not unique. But this arbitrariness can be eliminated by demanding
that some observables be hermitean—which is what Ashtekar does [48]. But how
do you pick your observables?
The thing to keep in mind is that our choice in the way in which we write
the constraint will affect the normalization. Notice, however, that even in the un-
constrained case one is always free to change the states by
|ψ〉 −→ |ψ′〉 ≡ α−1|ψ〉 (4.101)
as long as the inner product and expectation values are modified accordingly,
〈ψ|A|ψ〉 −→ 〈ψ′|α†Aα|ψ′〉 (4.102)
In fact the solution spaces to the constraint
Φ|ψ〉 = 0 (4.103)
and
Φv|ψ〉 = 0 (4.104)
are isomorphic as long as the operator v has no zero modes—if |ψ0〉 is a solution to
the first then v−1|ψ0〉 solves the second—and viceversa. This equivalence/ambiguity
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appears in the definition of the constraint and then in the above definitions of the
inner product—it appears in the determinant.
One can fix this ambiguity by demanding that certain operators in the theory
be hermitean [48]—although this procedure just transfers the ambiguity from the
inner product to the definition of observables.
The punchline is that we are free to normalize as we wish. There is exten-
sive freedom on the way we represent the Heisenberg algebra—something
that applies to constrained as well as unconstrained systems. The phys-
ical quantities in theory must remain the same, of course.
4.2.3 Dirac inner product for the two branches case: order-
ing problems and unitarity
What problems do we encounter when the relativistic constraint’s full solution space
is used? Let us review the description of the inner product and the observables and
their hermiticity properties.
But first we need a good inner product:
a) it satisfies ((ψa|ψb))∗ = (ψb|ψa)
b) it is invariant under changes of gauge-fixing
c) it is conserved under time evolution—the hamiltonian is hermitean, and
d) (ψ|ψ) ≥ 0, = 0 only if |ψ) = 0.
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The last requirement can be postponed until we decide to equate norms with prob-
abilities.
Consider now the definition of observables.
i) Observables are chosen by asking that
[AˆD, Φˆ] ≈ 0 (4.105)
but we will have to be careful with the weak equality.
ii) Also, AˆD ∼ AˆD + λˆΦˆ, since the effect on physical states is the same, and they
are both observables.
iii) We can use this freedom to ask that
[AˆD, χˆ] ≈ 0 (4.106)
for some χˆ with [χˆ, Φˆ]
∣∣∣
Φ=0
6= 0. This is “gauge-fixing”.
iv) Now we need hermiticity of the observables with respect to the inner product on
physical states given by
(ψDa , ψ
D
b ) =
∫
dV
(
ψDa
)∗ ︷ ︸︸ ︷∏
a
δ(χa)sdet{χa, Gb} ψDb (4.107)
(where, again, the big hat just means that the whole will become an operator—and
that we haven’t commited to a specific ordering yet). But first, we need to demand
that the operator
︷ ︸︸ ︷∏
a
δ(χa)sdet{χa, Gb} be hermitean and positive definite. Let us
see why. A good inner product needs to satisfy
[(ψa, ψb)]
∗ = (ψb, ψa) (4.108)
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as we wrote above. This ensures that states have real norms,
‖ ψ ‖2≡ (ψ, ψ) = [(ψ, ψ)]∗ ∈ IR (4.109)
This, for example, tells us that the inner product for the free relativistic case can
be defined to be the Klein-Gordon inner product,
(ψDa , ψ
D
b ) =
∫
dV
(
ψDa
)∗ 1
2
(
δ(t− f(τ)) pˆt + pˆ†t δ(t− f(τ))
)
ψDb (4.110)
Why is this the Klein-Gordon inner product? Consider the operator
Oˆ = δ(t− f(τ))

−i
→
d
dt

 ◦ (4.111)
It is easy to see explicitely that its hermitean conjugate is given by
Oˆ† =

−i
→
d
dt

 [δ(t− f(τ))◦] =

i
←
d
dt

 [δ(t− f(τ))◦] (4.112)
i.e., pˆt δ(t− f(τ)), because the delta function takes care of any boundary condition
problems at t = ±∞. Then
Oˆ + Oˆ† = δ(t− f(τ))

−i
→
d
dt

 ◦+

i
←
d
dt

 [δ(t− f(τ))◦] (4.113)
After integrating the delta function, the inner product becomes the Klein-Gordon
one,
(ψDa , ψ
D
b ) =
∫
dx
(
ψDa (t, x)
)∗ 1
2

−i
→
d
dt
+i
←
d
dt

 ψDb (t, x)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
t=f(τ)
(4.114)
which is real, as promised (recall that it is the charge of the Klein-Gordon field).
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Now we need to ensure that the definition does not depend on the choice of
gauge-fixing. Consider the gauge-fixing χ = t − τ1. The inner product with this
gauge-fixing reads
(ψDa , ψ
D
b )1 =
∫
dV
(
ψDa
)∗ (
δ(χˆ)[χˆ, Φˆ] + [χˆ, Φˆ]†δ(χˆ)
)
ψDb (4.115)
It is not hard to see that it we change the gauge-fixing to χ = t − τ2 the inner
product will remain the same as long as the old pˆ†t is the hermitean conjugate of pˆt
in the new inner product as well. Indeed,
(ψDa , ψ
D
b )2 =
∫
dV
(
ψDa
)∗ (
δ(t− τ2)[χˆ, Φˆ] + [χˆ, Φˆ]†δ(t− τ2)
)
ψDb = (4.116)
∫
dV e−ipˆ
†
t ∆τ
(
ψDa
)∗ (
δ(t− τ1)[χˆ, Φˆ] + [χˆ, Φˆ]†δ(t− τ1)
)
eipˆt ∆τψDb (4.117)
Thus, we just need
(
δ(χ)[χˆ, Φˆ] + [χˆ, Φˆ]†δ(χ)
)
pˆt = pˆ
†
t
(
δ(χ)[χˆ, Φˆ] + [χˆ, Φˆ]†δ(χ)
)
(4.118)
in the physical subspace.
Observe that this is always true: our inner product definition matches the
Klein-Gordon definition—which we know is conserved. Let us recall how this Klein-
Gordon inner product is produced for the interacting case. We start from a classical
action which has the Klein-Gordon equation as its extremizing equation of motion,
∫
dV
√
gL =
∫
dV
√
g
(
∇aΦ∇bΦ∗ +m2ΦΦ∗
)
(4.119)
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and, from the global (or local if ∇ stands for the fully covariant derivative) U(1)
symmetry,
Φ −→ eiαΦ (4.120)
(and complex conjugate) of the action we infer the existence of conserved Noether
current,
∂µJ
µ = 0 (4.121)
Jµ = Φ∇µΦ∗ − Φ∗∇µΦ (4.122)
We then use this conserved current to define a conserved inner product—by inte-
grating the first over some surface.
Now, for the case in which we can factor the Klein-Gordon equation and
the corresponding solution space, this means that for gauge-invariance the sectors
must decouple, because this is is the only way for the operator pˆ†t to be the hermitean
conjugate of pˆt in the new inner product. Thus, unitarity implies decoupling. Indeed,
gauge-invariance of the inner product is equivalent to unitarity, (or conservation of
the inner product), since time evolution is a gauge-transformation for parametrized
theories. This inner product is not going to yield positive norms, though. However,
we can stick to one branch if the Klein-Gordon equation factorizes.
We know that our inner product decouples nicely if the Klein-Gordon equation
does. This is then a criterium for unitarity in the one particle sector. We already
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saw that this will occur if
[D0, Di] = 0 (4.123)
Now, as mentioned, for the purposes of a probabilistic interpretation we
would also like to have an inner product that gives states a positive norm. When
the inner product decouples the course to take is clear: just stick to one branch. If
the ordering that we choose—say, because of minimal coupling and/or space-time
covariance—and the interactions don’t allow decoupling then we are in trouble in
this respect. We will not have space-time covariance and/or minimal coupling and
unitarity in the one particle sector. We will come back to this point later.
Let us go back to the observables. They need to be hermitean in this new
inner product. This will happen provided they were hermitean with respect to the
old inner product (in the physical subspace is sufficient), and provided they commute
with
︷ ︸︸ ︷∏
a
δ(χa)sdet{χa, Gb}. Conditions i) and iii) cover this last point, together with
the Jacobi identity.
We can look at the problem from the point of view of our old projector KΦ.
Let us start by playing with the simpler constraint
Φ = P 2 − a2 ≈ 0 (4.124)
where a is positive. Then
δ(P 2 − a2) = δ(P − a)
a
+
δ(P + a)
a
(4.125)
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How do we define the projector here? Following our previous discussion, the
inner product between physical states is defined by
(ψa, ψb) ≡ 〈ψa|1
2
(
δ(Q−Q0)P+P†δ(Q−Q0)
)
|ψb〉 (4.126)
This is the inner product that we had before (Klein-Gordon). Notice that the two
sectors decouple. Now we need the projector (which leaves the physical states alone.)
A first guess is given by
KΦ ≡ δ(P2 − a2)1
2
(
δ(Q−Q0)P+P†δ(Q−Q0)
)
(4.127)
This operator, however, is not the identity on the physical states10,
KΦ|P =±a〉 = ±|P =±a〉 (4.128)
We can form a projetor by simply taking the absolute value of this operator—see
the next chapter:
K′Φ = |KΦ| = δ(Φ)
1
2
|δ(Q−Q0)P+P†δ(Q−Q0)| (4.129)
Consider now
KΦ =
1
2
δ(P2 − a2) |[Q−Q0,P2 − a2]| δ(Q−Q0) =
1
2
(δ(P− a) + δ(P+ a)) δ(Q−Q0) (4.130)
where now we have inserted an absolute value. Is this a projector? Only if we insert
Θ(P), which is equivalent to picking a branch.
10It does satisfy KΦKΦKΦ = KΦ.
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The reason I mention these cases is because they will help clarify later some
results in the Faddeev path integral. We will come back to the search for a projector
in the next section.
Let us now study a bit more the interacting relativistic particle. What hap-
pens if the determinant itself doesn’t commute with the gauge-fixing? Well, as we
saw this is as if we were computing the expectation value of an operator that is
not hermitean: our inner product doesn’t even have to be real, it will be a bad inner
product. Moreover, the hermiticity properties of the rest of the operators are then in
question.
Now, for hermicity we need commutation of the observables—which already
commute with the constraint—with the operator
︷ ︸︸ ︷∏
a
δ(χa)sdet{χa, Gb} (4.131)
In the particle case this corresponds to asking commutation with δ(tˆ−f(τ))pˆt—and
Φˆ of course. Easily done—use operators in the x coordinates. For interacting case
it may prove harder to find such “hermitean” operators.
As we discussed (and there is already the Klein-Gordon solution to this prob-
lem), however, we can solve part of our problems if we come up with a hermitean
ordering like
i
︷ ︸︸ ︷∏
a
δ(χa)sdet{χa, Gb} = δ(χˆa)sdet[χˆa, Gˆb]/2 + sdet[χˆa, Gˆb]†δ(χˆ†a)/2 (4.132)
For the free case, this decouples the worlds—it yields minus one-half δ(tˆ−f(τ))i∂t+
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(i∂t)
†δ(tˆ− f(τ)).
For the interacting case it yields
2gˆµ0(pˆµ − Aˆµ)δ(tˆ− f(τ)) + δ(tˆ− f(τ)){2gˆµ0(pˆµ − Aˆµ)}† (4.133)
which must be Klein-Gordon in curved space, if we started with a covariant ordering
of the constraint, of course.
Then we can try to find observables that commute with such an object.
Some concepts I discussed can be confusing. One of them is unitarity. Uni-
tarity means that the hamiltonian is hermitean, that the inner product is conserved
under time evolution (or invariant under gauge transformations.) This we can al-
ways produce, and its definition is independent of whether there is particle creation.
That has to do with the decoupling of the two sectors, because the conserved inner
product that we have is not positive definite: if we want unitarity within one sector
we will get it if the sectors decouple, because then we will have a conserved inner
product within a sector—an inner product with a definite sign.
4.2.4 From Dirac quantization to the Faddeev path integral
Now that we have developed a projector language and a regularized inner product
we can write an expression for the path integral.
For the simplest case, the regularized physical amplitude is just given by
〈P =0, ϕa(q)|δ(Q−Q′) |P =0, ϕb(q)〉 =
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〈P =0, ϕa(q)|Q=Q′, ϕb(q)〉 = 〈ϕa(q)|ϕb(q)〉 (4.134)
where I am using the usual old q, Q etc. notation for the gauge and physical degrees
of freedom. Notice that we could write, just as well,
〈Q=Q′, ϕa(q)|δ(P) |Q=Q′, ϕb(q)〉 =
〈P =0, ϕa(q)|Q=Q′, ϕb(q)〉 = 〈ϕa(q)|ϕb(q)〉 (4.135)
Once we have this it is immediate to write the corresponding path integral,
〈Q=Q′, ϕa(q)|KΦKΦ...KΦ δ(P) |Q=Q′, ϕ(q)b〉 (4.136)
The key is to have KΦKΦ = KΦ and KΦδ(P) = δ(P), or δ(Q)KΦ = δ(Q) etc.
This operator, KΦ, is then the composition law operator.
It is crucial for full gauge invariance that we choose the gauge-fixing
states/terms to satisfy
〈χ=0|Φ=0〉 = constant (4.137)
If this condition is not met we loose gauge-invariance. In the path integral this will
appear in the form of an action that is not invariant at the boundaries.
For the particle we can write
U ≡ 〈tf , xf |δ(Φ) |tixi〉 (4.138)
It is easy to see that this is the usual propagator in the non-relativistic case. We
can write a path integral by repeated insertion of
KˆΦ = δ(Φ)δ(t− f(τ)) (4.139)
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This procedure yields the Faddeev path integral. For the relativistic case we
also need 〈tf , xf |δ(Φ)|tixi〉. Remember that we tried
KΦ ≡ δ(P2 − a2)1
2
(
δ(Q−Q0)P+P†δ(Q−Q0)
)
(4.140)
This operator, however, is neither a projector nor the identity on the physical states,
KΦ|P =±a〉 = ±|P =±a〉 (4.141)
This can be fixed in a number of ways. We can change the amplitude, or the
operator. For example, we can work with the projector11 (it is a projector)
K′Φ = |KΦ| = sign(P) KΦ (4.142)
and with any amplitude of the form
U ≡ 〈tf , xf |(α δ(P− a) + β δ(P+ a))|tixi〉 (4.143)
This will work because this projector leaves the operator α δ(P− a) + β δ(P+ a)
unchanged. However, to build a composition law we need to work with the amplitude
U ≡ 〈tf , xf | sign(P)δ(P2 − a2) |ti, xi〉 (4.144)
so that this amplitude will be the one appearing in the composition law, after
insertions of the projector. The composition law here is the usual Klein-Gordon
one, generated by the second part of the projector:
1
2
(
δ(Q−Q0)P+P†δ(Q−Q0)
)
11To see the second equality, think of the projector as a diagonal matrix in the p basis with only
two non-zero eigenvalues.
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Notice that these projectors contain two important ingredients: the physical
states (represented by some delta function), and the inner product.
We have a choice on how to look at the projector: which part represents the
state and which the composition law. We can instead take the “signed” part into
the composition law, and rewrite
K′Φ = |KΦ| = δ(Φ)
1
2
|δ(Q−Q0)P + P †δ(Q −Q0)|
which works nicely with the amplitude
〈xµ| δ(Φ) |yµ〉
The composition law here is the Klein-Gordon one with an absolute value.
This description also holds—quite clearly—if there is “decoupling”, i.e., if
the above constant a is made into an operator that nonetheless commutes with
P. This describes, then, the relativistic particle with no electric field, for example.
What about the interacting case? It corresponds, in our simple description here, to
considering a constraint of the form
Φ = P2−f(Q)2 (4.145)
Does our projector description still hold? To answer this question we need to un-
derstand the quantities
〈χi|
(
δ(Q−Q0)P+P†δ(Q−Q0)
)
|χj〉 (4.146)
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where |χi〉 are the two solutions to the constraint equation. I don’t think it will be
easy to construct a projector theory if there is no decoupling. Thus, we will also
miss an understanding of the Faddeev path integral if there is no decoupling.
We can also consider the “Feynman” amplitude. It is given by
〈tf , xf | 1
Φˆ− iǫ |tixi〉 (4.147)
In what sense is this an amplitude in the physical subspace?
We will be able to interpret this amplitude in the next section. Let us
investigate it a bit more here, though.
Consider again the simple constraint case. Then it is easy to see that
〈Q| 1
Pˆ − a− iǫ |Q
′〉 = Θ(Q−Q′)〈Q|δ(Pˆ − a)|Q′〉 (4.148)
(times 2πi...) Similarly,
〈Q| 1
Pˆ 2 − a2 − iǫ |Q
′〉 = 1
a
Θ(Q−Q′)〈Q|δ(Pˆ − a)|Q′〉 − 1
a
Θ(Q′ −Q)〈Q|δ(Pˆ + a)|Q′〉
(4.149)
To see this just use
1
P 2 − a2 − iǫ =
1
a
(
1
P − a− iǫ −
1
P + a+ iǫ
)
(4.150)
Here we can use the projector
1
Φ− iǫ
1
2
(
δ(Q− ξ)P+P†δ(Q− ξ)
)
(4.151)
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This also works, as this operator is a projector and it leaves the above amplitude
unchanged.
With this operators and amplitudes we can now build path integrals. These
amplitudes we have discussed are the various Green function for the Klein-Gordon
equation, provided we use the proper constraint.
The following have been discussed repeatedly in the literarature [26, 43, 44]:
The Hadamard Green function,
∆1(x− y) = 1
(2π)3
∫
d4k δ(k2 −m2) eik(x−y) = (4.152)
1
(2π)4
∫ ∞
−∞
dλ
∫
d4k eik(x−y)+iλ(k
2−m2)
which is a solution to the Klein-Gordon equation. In term of our projectors it can
be written as
∆1(x− y) ∼ 〈xµ, π=0| eiλˆΦˆ|yµ, π=0〉 ∼ 〈xµ| δ(Φˆ)|yµ〉 (4.153)
as discussed before. As we saw it satisfies a composition law generated by
1
2
∣∣∣δ(Q−Q0)P+P†δ(Q−Q0)∣∣∣ (4.154)
instead of the Klein-Gordon one,
A · B ≡ −i
∫
dσµ A(x, z)
↔
∂µ B(z, x) =
∫
dσµ A(x, z)[Pˆµ + Pˆ
†
µ]B(z, x) (4.155)
The causal Green function—also as solution of the Klein-Gordon equation,
i∆(x− y) = 1
(2π)3
∫
d4k sign(k0)δ(k
2 −m2) eik(x−y) ∼ 〈xµ| sign(P)δ(P2 − a2) |yµ〉
(4.156)
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We also saw earlier that this “signed” amplitude does satisfy the Klein-Gordon
composition law.
The Feynman amplitude,
i∆F (x− y) = 1
(2π)4
∫
d4k
e−ik(x−y)
k2 −m2 + iǫ =
−i
(2π)4
∫ ∞
0
dλ
∫
d4k e−ik(x−y)−λ(k
2−m2+iǫ)
(4.157)
∼ 〈xµ| 1
Φˆ + iǫ
|yµ〉
which, again, satisfies the Klein-Gordon compostion law,
The Wightman functions
G±(x, y) =
1
(2π)3
∫
d4k θ(±k0) δ(k2 −m2) eik(x−y) (4.158)
which obey the Klein-Gordon composition laws.
Finally we have the Newton-Wigner propagators, which are not manifestly co-
variant objects
G±NW (x, y) =
1
(2π)3
∫
d4k θ(±k0) k0δ(k2 −m2) eik(x−y) (4.159)
and which satisfy the non-relativistic compostion law instead of the relativistic one.
We have deduced in a simple way the composition laws of these amplitudes
in the physical space as well as their path integral representations in the extended
space:
A =
∫
dqdpdQdP δ(Φ0)
∏
KiΦe
i
∫
dτ(pq˙+PQ˙−h(q,p)) (4.160)
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Notice also that we can write
〈tf , xf |δ(Φˆ)|tixi〉 = 〈tf , xf , π=0|eiλˆΦˆ|tixi, π=0〉 (4.161)
by adding this new degree of freedom.
Again, it is easy to write the path integrals in all these cases. We obtain, for
the “decoupling” cases the Faddeev path integrals discussed in the next chapter, as
well as the BFV path integral—as we will show.
How about the composition laws for these amplitudes? If we have the am-
plitudes above and the correponding nice projectors we have, schematically,
〈tf , xf |δ(Φˆ)|tixi〉 = 〈tf , xf |KΦδ(Φˆ)|tixi〉 = (4.162)
∫
d4x〈tf , xf |KΦ|t, x〉〈t, x|δ(Φˆ)|tixi〉 =
∫
d4x〈tf , xf |δ(Φˆ)|t, x〉O〈t, x|δ(Φˆ)|tixi〉
(4.163)
for some differential operator O. It is not very hard to find these composition laws.
For example, for the “signed” case the compostion law operator is simply −i∂t, and
the Feynman amplitude satisfies a composition law of the “Klein-Gordon” form.
Let me remark once again, that my construction applies only to the decou-
pling case. If there are interesting interactions my projector formalism may noy be
applicable, especially in the on-shell situation. It may be possible to extend these
ideas to the case of the causal projectors.
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4.3 The Fock space inner product.
The state space is defined in terms of the raising and lowering operators, just as
for the harmonic oscillator case. There is a crucial difference: the commutation
relations differ by a sign, and they induce an indefinite inner product (the definition
of inner product is inherent in the algebra, since one discusses the commutation
relations of the hermitean conjugates of operators.) Recall that the algebra is given
by the definitions
aˆ = Pˆ1 + iPˆ2, aˆ
† = Pˆ1 − iPˆ2 (4.164)
and
bˆ = − i
2
(Qˆ1 + iQˆ2), bˆ† =
i
2
(Qˆ1 − iQˆ2) (4.165)
As explained in reference [2], one needs an even number of constraints. This is
similar to what we usually do in BRST when we add a constrained multiplier degree
of freedom for each of the constraints.
The commutation relations that follow from this definition are
[aˆ, bˆ†] = [bˆ, aˆ†] = 1 (4.166)
and the rest zero.
It is implied by the notation here that both Pˆ1 and Pˆ2 are hermitean. For
example, aˆ + aˆ† is hermitean, and is equal to 2Pˆ1. This fact is crucial for the
development of the formalism, and is a subtle assumption—it selects an indefinite
inner product when we define the vacuum.
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We discussed in the previous chapter that the states on this space are defined
by, a) it is assummed that there is a “vacuum” state, |0〉, satifying the conditions
aˆ|0〉 = bˆ|0〉 = 0. This state is also assumed to have unit norm, 〈0|0〉 = 1, and b), the
rest of these states are defined by acting on the “vacuum” above with the creation
operators.
Recall also that this vacuum was a puzzling object: we need a state that
satisfies
(Pˆ1 + iPˆ2)|0〉 = − i
2
(Qˆ1 + iQˆ2)|0〉 = 0 (4.167)
Can we understand what is going on in more pedestrian terms? Following Marnelius’
work [23] let us map this representation into coordinate space. For that let us map
Qˆ2 → iQˆ2, Pˆ2 → −iPˆ2. This is a canonical transformation. However, you may
say that in this representation these operators are not hermitean—but they will be
provided we fix the inner product. The inner product has to become indefinite!
Consider the mixed representation in which we write the states in the form ϕ =
ϕ(Q1, P2). The vacuum is defined by
(Pˆ1 + Pˆ2)ϕ0(Q
1, P2) = (−i ∂
∂Q1
+ P2)ϕ0(Q
1, P2) = 0 (4.168)
This is solved by
ϕ0(Q
1, P2) = e
−iP2Q1 (4.169)
This is already the vacuum: it automatically satisfies
(Qˆ1 − Qˆ2)ϕ0(Q1, P2) = (Q1 − i ∂
∂P2
)ϕ0(Q
1, P2) = 0 (4.170)
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What do we use for inner product? Let us go back to the description in terms of
the creation and annihilation operators, and then proceed. In fact, I will now give
a description of the Fock space quantization and inner product in terms of:
a) The creation and annihilation operators
b) The holomorphic representation—continuum, and
c) q and p space
As I already discussed, we can represent any state by the holomorphic func-
tion of the creation operators that acting on the vacuum produces the desired state.
Consider for example the eigenstates of the destruction operators (not normalized
yet),
|ψαβ〉 = eαbˆ†+βaˆ† |0〉 ∼ |aˆ=α, bˆ=β〉 (4.171)
The computation of the inner product of these states is straightforward:
〈ψαβ |ψα′β′〉 = 〈0|eα∗bˆ+β∗aˆ eα′ bˆ†+β′aˆ† |0〉 = (4.172)
〈0|eα∗bˆeβ′aˆ† eβ∗aˆeα′bˆ† |0〉 = (4.173)
〈0|
(
[eα
∗ bˆ, eβ
′aˆ† ] + 1
) (
[eβ
∗aˆ, eα
′bˆ† ] + 1
)
|0〉 (4.174)
hence we need to compute
〈0|[eα∗bˆ, eβ′aˆ† ]|0〉 = 〈0|
∞∑
n=0
α∗n
n!
[bˆn, eβ
′aˆ† ]|0〉 = (4.175)
〈0|
∞∑
n=1
(α∗β ′)n
n!
|0〉 = eα∗β′ − 1 (4.176)
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since
〈0|[bˆn, f(aˆ†)]|0〉 = 〈0| d
n
daˆ†n
f(aˆ†)|0〉 = d
n
dxn
f(x)|x=0 (4.177)
The result is then
〈ψαβ|ψα′β′〉 = eα∗β′+β∗α′ (4.178)
Notice that the spectrum is given by the whole complex plane! This is not surprising,
since we are dealing with the spectrum of normal operators. Other useful facts are
〈0|[aˆn, bˆ†n] |0〉 = n! (4.179)
and
‖ aˆ†nbˆ†n ‖≡ 〈0|aˆnbˆnbˆ†naˆ†n |0〉 =
〈0|[aˆn, bˆ†n][bˆn, aˆ†n]|0〉 = (n!)2
(4.180)
The more general statement is that
〈0|aˆn1 bˆn2 aˆ†n3 bˆ†n4 |0〉 = (n1)!(n2)!δn1n4δn2n3 (4.181)
Now, for
|ψ〉 ∼∑ cnmaˆ†nbˆ†m = ψ(aˆ†, bˆ†) (4.182)
we have
‖ ψ ‖= 〈0|∑ c∗n1n2aˆn1 bˆn2cn3n4aˆ†n3 bˆ†n4 |0〉 = (4.183)
∑
c∗mncnmn!m! =
∑ 1
n!m!
[∂na†∂
m
b†ψ(aˆ
†, bˆ†)] [∂ma†∂
n
b†ψ(aˆ
†, bˆ†)]∗
∣∣∣
a†=b†=0
(4.184)
Consider next the eigenvalue equation
Qˆ2ψα = (bˆ+ bˆ
†)ψα =
∂ψα
∂a†
+ b†ψα ≡ αψα (4.185)
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It is solved by
ψα = A e
−a†(b†−α) (4.186)
where A is an arbitrary function of b†. Without loss of generality we choose A
such that the resulting state is an eigenfunction of Pˆ1 = (aˆ+ aˆ
†)/2. The resulting
eigenvalue equation is easily solved by
ψQ2P1 = Ne
−(a†−P1)(b†−Q2) (4.187)
These are the candidates. But we have to check that they are normalizable. It is
hard to compute the inner product using the formula above. It will be interesting
to try, though. We can compute
(
d
da†
)nψQ2P1 = (−(b† −Q2))nψQ2P1 (4.188)
easily enough. Next, one can check12 that
(
d
db†
)m(
d
da†
)nψQ2P1 = ψQ2P1(
d
db†
− (a† − P1))m(−(b† −Q2))n (4.189)
which at zero becomes
(
d
db†
)m(
d
da†
)nψQ2P1
∣∣∣∣∣
a†=b†=0
= N [(
−d
db†
+ P1)
m(−(b† −Q2))n]
∣∣∣∣∣
b†=0
= (4.190)
N(
d
dQ2
+ P1)
m(Q2)
n = Ne−P1Q2(
d
dQ2
)m[eP1Q2Qn2 ] (4.191)
since it can be easily checked that
(
d
dx
+ P )m[f(x)] = e−xP (
d
dx
)m[exPf(x)] (4.192)
12Because dnx [g(x)e
ax] = eax(dx + a)
ng(x).
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(see the last footnote). So, finally, we have
(
d
db†
)m(
d
da†
)nψQ2P1
∣∣∣∣∣
a†=b†=0
= Ne−P1Q2(
d
dQ2
)m(
d
dP1
)n[eP1Q2] (4.193)
The inner product is hence given by
‖ ψ ‖=∑ c∗mncnmn!m! =∑ 1n!m! [∂na†∂mb†ψ(aˆ†, bˆ†)] [∂ma†∂nb†ψ(aˆ†, bˆ†)]∗
∣∣∣
a†=b†=0
=
(4.194)
∑ 1
n!m!
(
Ne−P1Q2(
d
dQ2
)n(
d
dP1
)m[eP1Q2]
)∗
Ne−P1Q2(
d
dQ2
)m(
d
dP1
)n[eP1Q2 ] (4.195)
and more generally, (ψQ2P1, ψQ′2P ′1) =
∑ 1
n!m!
(
Ne−P1Q2(
d
dQ2
)n(
d
dP1
)m[eP1Q2]
)∗
Ne−P
′
1Q
′
2(
d
dQ′2
)m(
d
dP ′1
)n[eP
′
1Q
′
2 ] (4.196)
We will now try a different approach. Let us ask the following question: can
we come up with an inner product in the a, b etc. space that matches the above inner
product? We also want the algebra to be respected, which for us now means that the
hermiticity properties of the operators must be preserved. The commutator algebra
is already respected by the representation in which the destruction operators become
simple derivatives and the creation operators act by multiplication. The answer is
yes. This inner product is given by
(ψk(a
∗, b∗), ψl(a
∗, b∗)) ≡
∫
dadbda∗db∗
(2πi)2
e−aa
∗−bb∗ψ∗k(a
∗, b∗)ψl(b
∗, a∗) (4.197)
where here I use the notation in which the operator ψk(a
†, b†) becomes in this repre-
sentation the state ψk(a
∗, b∗). Notice the swap: the state ψl(a
∗, b∗) becomes ψl(b
∗, a∗)
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in the integral. To calculate this integration it is convenient to go to the variables
a = rae
iθa , a∗ = rae
−iθa and b = rbe
iθb, b∗ = rbe
−iθb. Then it is easy to see that
dadbda∗db∗
(2πi)2
=
1
π2
radradθarbdrbdθb (4.198)
This expression has an easy interpretation in terms of the eigenstates of the destruc-
tion operators
|ψαβ〉 = eαbˆ†+βaˆ† |0〉 ≡ |aˆ=α, bˆ=β〉 (4.199)
if one uses them in a decomposition of unity as follows,
Iˆ =
∫
dαdα∗dβdβ∗
(2πi)2
|α〉aˆ ⊗ |β〉bˆ aˆ〈β∗| ⊗ bˆ〈α∗| e−αα
∗−ββ∗ (4.200)
For one, one can check that the inner product between these states is the same as was
calculated before. What really matters, though, is that we have a true representation
of the above Hilbert space. We can see this in two ways. It is enough to check that
the vacuum has unit norm and that the algebra and hermiticity properties are
preserved. Or we can simply check that
〈0|aˆn1 bˆn2 aˆ†n3 bˆ†n4 |0〉 = (n1)!(n2)!δn1n4δn2n3 = (a∗n1b∗n2 , a∗n3b∗n4) (4.201)
as defined above. This is true, indeed, as follows from the following model calcula-
tion: (a∗n, b∗m) ∼
∫ dada∗
2πi
an(a∗)me−aa
∗
=
1
π
∫ ∞
0
radra
∫ 2π
0
dθar
n+m
a e
iθa(n−m)e−r
2
a = δnmn! (4.202)
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(see Faddeev and Slavnov’s book, in references [18].) As a check, we can compute
the earlier inner product, (ψQ2P1, ψQ′2P ′1) =
∑ 1
n!m!
(
Ne−P1Q2(
d
dQ2
)n(
d
dP1
)m[eP1Q2 ]
)∗
Ne−P
′
1Q
′
2(
d
dQ′2
)m(
d
dP ′1
)n[eP
′
1Q
′
2] =
(4.203)∫
dadbda∗db∗
(2πi)2
e−aa
∗−bb∗N∗e−(a−P
∗
1 )(b−Q
∗2)Ne−(b
∗−P1)(a∗−Q2) = (4.204)
|N |2
π2
∫
radradθarbdrbdθbe
−r2a−r
2
b−2rarbcos(θa+θb)+ra(e
iθay∗+e−iθax)+rb(e
iθbx∗+e−iθby)−2Re[xy]
(4.205)
a difficult integral. Let us try instead yet another approach: we can try to map the
above situation into the original coordinate system. Recall that the algebra above
was given by the definitions
aˆ = Pˆ1 + iPˆ2, aˆ
† = Pˆ1 − iPˆ2 (4.206)
and
bˆ = − i
2
(Qˆ1 + iQˆ2), bˆ† =
i
2
(Qˆ1 − iQˆ2). (4.207)
Consider the mixed representation in which we write the states in the form ϕ =
ϕ(Q1, P2). The vacuum is defined by
(Pˆ1 + iPˆ2)ϕ0(Q
1, P2) = (i
∂
∂Q1
+ iP2)ϕ0(Q
1, P2) = 0 (4.208)
This is solved by
ϕ0(Q
1, P2) = e
−P2Q1 (4.209)
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Can we come up with an inner product here that respects the algebra, the hermiticity
properties of the operators and that gives unit norm to the vacuum? The answer is
yes once more. The inner product is given by
(ψa, ψb) ≡
∫ i∞
−iε
dQ1
∫ ∞−iǫ
−∞−iǫ
dP2[ψa(Q
∗
1, P
∗
2 )]
∗ψb(Q1, P2) (4.210)
First notice that the vacuum is normalizable to unity:
‖ ψ0 ‖=
∫ i∞
−iε
dQ1
∫ ∞−iǫ
−∞−iǫ
dP2e
−2Q1P2 =
∫ ∞
−ε
idq
∫ ∞
−∞
dpe−2iq(p−iǫ) =
∫ ∞
−ε
idqδ(2q)e−2qǫ = iπ
(4.211)
or
= i
∫ ∞
−∞
dp
1
−2(ip+ ǫ) e
−2iqp−2qǫ
∣∣∣∞
−ε
=
2πi
∫ ∞
−∞
dp
1
2(ip+ ǫ)
e2iεp+2εǫ = iπ
(4.212)
It is very important to check that the operators are hermitean. This could be
troublesome, for example, for the operator
Qˆ2 ∼ i∂P2 (4.213)
Indeed, for the case of the vacuum we need, for hermiticity, that the boundary term
∫ i∞
−iε
dQ1
∫ ∞−iǫ
−∞−iǫ
dP2i∂P2e
−2Q1P2 (4.214)
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vanish, and it does,
= −
∫ ∞
−ε
dq
∫ ∞
−∞
dp∂pe
−2iq(p−iǫ) =
−
∫ ∞
−∞
dp∂p
1
−2(ip + ǫ) e
−2iqp−2qǫ
∣∣∣∞
−ε
=
−
∫ ∞
−∞
dp∂p
1
2(ip+ ǫ)
e2iεp+2εǫ = 0
(4.215)
It is easily checked that Pˆ1 and Qˆ1, Pˆ2 are also hermitean in this inner product, as
they should. So we have yet another representation.
How unique is this inner product definition? Can we deform the paths? The
actual path definition should reflect the spectra of the operators. If we can deform
the paths, then we should be able to also use different spectra. Is this so? For one
thing, in the above definition one can exchange the paths for Q1 and P2. This will
still work, as the vacuum is symmetric in these variables.
Let us return to the issue of the spectra of the operators. Can we produce a
working resolution of the identity? Yes, it is given by
Iˆ =
∫ i∞
−iε
dQ1
∫ ∞−iǫ
−∞−iǫ
dP2|Q1∗P ∗2 〉〈Q1P2| (4.216)
since
〈ψ|Q1P2〉 =
(
〈Q1∗P2∗|ψ〉
)∗
= (ψ(Q1∗, P ∗2 ))
∗ 〈Q1P2|ψ〉 = ψ(Q1P2) (4.217)
Let us investigate some more this algebra. First, let us exchange Q1 and P1,
taking care that the algebra is preserved. This is just a matter of covenience. Let
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us write
Aˆ = (Qˆ1 − iPˆ2)/
√
2, Aˆ† = (Qˆ1 + iPˆ2)/
√
2 (4.218)
and
Bˆ = (iPˆ1 − Qˆ2)/
√
2, Bˆ† = (−iPˆ1 − Qˆ2)/
√
2. (4.219)
The algebra that follows is as before,
[Aˆ, Bˆ†] = [Bˆ, Aˆ†]† = 1 (4.220)
To understand the properties of this algebra let us define now
Qˆ− = (Aˆ− Bˆ)/
√
2 (4.221)
and
Qˆ+ = (Aˆ + Bˆ)/
√
2 (4.222)
These have the nice properties
[Qˆ−, Qˆ†−] = −1 (4.223)
and
[Qˆ+, Qˆ†+] = +1 (4.224)
Now, the fact that one oscillator comes defined with a minus sign doesn’t carry much
meaning by itself (imagine exchanging the notation for creation and annihilation
operators in the usual oscillator case). What really matters, is that the vacuum as
defined above corresponds here to requiring
Qˆ+|0〉 = 0 (4.225)
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and
Qˆ−|0〉 = 0 (4.226)
In the standard case the second equation corresponds to asking that the creation
operator have a zero eigenstate. This state did not exist in your quantum mechanics
class because although the differential equation has a solution in the coordinate
representation13, it is not normalizable with the standard inner product. What this
means for us is that we are going to invent a new inner product—not a positive
definite one, as is easily seen by “creating” with the operator Qˆ†−. At any rate, we
can further define
zˆ+ =
Qˆ1 − Qˆ2√
2
, Pˆz+ =
Pˆ1 − Pˆ2√
2
(4.227)
and
zˆ− =
Qˆ1 + Qˆ2√
2
, Pˆz− =
Pˆ1 + Pˆ2√
2
(4.228)
Notice that the pairs zˆ+ , Pˆz+ are canonically conjugated—and the “+” and “−”
sides decouple. Then we have
Qˆ+ = 1√
2
(zˆ+ + iPˆz+) Qˆ− =
1√
2
(zˆ− − iPˆz−) (4.229)
Everything decoupled! It is now easy to write the coordinate expression for the
vacuum and the inner products:
—The “+” side: [Qˆ+, Qˆ†+] = +1
13ϕ(x) ∼ exp(x2/2)
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We have Qˆ+ = (zˆ++ iPˆz+)/
√
2, Qˆ†+ = (zˆ+− iPˆz+)/
√
2- -the standard Hilbert
space description.
The vacuum is given by
ϕ0+(z+) = 〈z+|0+〉 = π−
1
4 e−(z+)
2/2 (4.230)
where the inner product is given by
(
ϕ+(z+), ϕ
′
+(z+)
)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dz+ ϕ
∗
+(z+) ϕ
′
+(z+) (4.231)
—The “−” side: [Qˆ−, Qˆ†−] = −1
We have Qˆ− = (zˆ− − iPˆz−)/
√
2, Qˆ†− = (zˆ− + iPˆz−)/
√
2—not the standard
Hilbert space description.
The vacuum is given by
ϕ0−(z−) = 〈z−|0−〉 = π−
1
4 e+(z−)
2/2 (4.232)
and is normalized to one. The inner product is now given by
(
ϕ−(z−), ϕ
′
−(z−)
)
=
∫ i∞
−i∞
dz− ϕ
∗
−(z
∗
−) ϕ
′
−(z−) (4.233)
The full vacuum is given by
ψ0 = π
− 1
2 e
−(z+)
2+(z−)
2
2 = π−
1
2 e2Q
1Q2 (4.234)
and the full inner product by
(ψ, ψ′) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dz+
∫ i∞
−i∞
dz− ψ(z
∗
+, z
∗
−)
∗ ψ′(z+, z−) = (4.235)
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∫
dQ1
∫
dQ2 ψ(z∗+(Q
1, Q2), z∗−(Q
1, Q2))∗ ψ′(z+(Q
1, Q2), z−(Q
1, Q2)) (4.236)
where Q1∗ = Q2.
The next step is to impose the condition
aˆ|ψ〉 = 0 (4.237)
this is the condition that defines physical states. This yields the vacuum described
above plus null states, as we discuss next.
The next factor in this formalism is that we have the so-called null states.
Any state of the form aˆ†|any〉 decouples from any physical state. This situation is
remarkably similar to the one that we have in the BRST formalism. They are both
characterized by a definition of cohomology: the states are defined by the kernel
of some operator. In the BRST case the kernel is nilpotent, so the cohomology is
proper,
H(Ωˆ) ≡ Ker Ωˆ
Im Ωˆ
(4.238)
For the Fock space case we don’t have a nilpotent operator. The “cohomology” is
defined by
H(Fock) ≡ Ker aˆ
Im aˆ†
(4.239)
The similarities between these two formalisms also include the fact that in both
cases the number of constraints is even.
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4.3.1 The particle in Fock space
Consider first the case of a constraint of the form14 Φ = pt+A(x,px) ≈ 0. This case
covers the non-relativistic particle as well as the relativistic case when we choose
a branch (i.e., the square root hamiltonian situation). We will examine the full
relativistic constraint in a moment.
The physical states are defined by
(a+A)|Ψ〉Ph = 0, (4.240)
where a = pt + ipi and—for the non-relativistic case we have
A =
p2x
2m
(4.241)
and for the relativistic one
A =
√
p2x +m
2 (4.242)
The following reasoning can be carried out also when there is an electromagnetic
background with no electric field. In such a case we would define a = Πt + ipi,
which preserves the commutator algebra—we keep the original b definitions—and
A to be the square root hamiltonian. Indeed, it is vital that
[a,A] = 0 (4.243)
which holds when there is no electric field. We also have [b,A] = 0.
14See exercise 13.14 in Teitelboim’s book [2]
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This equation for the physical states is appropiate because, defining
M = a+A (4.244)
we have that
Φ =M+M† (4.245)
Hence
Ph〈Ψ|Φ |Ψ〉Ph = 0 (4.246)
As we will see, another inportant property of our definition (which holds when there
is no electric field) is that M is normal, i.e.,
[M,M†] = 0 (4.247)
The general solution to the physicality condition is given by (recall [b,A] = 0)
|Ψ〉Ph = f(a†) e−Ab† |0〉|f〉 (4.248)
with f(a†) totally arbitrary. However, we can rewrite this solution in the following
more useful way
|Ψ〉Ph = e−Ab† |0〉|f ′〉+
∑
n>0, f
M†n e−Ab
† |0〉|f〉 (4.249)
simply because we can write an arbitrary function of x in terms of a power series
around any point, f(x) = f(x0) +
∑
n>1 cn (x − x0)n—and [a†,A] = 0. Now, any
state of the form M†n |phys〉 is clearly null, but it is also physical because M is
normal (no electric field).
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Up to null states the physical states are thus given by
|Ψ〉Ph = e−Ab† |0〉|f〉 (4.250)
which for the non-relativistic case, for example, are
explicitely exp(− i
2
(tˆ− iλˆ) pˆ2x
2m
) |0〉|f〉. The null states are, as explained, are given
by
(a† +A)ke−Ab
† |0〉|g〉, (4.251)
where k is an integer, k 6= 0.
As for the time evolution operator—and the dynamics—it is given by
U =Ph 〈x′|eipt∆τ |x〉Ph,
|x〉Ph = e−Ab† |0〉|x〉
(4.252)
so
U =Ph 〈x′|e−iA∆τ |x〉Ph (4.253)
This, again, follows from
a) pt +A =
1
2
(a+A+ (a+A)†)
b) Ph〈Ψ′|(pt +A) |Ψ〉Ph = 0 =Ph 〈Ψ′|Φ |Ψ〉Ph
c) Ph〈Ψ′|Ox |Ψ〉Ph = 〈f ′|Ox |f〉.
Also, recall
eiλΦ |Ψ〉Ph = |Ψ〉Ph + |null〉 (4.254)
which is almost obvious.
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To give another explicit result, consider the free relativistic case with a branch
choice—it is not clear yet how to proceed if one doesn’t do this first. As before, the
physical states are defined by
(a+A)|Ψ〉Ph = 0, (4.255)
where
A =
√
p2x +m
2, a = pt + ipi, (4.256)
etc., and up to null states they are given by
|Ψ〉Ph = e−Ab† |0〉|f〉 = e− i2 (tˆ−iλˆ)
√
pˆ2x+m
2 |0〉|f〉 (4.257)
The null states are
(a† +A)ke−Ab
† |0〉|g〉, (4.258)
where k is an integer, k 6= 0.
As pointed out, we can also consider the case of an electromagnetic field with
no electric components.
These state spaces are thus isomorphic to the space of functions of the coor-
dinate x—the old physical coordinates. This includes the resulting inner products.
We can also define the propagation amplitude to be
〈tf , xf , π=0|eiλˆΦˆ|tixi, π=0〉 = 〈tf , xf | 1
Φˆ + iǫ
|tixi〉 (4.259)
This amplitude is the causal amplitude—leads to the Feynman propagator for the
full relativistic case, for example.
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This result follows from the discussion earlier on how to represent the Fock
space in the coordinate basis.
Let us now consider the full constraint. As usual we will consider first an
easier case,
Φˆ = Pˆ 21 − Aˆ2 (4.260)
where we assume that Aˆ is a hermitean operator that commutes with aˆ, bˆ—zero
electric field, as before. The strategy will be as before: find a normal operator Mˆ ,
[Mˆ, Mˆ †] = 0, and write the constraint as a sum of this operator and its hermitean
conjugate,
Φˆ = Mˆ + Mˆ † (4.261)
This will ensure two important things:
i) Ph〈Ψ|Φˆ |Ψ〉Ph = 0
ii) The states Mˆ †n |phys〉 = 0, n > 0, are null and physical.
Let us write the constraint in terms of the new variables,
Φˆ = Pˆ 21 − Aˆ2 = (
aˆ+ aˆ†
2
)2 − Aˆ2 = 1
4
(
aˆ2 + aˆ†2 + 2aˆaˆ†
)
− Aˆ2 (4.262)
The natural definition is thus
Mˆ =
1
4
(
aˆ2 + aˆaˆ†
)
− 1
2
Aˆ2 (4.263)
which satisfies the above requirements with our assumptions about Aˆ.
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To find the physical states we now need to solve the differential equation
[
(
∂
∂b∗
)2
+ a∗
∂
∂b∗
− 2Aˆ2] ψ(a∗, b∗) = 0 (4.264)
which is done easily enough
ψ(a∗, b∗) = g(a∗) exp
(−b∗a∗
2
± b
∗
2
√
a∗2 + 8Aˆ2
)
(4.265)
Next we need to discuss the null states. From the properties of Mˆ we know
that the states
Mˆ †n exp
(−b∗a∗
2
± b
∗
2
√
a∗2 + 8Aˆ2
)
|0〉|f〉 (4.266)
are physical and null. Do these exhaust all the freedom from the function g in the
previous equation? If so the physical space reduces to the usual two branches.
Notice that the operator Mˆ † has a zero mode,
ϕ = exp (−b∗(a∗ − 2A)) (4.267)
Let us compute the effect of Mˆ † on a physical state—we know that we will get a
physical state! Now Mˆ †|phys〉 ∼
(a∗2 + a∗
∂
∂b
− 8Aˆ2) exp
(−b∗a∗
2
± b
∗
2
√
a∗2 + 8Aˆ2
)
=
(
a∗2
2
− 8Aˆ2 ± a
∗
2
√
a∗2 + 8Aˆ2) exp
(−b∗a∗
2
± b
∗
2
√
a∗2 + 8Aˆ2
)
(4.268)
a physical state, as promised. Can we now find a function such that
F (Mˆ †) |phys〉 = aˆ† |phys〉 ? (4.269)
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If so we are set. It is not hard to see that this question is equivalent to asking that
the function
f±(a
∗) =
a∗2
2
− 8Aˆ2 ± a
∗
2
√
a∗2 + 8Aˆ2 (4.270)
have an inverse. And indeed, it does,
a∗ = ∓ f± + 8Aˆ
2√
f± + 2Aˆ+ 8Aˆ2
(4.271)
The function f(a∗) is one-to-one (although not onto). Thus, the physical space is
one in which we have a set of states for each branch, |0+〉⊗|others〉+|0−〉⊗|others〉.
What happens in the fully interacting case? Our decomposition of the con-
straint, Φˆ = Mˆ + Mˆ † is still valid, but with the above choice, Mˆ is not normal.
What this means is that the null states in the theory, Mˆ †n |phys〉 are no longer
physical. So we may end up with many more non-null physical states than we bar-
gained for. This issue is an important one—what is the correct description of this
space in general? I do not know the answer to this question yet.
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4.4 BRST inner product and construction of the
path integral
Let us now look at the BRST quantization approach—we already hinted above
at how the inner product may look in this formalism. The discussion will become
extremely formal at some points, but we will try to draw very “unformal” conclusions
at the end. The trouble will always hinge around
a) The assumption of hermiticity of Ω
b) Operator ordering questions
We will address all these issues.
The physical space is defined by the condition that
Ω|Ψ〉 = 0 (4.272)
where recall that
Ω = η0Φ + η1π (4.273)
Now, there are many ways to write the solution to this equation. A key property
of the BRST generator is that Ω2 = 0, so any state of the form Ω|Ψ〉 is physical.
However, such a state has also zero inner product with any other physical state—
since the BRST generator is by assumption hermitean15, Ω = Ω†. So these states
15But remember that it is not hermitean with respect to the physical states.... This is indeed
serious trouble for the cohomology idea. The rule is to always compute the commutators first—or
first operate and then compute the inner product.
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can be factored out—formally. It has been argued (see Henneaux’s report in [19])
that a complete set of physical states is given by
|Ψ〉 = |ψ〉+ |ψ0〉η0 + |ψ1〉η1 + |ψ01〉η0η1 (4.274)
where all the kets satisfy Φ,pi |ψ〉 = 0. We will examine this result. Also, notice
that this is by no means the way to describe the physical space.
Consider for example the states
|Ψχ〉 = |ψχ=0, π=η0=ρ1=0〉 (4.275)
These also satisfy the BRST condition—they are also physical.
These are the states that we will use in the BFV path integral—i.e these
determine the boundary conditions we will use. There are many other choices for
them, for example
|ΨΦ〉 = |ψΦ=0, λ=ρ0=η1=0〉 (4.276)
What was the inner product in the full enlarged space? The original BRST
definition of the coordinate spaces is infinitely ranged, and as such it runs into
regularization problems. This inner product, when used, for example, in the zero
ghost sector of the physical states described above, is just given by
(ψa, ψb) =
∫
dQdqdη0dη1dλ ψ
∗
a ψb =
∫
dQdη0dη1dλdp
∫
dq ψ∗a ψb (4.277)
since physical states do not depend on Q, λ. Now, the first part of the integration is
where the regularization problems appear (we see, however, that these will go away
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if the coordinate spaces—including the ghosts’—are finite. In such a case we can
define
∫
dηη = 1,
∫
dη = 1/L, so that the ghost normalizations cancel those of the
gauge...or something like that!)
As was previously remarked, the BFV path integral can be interpreted as
coming from a larger quantum space—with no constraints. The fundamental reason
is that the multipliers—which “impose the constraints”—are dynamical and can be
interpreted in the path integral as legitimate degrees of freedom. Indeed we showed
how to obtain the physical amplitude from a full quantum space...the only place
where physicality enters is in the boundary conditions. This is the only place where
one feels uncomfortable (told me Claudio Teitelboim himself!), as at first sight the
choice of these boundary conditions seems ad hoc. However, as we will now see,
these boundary conditions are easily understood to arise from the required BRST
invariance of the “end” states in the amplitude. The BRST boundary conditions
do have an interpretation: they can be understood in the context of gauge-invariant
states. States that implement such boundary conditions are indeed annihilated by
the BRST generator.
Let us look a bit closer into the case where the constraint is Φ = P ≈ 0. The
path integral is arguably where BRST in phase space started, so let us begin with
that too. As mentioned, we can immediately write this path integral if we start from
the extended quantum space, which is spanned by the states16 |x, λ, c, c¯, q〉 where the
16Again we remind ourselves that η0 ≡ c, ρ0 ≡ P¯, η1 ≡ −iP , and ρ1 ≡ ic¯.
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q degree of freedom denotes the physical, non-gauge sector. Now the hamiltonian is
given by
H = h+ {O,Ω} (4.278)
where Ω is the BRST generator,
Ω = η0P + η1π (4.279)
formed by combining the two constraints with the ghosts, and whereO is the “gauge-
fixing” term.
Now, the propagation amplitude is given by
〈Ψa|e−iτHˆ|Ψb〉 =
∫
dµ(Q) Ψ∗a(Q) e
−iτHˆQ Ψb(Q) (4.280)
where the states are physical (boundary conditions).
Now, the BFV path integral provides us with a clue to the possible con-
structions of the extended Hilbert space. The first step is to look at the boundary
conditions that we used in the path integral: c, c¯ and π are to vanish at the bound-
aries. So this defines the physical states. Now, we can obtain the propagation
amplitude by using as the propagation operator
Uˆ = e−i∆τHˆ (4.281)
where the hamiltonian is the extended (super)hamiltonian: Hˆ ≡ hˆ + {Oˆ, Ωˆ}. In
the particle cases, for example, h = 0. Then we can obtain the correct propagation
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amplitude from the expression
U(ti, xi, tf , xf) ≡ 〈tf , xf , c= c¯=π=0| Uˆ |ti, xi, c= c¯=π=0〉 (4.282)
Notice that our notation anticipates that this amplitude will not depend on τ , which
will be the case. From this expression it is easy to obtain the BFV path integral by
repeated insertion of the extended space resolutions of the identity
I =
∫
dtdxdπdcdc¯ |t, x, π, c, c¯〉〈t, x, π, c, c¯| = (4.283)
∫
dptdpxdλdP¯dP|pt, px, λ, P¯,P〉〈pt, px, λ, P¯,P|
and the projections
〈t, x, π, c, c¯|pt, px, λ, P¯,P〉 = ei(tpt+xpx+πλ+cP¯+c¯P) (4.284)
just as in the unconstrained case.
Let us consider the following two types of gauge-fixing terms:
a) ONC = ρ1f(λ) + ρ0λ which yields
{ONC ,Ω} = ρ1η1f ′(λ) + πf(λ) + λΦ + ρ0η1 (4.285)
b) OC = ρ1χ+ ρ0λ with
{OC ,Ω} = ρ1η0{χ,Φ}+ πχ + λΦ+ ρ0η1 (4.286)
Notice that the expectation value of these operators on physical states—
states annihilated by the BRST generator—would appear to be zero, so that formally
〈Ψa|e[Oˆ,Ωˆ] |Ψb〉 = 〈Ψa|Ψb〉 (4.287)
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up to hermiticity issues. So this is where the invariance of the amplitude under
changes in gauge-fixing is expected to come from. However, it is crucial to have
hermiticity of the BRST operator—and this in general we don’t have (recall the
discussion at the beginning regarding the Dirac states.) This also implies that the
inner product for the case of zero physical hamiltonian is all there is to propagation!
(recall, however, that parametrized systems are more problematic because of the
action’s lack of invariance at the boundaries). Let us see how this goes. For example,
take the BRST invariant states |ΨΦ〉 we defined above. Then17
〈ΨΦ|e[OˆC ,Ωˆ] |Ψ′Φ〉 = (4.288)
〈ψΦ=0, λ=ρ0=η1=0|ei(ρˆ1ηˆ0{χˆ,Φˆ}+πˆχˆ+λˆΦˆ+ρˆ0ηˆ1)|ψ′Φ=0, λ=ρ0=η1=0〉
which, up to ordering, is
= 〈ψΦ=0|{χˆ, Φˆ}δ(χˆ) |ψ′Φ=0〉 (4.289)
i.e., the Dirac inner product. The mentioned ordering questions are tricky, and we
will examine them further below—the Fradkin-Vilkovisky theorem will justify our
guess.
At any rate, it is now easy to see now how to proceed to form the BFV path
integral: we write
e[OˆC ,Ωˆ] = lim
N→∞
(
1 +
1
N
[OˆC , Ωˆ]
)N
(4.290)
17i{ , } ∼ [ , ]
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and we insert the resolutions of the identity, etc.
We can also consider the states |Ψχ〉. These will connect easily with the
amplitude we considered before in the Dirac quantization approach. Notice that
up to boundary issues it is just as good to work with the constraint Q ≈ 0. The
theory at the end will be the same as using P ≈ 0. The BRST formalism does not
distinguish between these two cases. These states are more to the point, since they
match the path integrals we will evaluate in the particle case. It is easy to see, again
up to ordering difficulties, that in this case the amplitude becomes
〈Ψχ|e[OˆC ,Ωˆ] |Ψ′χ〉 = 〈ψχ=0|δ(Φˆ) |ψχ′=0〉 (4.291)
From this expression it is easy to reach the BFV path integral that we discussed
before.
Finally, we can also consider the non-canonical gauge. For example, if we
use the case f(λ) = 0 it is immediate that
〈Ψχ|e[OˆNC ,Ωˆ] |Ψ′χ〉 = 〈ψχ=0|δ(Φˆ) |ψχ′=0〉
The amplitude 〈ΨΦ|e[OˆNC ,Ωˆ] |Ψ′Φ〉, on the other hand, appears to be undefined (0·∞).
Let us now discuss less formally the above issues: the state cohomology, the
inner product, ordering problems, and finally, the path integral.
4.4.1 Analysis of Cohomology
Before we begin, is good to keep in mind that we have three worlds to compare:
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i) Dirac; Φˆ|ψD〉 = 0
ii) Fock; aˆ|ψF 〉 = 0
iii) BRST; Ωˆ|ΨBRST 〉 = (ηˆ0Φˆ + ηˆ1πˆ)|ΨBRST 〉 = 0
These are all different methods and the spaces under consideration are also different.
Now, solutions to iii) include
|ψD〉 ⊗ |π=0〉 ⊗ |G〉, |ψ〉 ⊗ |π=0〉⊗|η0=0〉, |ψ=0〉⊗|f(π)〉 ⊗ |η1=0〉 (4.292)
and
|ψ〉 ⊗ |f(π)〉⊗|η0=η1=0〉 (4.293)
or any combination of these. Now, some of these may not be allowed. Or, they may
differ by a state of the form
Ωˆ|Λ〉 (4.294)
which—if Ωˆ is hermitean—is null. Consider the state—in the “coordinate” repre-
sentation
ΨΩ=0 = ψΦ=π=0 + ψ
1
Φ=0η1 + ψ
0
π=0η0 + ψ
01η0η1 (4.295)
The standard trick is to argue that since18 Ωˆ2 = 0 we must identify
Ψ ∼ Ψ+ ΩˆΛ (4.296)
The reasoning is that the states ΩˆΛ are physical (true) and that they decouple from
other physical states. This, however, is not true in general. This is because in the
18This is trivially true in this simple case where there is no place for anomalies to appear in the
transition {Ω,Ω}PB = 0 −→ [Ω,Ω] = 0
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physical space we don’t have hermiticity of Ωˆ (with the exception of the bounded
situation, which we ignore for now). That is, the above argument is based on the
assumption that
〈Λ|Ωˆ†|ΨΩ=0〉 = 0 (4.297)
This puts restrictions on what |Λ〉 can be.
The trouble spot can be traced to the fact that in general it isn’t true that
〈P =0|P|Any〉 = 0 (4.298)
when for example |Any〉 = |P =0〉—though this true in the bounded case.
For this reason it is incorrect to assume, for example, that one can always
express a state in the form
ΨΩ=0 = ψΦ=0=π + ψ
1
Φ=0=πη1 + ψ
0
Φ=0=πη0 + ψ
01
Φ=0=πη0η1 (4.299)
by a proper choice of |Λ〉. Such asumption is not consistent with the existence of an
inner product and/or hermicity of the BRST generator in an unbounded space. Such
a state, |Λ〉, does not exist that yields such a representation and such that Ωˆ|Λ〉 is
truly null. This can be seen in the following way: we need to find the general form
of |Λ〉 such that
〈ΨΩ=0|Ωˆ|Λ〉 = 0 (4.300)
Next we need to find the possible forms of the physical states that we can reduce
from the now validated equivalence
|ΨΩ=0〉 ∼ |ΨΩ=0〉+ Ωˆ|Λ〉 (4.301)
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Writing
|ΨΩ=0〉 ∼ ψΦ=π=0 + ψ1Φ=0η1 + ψ0π=0η0 + ψ01η0η1 (4.302)
and
|Λ〉 ∼ Λ + Λ0η0 + Λ1η1 + Λ01η0η1 (4.303)
we demand that the above inner product vanish: 0 = 〈ΨΩ=0|Ωˆ|Λ〉
=
(
ψΦ=π=0 + ψ
1
Φ=0η1 + ψ
0
π=0η0 + ψ
01η0η1 , Ωˆ (Λ + Λ
0η0 + Λ
1η1 + Λ
01η0η1)
)
(4.304)
=
(
ψΦ=π=0 + ψ
1
Φ=0η1 + ψ
0
π=0η0 + ψ
01η0η1 , ΦˆΛη0 + πˆΛη1 + (πˆΛ
0 − ΦˆΛ1)η1η0
)
(4.305)
= −
(
ψΦ=π=0 , πˆΛ
0 − ΦˆΛ1
)
+
(
ψ0π=0 , πˆΛ
)
−
(
ψ1Φ=0 , ΦˆΛ
)
= 0 (4.306)
which will happen if the Λ state is dual to the other one—for then the hermiticity
properties of Ω will be saved.
Thus, it is possible in general to write any state in the cohomology in the
form
ΨΩ=0 = ψΦ=0=π + ψ
1
Φ=0=λη1 + ψ
0
χ=0=πη0 + ψ
01
χ=0=λη0η1 (4.307)
Notice that duality of the sectors is lost if the constraint has more than one branch.
We could have also obtained Fock space representations, if we had started with a
different extended Hilbert space at the beginning. There would then be different
solutions to the BRST equation—see section 3.2.4.
Notice that the original BRST inner product in extended space can be used
for these states—there are no regularization problems! What has happened? Well,
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without the cluttering of the mutipliers we have written the cohomology as
|ϕ〉 = |P =0〉+ |Q=a〉η (4.308)
The BRST inner product forces the inner product to match the space and its dual—
because of the role that the ghost plays in the inner product:
〈ϕ|ϕ〉 =
∫
dη (〈P =0|+ 〈Q=a|η) (|P =0〉+ |Q=a〉η) (4.309)
=
∫
dη η 2Re(〈P =0|Q=a〉) = 2Re〈P =0|Q=a〉 (4.310)
We can consider other representations—use one ghost coordinate and one
ghost momentum as it happens in the path integral.
4.4.2 Inner product in the zero ghost sector
So we have an inner product, what else do we want? We want an inner product
defined on the zero ghost sector, which yields positive definite norms. For that we
are going to need a map from one sector its dual sector, so that the above nice
properties can be used. This is where the operator exp([K,Ω]) enters. We already
discussed how this inner product may be defined. The only problem was related to
operator ordering. When the inner product computation was performed earlier, I
ignored the fact that the operators in the exponent don’t commute. However, as we
will see, the result is still correct.
Consider the states that we discussed before in the cohomology discussion,
ΨΩ=0 = ψΦ=0=π + ψ
1
Φ=0=λη1 + ψ
0
χ=0=πη0 + ψ
01
χ=0=λη0η1
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We will work with the states in the “middle sectors”. Notice that inner product in
the BRST enlarged space is well defined for these states:
∫
dη0dη1 〈ψ0χ=0=π|ψ1Φ=0=λ〉η0η1 (4.311)
as we discussed earlier. These states have the same ghost number. Could we just
define an inner product within one of these sectors? For definiteness let us work
with the states ψ0χ=0=πη0 and see what we can do. These states satisfy
πˆ, χˆ, ηˆ0, ρˆ1 |ψ0χ=0=π=η0〉 = 0 (4.312)
Consider now the operator
e[Kˆ,Ωˆ] = eiλˆΦˆ+ρˆ0ηˆ1 (4.313)
for Kˆ = ρˆ0λˆ.
It is easy to see that the new inner product is well defined for these states
and matches the Dirac one:
(ψ, ψ′) ≡ 〈ψ0χ=0=π=η0 | e[Kˆ,Ωˆ] |ψ′0χ=0=π=η0〉
∫
dη0dη1 〈ψ0χ=0=π| e[Kˆ,Ωˆ] |ψ′0χ=0=π〉η0η1 =∫
dη0dη1 〈ψ0χ=0=π| eiλˆΦˆ+ρˆ0ηˆ1 |ψ′0χ=0=π〉η0η1 = 〈ψ0χ=0|δ(Φˆ)|ψ′0χ=0〉 (4.314)
This case is in fact going to reappear in the next chapter—these states are
the ones we will use in the path integrals.
Consider, as another example, the states
|ψa(t, x), Φ=0=λ=η1=ρ0〉 ∼ ψ1Φ=0=λη1 (4.315)
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which also satisfy the BRST condition, and the gauge-fixing function Kˆ = ρˆ1χˆ,
where χ = t − f(τ), and the constraint is the one for the relativistic particle. It is
easy to calculate
[Kˆ, Ωˆ] = ρˆ1ηˆ0[χˆ, Φˆ] + iπˆχˆ (4.316)
Let us calculate
〈ψa(t, x), Φ=0=λ=η1=ρ0| eρˆ1ηˆ0[χˆ,Φˆ]+iπˆχˆ|ψb(t, x), Φ=0=λ=η1=ρ0〉 = (4.317)
∫
d4x ψ∗a(t, x)
[∫
dπdρ1dη0 e
ρ1η0[χˆ,Φˆ]+iπχˆ
]
ψb(t, x)
Now,
[χˆ, Φˆ] = [tˆ, pˆ2] = i2pˆt
To compute this integral we make use of the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff theorem19.
That is
ln(eAeB) = A+B +
1
2
[A,B] +
1
12
[A, [A,B]]− 1
12
[B, [B,A]] + ... =
B +
∫ 1
0
dt g[etAd A etAd B](A) (4.318)
where Ad A ≡ [A, ] is an operator (n2 × n2 matrix that acts on n2-“vectors”), and
g(z) =
ln z
z − 1 =
∞∑
j=0
(1− z)j
j + 1
= 1 +
1
2
(1− z) + 1
3
(1− z)3 + ... (4.319)
Fortunately the series ends quickly here, and we have
eρ1η0[χˆ,Φˆ]+iπχˆ = eρ1η0[χˆ,Φˆ]−iρ1η0π eiπχˆ = (4.320)
19MILLER, Symmetry Groups +....QA171M52
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(
1 + ρ1η0[χˆ, Φˆ]− iρ1η0π
)
eiπχˆ
The ghost integrations are now easily done, and yield
∫
dπdρ1dη0 e
ρ1η0[χˆ,Φˆ]+iπχˆ = ipˆtδ(χˆ) + iδ(χˆ)pˆt (4.321)
This is the Klein-Gordon inner product, since
〈ψa|δ(tˆ− f(τ))pˆt|ψb〉 =
∫
dxdt 〈ψa|x, t〉〈x, t|δ(tˆ−f(τ))pˆt|ψb〉 (4.322)
which is just ∫
dxdt δ(t−f(τ)) 〈ψa|x, t〉
(
−i ∂
∂t
)
〈x, t|ψb〉 (4.323)
Notice that what this inner product is doing is giving us the hermitized expression of
the determinant operator—as discussed before. It does not yield an absolute value
or anything else. From this point of view the Feyman amplitude is the more natural
object in the theory.
Is this true for the general interacting case? Recall equation 2.94
{t,ΦEG} = 2g00(p0 − A0) + 2g0i(pi − Ai) = 2gµ0Πµ
so
[tˆ, [tˆ, Φˆ]] = 2gˆ00 (4.324)
In general, things will not be so easy, because, for whatever ordering we choose, the
series will not terminate that quickly.
We need
[gˆ00, ˆgµ0Πµ] = 0 (4.325)
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for whatever ordering is used.
However, if there is no gravitational background—only an electromagnetic
one—then the result is again immediate:
∫
dπdρ1dη0 e
ρ1η0[χˆ,Φˆ]+iπχˆ = iΠˆ0δ(χˆ) + iδ(χˆ)Πˆ0 (4.326)
The reason is that in such a case we have
[tˆ, ΦˆE ] = 2iΠˆ0 (4.327)
and
[tˆ, [tˆ, ΦˆE ]] = −2 (4.328)
which, again, commutes, and the series terminates.
What about using other gauge-fixing functions? We will consider this issue
in the next section.
4.4.3 The Fradkin-Vilkovisky theorem
In agreement with the Fradkin-Vilkovisky theorem for the path integral we would
expect that the defined inner product is invariant under changes of gauge-fixing. In
essence we need to show that
δ
δKˆ
〈Ψ| e[Ωˆ,Kˆ]|Ψ′〉 = 0 (4.329)
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provided that the states satisfy Ωˆ|Ψ〉 = 0, or simply that to first order the amplitude
does not depend on ε ,
〈Ψ| e[Ωˆ,Kˆ+εJˆ]|Ψ′〉 = 〈Ψ| e[Ωˆ,Kˆ]|Ψ′〉+O(ε2) (4.330)
This will be a local statement—“large” gauge transformations are not covered.
Proposition 2 For certain operators Kˆ, Jˆ and for BRST invariant states we have:
i) (Ψa,Ψb) ≡ 〈Ψa| e[Ωˆ,Kˆ]|Ψb〉 exists, and
ii) Ωˆ is hermitean in the new inner product, and
iii) d
dǫ
〈Ψa| e[Ωˆ,Kˆ+ǫJˆ ]|Ψb〉 = 0
This theorem was originally proved within the path integral context (see
references in [19]).
As we saw before, as long as we choose the right gauge-fixing for the states
we want to work with the above amplitude exists—the regularization works. So let
us assume that we are taking the operator Kˆ as we defined it before. We can, in
the same fashion, check that
(Ψa, ΩˆΨb) = (Ψa, Ωˆ
†Ψb) = 0 (4.331)
and moreover,
(Ψa, [Mˆ, Ωˆ]Ψb) = ([Mˆ, Ωˆ]Ψa, Ψb) = 0 (4.332)
as long as Mˆ is regular. This follows, in part, from the fact that
[Ωˆ, [Ωˆ, Aˆ]] = 0 (4.333)
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Finally, we also have that
[[Ωˆ, Aˆ], [Ωˆ, Bˆ]] = [Ωˆ, Cˆ] (4.334)
where Cˆ = [Ωˆ, [Aˆ, [Ωˆ, Bˆ]]]
Using the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff theorem mentioned above, it now fol-
lows that
e[Ωˆ, Aˆ]+[Ωˆ, Bˆ] = e[Ωˆ, Aˆ] e[Ωˆ, Bˆ
′] (4.335)
because all the extra terms in the CBH theorem can be written in the BRS- exact
form, [Ωˆ, stuff ]. This simple result, applied to our situation implies that
e[Ωˆ, Kˆ+ǫJˆ] = e[Ωˆ, Kˆ] e[Ωˆ, ǫJˆ] ≈ e[Ωˆ, Kˆ]
(
1 + [Ωˆ, ǫJˆ ]
)
(4.336)
which finishes the argument (in fact, it is true that exp([Ωˆ, Kˆ]) = 1 + [Ωˆ, Lˆ] see
exercise 14.13 in [2]).
4.4.4 The composition law and the BFV path integral
This inner product definition was of course inferred from the BFV path integral,
from the term
ei
∫
dτ {K,Ω} (4.337)
In the path integral derivation we use a trick: we expand the exponent to first order,
compute the expectation value, and re-exponentiate. That is, we can say that to
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compute the expectation value (for simplicity I use τ -independent gauge-fixing) of
〈ΨΦ| e[OˆC ,Ωˆ]∆τ |Ψ′Φ〉 = (4.338)
〈ψΦ=0, λ=ρ0=η1=0| ei∆τ(−iρˆ1ηˆ0[χˆ,Φˆ]+πˆχˆ+λˆΦˆ+ρˆ0ηˆ1)|ψ′Φ=0, λ=ρ0=η1=0〉 =
〈ψΦ=0, λ=ρ0=η1=0|
lim
N→∞
(
1 +
i∆τ
N
(
−iρˆ1ηˆ0[χˆ, Φˆ] + πˆχˆ+ λˆΦˆ + ρˆ0ηˆ1
))N
|ψ′Φ=0, λ=ρ0=η1=0〉
Next, we insert the resolutions of the identity. Thus we obtain the path integral—in
this case the one with “momentum” BRS-invariant boundary conditions. By the
same technique it is easy to check that the naive result for the above amplitudes is
indeed correct.
However, we would also like to write a composition law exclusively in the
physical subspace. For that we will have to develop an analog of the projector
formalism in the Dirac quantization case. For the states we consider (χ = 0 states)
this operator is provided by (let here [Kˆ, Ωˆ] = iλˆΦˆ + ρˆ0ηˆ1 for Kˆ = ρˆ0λˆ, and think
χa = t− f(τa), Q ∼ t being the gauge degree of freedom)
KˆχJ = δ(ηˆ0)δ(ρˆ1)δ(πˆ)δ(χˆJ)(−i)[χˆJ , Φˆ]ei[Kˆ,Ωˆ] (4.339)
which satisfies
〈ψ0χf=0=π=η0=ρ1 | ei[Kˆ,Ωˆ]|ψ0χi=0=π=η0=ρ1〉 = (4.340)
〈ψ0χf=0=π=η0=ρ1 | ei[Kˆ,Ωˆ]KˆχJ |ψ0χi=0=π=η0=ρ1〉 =
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〈ψ0χj=0=π=η0=ρ1 | ei[Kˆ,Ωˆ]δ(ηˆ0)δ(ρˆ1)δ(πˆ)δ(χˆJ)(−i)[χˆJ , Φˆ]ei[Kˆ,Ωˆ]|ψ0χi=0=π=η0=ρ1〉 =
∫
dQdq 〈ψ0χf=0=π=η0=ρ1 | ei[Kˆ,Ωˆ]|ψ00=π=η0=ρ1〉 〈ψ00=π=η0=ρ1 | δ(χˆ)(−i)[χˆJ , Φˆ] ei[Kˆ,Ωˆ]|ψ0χi=0=π=η0=ρ1〉
which after insertion of the full resolution of the identity yields the composition law,
∫
dQdq 〈ψ0χf=0| δ(Φˆ)|ψ0, Q〉〈ψ0, Q| δ(χˆJ)(−i)[χˆJ , Φˆ] δ(Φˆ)|ψ0χi=0〉 (4.341)
We can obtain, for example, the Klein-Gordon composition law, since
〈ψa|δ(tˆ− f(τ))pˆt|ψb〉 =
∫
dxdt 〈ψa|x, t〉〈x, t|δ(tˆ− f(τ))pˆt|ψb〉 =
∫
dxdtδ(t− f(τ)) 〈ψa|x, t〉
(
−i ∂
∂t
)
〈x, t|ψb〉 (4.342)
just as we did previously in the Dirac quantization approach. We have to be careful
about ordering for the jacobian—as usual—and for the relativistic case, for example,
instead of the above the operator we should use—remember that we will get the on-
shell or Feynman amplitudes—is
Kˆχ = δ(ηˆ0)δ(ρˆ1)δ(πˆ)
(
δ(χˆ)(−i)[χˆJ , Φˆ] + (−i)[χˆJ , Φˆ]δ(χˆ)
)
ei[Kˆ,Ωˆ] (4.343)
for the half range case, or
Kˆχ = δ(ηˆ0)δ(ρˆ1)δ(πˆ)δ(χˆ) |(−i)[χˆJ , Φˆ]| ei[Kˆ,Ωˆ] (4.344)
for the full range one. Notice, though, that there is no way to get the absolute value
for the jacobian in BFV. From this point of view the Feynman propagator is the
more natural amplitude in the theory, as we already mentioned in section 4.4.2.
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4.4.5 Other questions
How about the BRST observables, are they hermitean with respect to this inner
product?
Recall that an observable is defined by demanding that it commute with the
BRST generator. Now, if an observable Aˆ is to be hermitean it needs to be hermitean
with respect to the full inner product and commute with the term {Oˆ, Ωˆ}. Now
{Aˆ, {Oˆ, Ωˆ}} = −{Ωˆ, {Aˆ, Oˆ}} (4.345)
by virtue of the Jacobi identity and the fact that Aˆ is an observable. Hence, for
physical states we have, provided that we have hermicity of the BRST generator
〈Ψ|{Aˆ, {Oˆ, Ωˆ}}|Ψ′〉 = 0 (4.346)
and we have hermiticity of the observables with respect to the regularized inner
product20.
Does the BRST formalism fix the arbitrariness in the quantum theory that arises
from writing the constraint in different ways?
The inner product suffers from the same ambiguity we described before, since,
indeed, it reduces to the Dirac inner product. How do the BRST observables behave
under a rescaling of the constraint? Notice that no matter what we do we need to
preserve the hermiticity of Ω. There is a cohomology definition for operators—just
as there is one for the states.
20Again, hermiticity of Ω has been assumed, i.e., we are using the above regularized inner
product in general.
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How about BRST-Fock?
There never was an inner product problem there.
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4.5 Conclusions, summary
We started with the Dirac condition on the states, and we saw that unless the
original gauge coordinate was bounded (compact gauge group) the Dirac states are
not normalizable in the original bigger space. I emphasized that this is the “inner
product problem”: we cannot—in general—extract from the original big Hilbert
space an inner product for the Dirac subspace.
As a cure we could use compact gauge coordinates—we could force something
like periodic boundary conditions.
If we want to use a full coordinate space, we could use the “dual space trick”
of Marnelius. I introduced instead a projector, and showed that this projection
procedure leads to the Faddeev path integral, and is equivalent to the reduced
phase space method for constraints that can be made into a momentum. It is also
cumbersome because we don’t really have what Marnelius calls an “inner product
space”.
This discussion was tied to the proper definition of the Dirac inner product,
which I argued must be gauge-invariant and also yield states with real norms. This
lead to the derivation of the Klein-Gordon inner product for the free relativistic
case.
The projection procedure becomes unclear when the constraint is quadratic
and unfactorizable. This is not surprising, because the existence of the projector
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implies a composition law, and in general there is no such composition law for the
on-shell propagators.
We can also use a Fock representation. A weaker condition is imposed than
the full constraint, so the physical states are regular in the original inner product,
which can be used in the physical subspace. However, Fock space is compact—
a discrete space. This corresponds to “half the constraints” being imposed, as
described below. The gauge degrees of freedom disappear partly because of the
appearance of null states. I showed that this is true of both the simple case in
which the constraint can be made into a momentum and the case where we have a
quadratic constraint that factorizes. If this condition is not met it is not clear at
all that there are enough physical null states in the theory to reduce the physical
subspace to the form |vac1〉 ⊗ |others〉+ |vac2〉 ⊗ |others〉.
In the BRST formalism an even weaker condition is imposed on the states.
I argued that in the cohomology discussion one must be careful about the allowed
states, which must respect the hermicity properties of the BRST generator. The
extended space inner product is then well defined for the states in this cohomology.
These states are in fact the natural boundary conditions in the construction of the
path integral (moreover, with them one can then derive the Klein-Gordon inner
product, as described below). Another consequence of this restriction is that the
usual duality statements of the different ghost sectors do not apply for the case of
quadratic constraints.
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However, and still with the intention of having an inner product space and
because one wants to work with zero ghost states, a duality operator is used, the
famous exp([Kˆ, Ωˆ]) (the motivation for this factor comes from the BFV path inte-
gral, where it appears). This inner product, when used with the proper set of states
in the above cohomology yields the Klein-Gordon inner product in the relativistic
case, for example. I showed that this definition of inner product leads to the BFV
path integral—modulo operator orderings—by simple insertions of the resolution of
the identity in full space. BRST state space is not necessarily compact, unlike the
Fock case—although one can also use the BRST-Fock representation.
I also developed a projector formalism in BRST akin to the one I constructed
for the Dirac case, through which one can derive a composition law. Again, the
Klein-Gordon case was given as an example.
Moreover, consistency of the quantum reduction leads to two different pos-
sible representations of the multipliers: fully-ranged real multipliers—this leads to
states that satisfy the constraints—and half-ranged imaginary representations which
lead to states satisfying the Fock condition—“half the constraints”.
I also showed how to construct the BFV path integral strictly in the physical
space, through the development of an analogous projector formalism to the one I
developed for the Dirac/Faddeev case. This complements my earlier description of
the construction of the path integral in the fully extended BRST space.
Chapter 5
Path integrals
In this section I will discuss the different path integral approaches to quantization
of constrained systems.
We will discuss first the path integrals in phase space—the ones more di-
rectly connected with the Hilbert space description—and then the path integrals in
configuration space, which should be derivable from the first by integration of the
momenta.
I will not worry too much, for the most part, about the problems associated
specifically with theories in curved backgrounds and how to skeletonize the path
integrals (in phase-space or configuration space) in such cases, although I will review
some important results in section 5.1.7.
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5.1 Path integrals in phase space
We will look first at Faddeev’s path integral [2, 18]; then we will study the more
complex BFV path integral [2, 19]. These correspond to the reduced phase space
and the BRST quantization schemes, respectively.
The non-relativistic case and single branched cases will be discussed first, and
then the more complex interacting cases will be examined. We will pay particular
attention to the problems arising from having a constraint that cannot be made
into a momentum by a well-defined canonical transformation, and to possible path
integral recipes in such a situation.
5.1.1 The Faddeev path integral: one branch
I will now introduce the Faddeev path integral [2, 18] from the point of view of
reduced phase space quantization.
Consider starting from a well defined reduced phase space. Let this space be
described by the coordinates q, p and some hamiltonian h(q, p). The unphysical part
of the phase space will be described by the variables Q,P and the constraint P ≈ 0.
The extended hamiltonian is then HE = h(q, p) + λP . In this simple situation
the system effectively decouples into the physical and unphysical parts and we can
drop the gauge part. With boundary conditions on the physical coordinates the
path integral in this reduced phase space is then just like the unconstrained case in
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section 1, and we can write
Γ(qi, qf ; τi, τf) =
∫
DqDp e
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ(pq˙−h(q,p))
=
∫
DqDp e
i
∫ τf
τi
pdq−h(q,p)dτ
(5.1)
where the Liouville measure is
DqDp =
dp0
2π
N∏
i=1
dqidpi
2π
(5.2)
Notice that if h(q, p) = 0 we immediately have that Γ(qi, qf ; τi, τf ) = Γ(qi, qf) only
(indeed Γ = δ(qf − qi) !!), since the integrand becomes independent of the pa-
rameter. This illustrates the relationship between reparametrization invariance—
or parametrization indifference—and a zero hamiltonian, which Dirac described so
well [1].
Now we can add the unphysical degrees of freedom Q,P by the use of the
identity
1 =
∫
DQDP δ(Q−Q(q, p, τ))δ(P )ei
∫ τf
τi
dτP Q˙
(5.3)
where the measure is defined1 by
DQDP δ(Q−Q(q, p, τ))δ(P ) ≡ dP0δ(P0)
N∏
i=1
dQidPiδ(Qi −Q(q, p, τ))δ(Pi) (5.4)
This “1” can then be inserted in the path integral above:
Γ(qi, qf ; τi, τf) =
∫
DqDpDQDPδ(Q−Q(q, p, τ))δ(P )ei
∫ τf
τi
dτ(PQ˙+pq˙−h(q,p))
(5.5)
=
∫
DqDpDQDPDλδ(Q−Q(q, p, τ))ei
∫ τf
τi
dτ(PQ˙+pq˙−h(q,p)+λP )
(5.6)
1DQDP δ(Q−Q(q, p, τ))δ(P ) ≡∏Ni=1 dQidPiδ(Qi −Q(q, p, τ))δ(Pi) also works
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with
Dλ =
dλ0
2π
N∏
i=1
dλi
2π
(5.7)
This is the simplest situation. One can also write2
δ(Q−Q(q, p, τ))δ(P ) = δ(f(Q, q, p, τ)) | ∂f
∂Q
| δ(P ) (5.8)
= δ(f(Q, q, p, τ)) |{f, P}| δ(P ), (5.9)
so the path integral can be written as
Γ(qi, qf,∆τ) =
∫
DqDpDQDPδ(f(Q, q, p, τ))δ(P )|{f, P}|ei
∫ τf
τi
dτ(PQ˙+pq˙−h(q,p))
=
∫
DqDpDQDPδ(χ)δ(Φ)|{χ,Φ}|ei
∫ τf
τi
dτ(PQ˙+pq˙−h(q,p))
=
∫
DqDpDQDPDλDπDcDc¯ e
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ(PQ˙+pq˙−h(q,p)+λΦ+λχ+c|{χ,Φ}|c¯)
(5.10)
with the obvious identifications. To be perfectly clear, let us write out the full
measures,
Dµ ≡ DqDpDQDPδ(χ)δ(Φ)|{χ,Φ}|
≡
(
dp0dP0
2π
N∏
i=1
dQidPidqidpi
2π
)(
δ0(P )
N∏
i=1
δi(Q−Q(q, p, τ))δi(P )
)
=
(
dp0dP0
2π
N∏
i=1
dQidPidqidpi
2π
)(
δ0(Φ)
N∏
i=1
δi(χ)δi(Φ)|{χ,Φ}|i
)
(5.11)
and also
DλDπDcDc¯ ≡ dλ0
2π
N∏
i=1
dπi
2π
dcidc¯i (5.12)
2note the absolute value!
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Let us do a canonical change of variables in this integral, (q, p, Q, P ) →
(zα, wα): a change of variables that is also a canonical transformation. This implies
dqdpdQdP = dzαdwα, since the jacobian for the change of variables is the Poisson
bracket of the new variables—which is one by definition of canonical transformation.
After this change of variables the path integral becomes
Γ(qi, qf ; τi, τf ) =
∫
DzαDwαδ(χ)δ(Φ)|{χ,Φ}|ei
∫ τf
τi
dτ(z˙αwα−H(z,w)+
dW
dτ
)
(5.13)
where DzαDwα ≡ DqDpDQDP , and to be clear
DzαDwα =
dP0dp0
2π
N∏
i=1
dzαi dwαi
2π
(5.14)
W is the generator of the canonical transformation, i.e.,
PQ˙+ pq˙ − h(q, p) = z˙αwα −H(z, w) + dW
dτ
(5.15)
It is important to note that the form of the identity one uses is not unique by
any means, nor is unique what we define as the gauge momentum or coordinate.
The main point is that the path integral, to make sense in a quantum mechanical
framework, must reduce to the original physical quantity Γ, which lives in a well-
defined physical phase space.
Let us apply these ideas mindlessly to the coordinate system of section 2.4.4.
Recall that the hamiltonian is zero and the constraint P ≈ 0, with
Q = t− t0 P = pt + p
2
x
2m
gauge degrees of freedom,
q = px(t− t0)−mx p = −px
m
physical degrees of freedom
(5.16)
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We then obtain the result
Γ(qi, qf) =
∫
DQDPDqDpδ(Q−Q(q, p, τ))δ(P )ei
∫ τf
τi
dτ(PQ˙+pq˙)
=
∫
DqDpe
i
∫ τf
τi
pdq
= δ(qf − qi)
(5.17)
There is nothing wrong with this result, it’s just that the action we are using is
not the original one. As we saw in section 2.4.4 the action
∫ τf
τi
dτ(PQ˙ + pq˙) differs
from the original one by a surface term that depends on the gauge coordinates, the
∫ τf
τi
dW above. Indeed Γ′ differs from Γ precisely by this gauge dependent boundary
term in the action, where
Γ′ =
∫
DtDxDptDpxδ(χ)δ(Φ)|{χ,Φ}|ei
∫ τf
τi
dτ(pxx˙+Pt t˙)
(5.18)
with
DtDxDptDpx ≡ dpt0dpx0
N∏
i=1
dtidptidxidpxi
(2π)2
(5.19)
and
δ(χ)δ(Φ)|{χ,Φ}| ≡ δ0(Φ)
N∏
i=1
δi(χ)δi(Φ)|{χ,Φ}|i (5.20)
since the measure “ boundary effect”
dP0dp0 = dpt0dpx0
∂(P0, p0)
∂(pt0, dpx0)
= − 1
m
dpt0dpx0
is absent except for the constant factor (−1/m)—which we will ignore— and in fact,
using the τ -dependent gauge t = t(τ), {χ,Φ} = 1, we obtain the blatantly “ gauge
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dependent” result
Γ′ =
(
m
2πi∆t
) 1
2
ei
∆x2
2∆t (5.21)
where gauge dependence comes in through the factor ∆t = t(τf )−t(τi)—the bound-
ary conditions. With the measure I defined above the dependence comes in from the
boundary conditions, not the gauge fixing condition, since there is no gauge fixing
at the boundaries. Please note that this is just a matter of semantics. We could
have indeed defined the measure to be [14]
Dµ∗ ≡ DqDpDQDPδ(χ)δ(Φ)|{χ,Φ}|
≡
(
dp0dP0
2π
N∏
i=1
dQidPidqidpi
2π
)
·
(
δ0(P )
N∏
i=1
δi(Q−Q(q, p, τ))δi(P )
)
dQ0δ0(Q−Q(q, p, τ))
=
(
dp0dP0
2π
N∏
i=1
dQidPidqidpi
2π
)(
δ0(Φ)δ0(Φ)|{χ,Φ}|0
N∏
i=1
δi(χ)δi(Φ)|{χ,Φ}|i
)
(5.22)
which in the present case would add the integration dt0 δ(t0 − t(τ0)), a term that
overrides the boundary conditions (or a term that implements them!) This is the
point of view of reference [14], which implicitly uses this measure Dµ∗. The result
would be the same as long as the gauge matches the intended boundary conditions.
The advantadge of the measure Dµ I previously defined is that it makes the result
gauge-fixing invariant, unlike Dµ∗. But this is all a matter of semantics. If you know
what the boundary conditions are for the path integral, and wish to use the measure
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Dµ∗, just choose the gauge-fixing function to match the boundary conditions, that’s
all.
Regardless of the measure one uses, Γ′ cannot be reduced to the gauge invari-
ant reduced phase space path integral, as their actions differ by the variant surface
term. However it is easy to see that Γ′ can be reduced to something else. Let us use
the measure defined just above, Dµ∗, and let us perform the “ gauge” integrations;
then
Γ′ =
∫
DxDpxe
i
∫ τf
τi
dτpxx˙−t
p2x
2m
∣∣∣τf
τi
=
∫
DxDpxe
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ(pxx˙−
p2x
2m
dt
dτ
)−(t−t(τ))
p2x
2m
∣∣∣τf
τi
(5.23)
With gauge and boundary choices satisfying t− t(τ)|τfτi = 0, we have
Γ′ =
∫
DxDpxe
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ(pxx˙−
p2x
2m
dt
dτ
)
=
∫
DxDpxe
i
∫
pxdx−
p2x
2m
dt
(5.24)
so the system reduces to the unconstrained case. It can also formally look like the
reduced phase space of section 2.4—in the gauge t = f(τ):
Hα = α
p2x
2m
= H1 +
∂Wα
∂t
,
Γ′ =
∫
DxDpxe
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ(pxx˙−α
p2x
2m
)
(5.25)
We thus see here the same phenomenon as before: changing gauge choices corre-
sponds to canonical transformations in RPS∗, with the generator of the canonical
transformation playing its basic role as a surface term in the action. This is no
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longer surprising: all the gauge dependence of the action comes from a surface term,
and we know that actions that differ by a surface term can be understood to differ
by a canonical transformation.
Continuing with the measure Dµ∗, if on the other hand we don’t have
t− t(τ)|τfτi = 0, then we can just eliminate that surface term—as is done in ref-
erence [14]—substracting it off the full action:
Γ′′ =
∫
DtDxDptDpxδ(χ)δ(Φ)|{χ,Φ}|ei
∫ τf
τi
dτ(pxx˙+ptt˙)+(t−t(τ))
px2
2m |τfτi
=
∫
DxDpxe
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ(pxx˙−
p2x
2m
dt
dτ
)
=
∫
DxDpxe
i
∫ τf
τi
pxdx−
p2x
2m
dt
(5.26)
This is the point of view taken in reference [14]. The reason for adding such a term
should be clear now: to get rid of the gauge dependence of the action. Let us take
a closer look at this action:
A′′ =
∫
dτ(pxx˙+ ptt˙+ λΦ) + (t− t(τ)) p
2
x
2m
∣∣∣∣∣
τf
τi
(5.27)
Recall that in the gauge invariant variables of section 2.4.4 we saw that
∫ τf
τi
(PQ˙+ pq˙ − w(τ)P )dτ
=
∫ τf
τi
(pxx˙+ ptt˙− w(τ)Φ)dτ − (t− t0) p
2
x
2m
∣∣∣∣∣
τf
τi
= A′ − B|τfτi
(5.28)
where B = (t− t0)p2x/2m = QP 2m/2 is the generator of the canonical transforma-
tion.
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Now, we can therefore split the original action into a gauge invariant and a
gauge dependent part:∫ τf
τi
(pxx˙+ ptt˙− w(τ)Φ)dτ =∫ τf
τi
(pxx˙+ ptt˙− w(τ)Φ)dτ − (t− t0) p
2
x
2m
∣∣∣∣∣
τf
τi
+ (t− t0) p
2
x
2m
∣∣∣∣∣
τf
τi
(5.29)
The last term is the one that will change when we change gauge fixings. We can
substract it off, and add it already implementing the boundary conditions: we finally
have the gauge-fixing-at-the-boundaries-independent action
∫ τf
τi
(pxx˙+ ptt˙− w(τ)Φ)dτ − (t− t0) p
2
x
2m
∣∣∣∣∣
τf
τi
(5.30)
This is the action of reference [14], and it is to be employed if one wants to gauge-fix
at the boundaries, i.e., use the measure Dµ∗:
DtDxDptDpx = dpt0dpx0
N∏
i=1
dtidptidxidpxi
(2π)2
(5.31)
with
δ(χ)δ(Φ) = δ0(χ)δ0(Φ)
N∏
i=1
δi(χ)δi(Φ). (5.32)
If one uses the measure Dµ∗, however, there is no need to modify the action, as
the formalism already is gauge-fixing invariant. The merit of proceeding as in refer-
ence [14] and using Dµ∗, is that it appears that one is closer to the reduced phase
space approach— after all, the unphysical degrees of freedom are taken care of by
delta functions at all “τ imes”.
It can be criticized that the surface term that one adds to take care of the
gauge fixing dependence is not unique, as one could add a surface term of the
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form γ(τ)p2x/2m|τfτi—i.e., subtract the term (t(τ) + γ(τ)− t)p2x/2m|
τf
τi
instead—but
one could also add such a term in the other approach. The action is determined
classically only up to some surface terms, but what we are doing here is more than
that, as it affects the dynamics, and the path integral as well.
But are we closer to the reduced phase space philosophy? The bottom line
is that there is no absolute reduced phase space to frame a quantization scheme if
we insist on using gauge-dependent boundary conditions. But now we recognize the
gauge-fixing dependence as being equivalent to “time” dependent canonical trans-
formations in the reference reduced phase space of our choice—and the existence of
different pictures in quantum mechanics. If we are able to define quantum mechan-
ics for the true observables of the system, i.e., constants of the motion, we are in
business. But how does one do that? For the cases at hand it seems that such a
world is pretty boring!
At any rate, we have seen that the one-branch Faddeev approach yields a
path integral that is equivalent to the one in the reduced phase space approach.
We can obtain, for example, the propagator for the Schro¨dinger equation for con-
straints of the form Φ ≈ pt −H , with Hˆ the hamiltonian operator in some ordered
form. Ordering is equivalent to a choice of H(q, p) = 〈q|Hˆ|p〉, as usual. Again, by
SchrO¨dinger equation I mean any equation of the form i∂tψ = Hˆψ. This includes
the non-relativistic particle and the relativistic square-root forms, after picking a
branch of the quadratic constraint.
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5.1.2 The Faddeev path integral: multiple branches
In the previous section we discussed the Faddeev path integral in the simplest case.
In fact it appears that only in such a case the path integral is unambiguoulsy defined.
When there is more than one branch in the RPS the simple recipe
Γ(qi, qf,∆τ) =
∫
DqDpDQDPδ(f(Q, q, p, τ))δ(P )|{f, P}|ei
∫ τf
τi
dτ(PQ˙+pq˙−h(q,p))
=
∫
DqDpDQDPδ(χ)δ(Φ)|{χ,Φ}|ei
∫ τf
τi
dτ(PQ˙+pq˙−h(q,p))
=
∫
DqDpDQDPDλDπDcDc¯ e
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ(PQ˙+pq˙−h(q,p)+λΦ+λχ+c|{χ,Φ}|c¯)
(5.33)
cannot be mindlessly applied.
There are several pitfalls in the mindless approach. We can compute the
above path integral with or without an absolute value on the determinant. Or we
can not use a “hermitean” skeletonization for it.... We will illustrate below.
Having two branches, in the simplest interpretation, means having two dis-
tinct reduced phase spaces. A more general way to write the path integral follows
from the study of quantum mechanics with complex topologies:
Γtop(qi, qf,∆τ) = A+
∫
DqDpDQDPδ(χ+)δ(Φ+)|{χ+,Φ+}|ei
∫ τf
τi
dτ(PQ˙+pq˙−h(q,p))
+A−
∫
DqDpDQDPδ(χ−)δ(Φ−)|{χ−,Φ−}|ei
∫ τf
τi
dτ(PQ˙+pq˙−h(q,p))
(5.34)
Included in this prescription is the possibility of using one branch only. The phi-
losophy of this path integral is that the two worlds described by the branches don’t
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“talk” to each other. In fact, it is not hard to see that consistency of the formalism
will demand decoupling for the above prescription—the composition law.
What we have is essentially two quantum systems that don’t interact. An-
other way of looking at this is to say that the number of degrees of freedom doubles.
This is the simplest interpretation—two disconnected worlds. Interesting
things will happen when we try to connect these two worlds. Whether they are or
are not connected depends on the inner product we bring into the theory, as we
discussed earlier. As we will see next, this is in turn reflected in the properties of
the determinant in the path integral.
Unitarity will depend at the end on the inner product we choose—within
each branch and across branches—and on whether we connect the two worlds con-
sistently. We expect that this will put serious constraints on the inner product
between branches. The symmetries of the theory may make things easier.
Let us look at the determinant. For the full form of the constraint the deter-
minant is not a simple numerical operator. It becomes a full-fledged operator, and
the usual issues of ordering come up. For example, for the free case this determinant
is
|{χ,Φ}| = 2|E| (5.35)
where I have included the absolute value. With the skeletonization in the path
integral—which corresponds to the operator ordering in the canonical formalism—
this can mean different things; for example E = Ei, or (Ei+Ei−1)/2 with or without
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absolute values. The guiding theme here has to be hermiticity, but with respect to
what inner product? The problem is that in the physical space the operator E is
not hermitean, as we saw.
Let us see how things can go wrong. Let us take the mindless route of just
applying blindly the Faddeev prescription. Here are two examples of strange results
(which will cease to strange in a moment).
If we just use Ei for the determinant, the path integral yields an oscillating
result—depends on the number of bones in the skeletonization.
If we use |Ei| the result is
A =
∫
dEdpx
2π
δ(E2 − p2x −m2)eipx ∆x
As for a nice result, if we still use the mindless approach but use the “her-
mitean skeletonization” with the absolute value, det= |Ei + Ei+1|/2 we get [43]
A =
∫
dEdpx
2π
δ(E2 − p2x −m2)eiE ∆t−ipx∆x = Γtop
just as defined above. The reason is that this choice of determinant decouples the
branches—it corresponds to the Klein-Gordon inner product, as we will discuss later.
Without the absolute value the branches still decouple, but the “negative” branch
part changes sign with each iteration in the skeletonization.
We already provided an interpretation for the existence of the two branches.
The basic idea is that the two branches represent the two possible time orientations
of the paths: positive energy means positive orientation, negative energy means
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negative orientation—going back in time. In fact, it is not hard to realize that the
only way in which we can represent a particle going back in time in this theory is
by associating to it a negative hamiltonian.
Now, the above decomposition of the path integral, although a priori consis-
tent, lacks imagination. As mentioned, it corresponds to taking the direct sum of
two Hilbert spaces, with an inner product that decouples them. The most general
way to write the path integral is, schematically
Γ↑↓ = aր
∫
(ր) + aց
∫
(ց) + aրց
∫
(րց) + aցր
∫
(ցր) + ...
Consistency (the composition law) will fix these coefficients. We need to
show that a positive definite inner product is in general not compatible with this
path integral. Let the composition law be given by
Γ(xf , tf ; xi, ti) =
∫
dxdt Γ(xf , tf ; xa, ta) Oˆ Γ(xa, ta; xi, ti)
Now, let us expand—writing this in a very economic fashion
=
∫
a
(∫
fa
(ր) +
∫
fa
(ց) +
∫
fa
(րց) + · · ·
)
Oˆ
(∫
ai
(ր) +
∫
ai
(ց) +
∫
ai
(րց) + · · ·
)
=
∫
a
(∫
fa
(ր)Oˆ
∫
ai
(ց) +
∫
fa
(րց)Oˆ
∫
ai
(ր) +
∫
fa
(ր)Oˆ
∫
ai
(ցր)+
· · ·+ (ր exchangeց))
As was already discussed in the previous chapter, it isn’t clear that one can make
sense of the Faddeev path integral when there is no decoupling, as an operator
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constructive interpretation is lacking.In general,we have a consistent situation, as
follows.
In we restrict the theory to one branch, forcing decoupling, sometimes the
theory will also be consistent with other requirements, like space-time covariance,
and sometimes it won’t—as we have discussed. The results in reference [45] (see also
reference [46] for the configuration space version of this path integral) are another
example of this conflict between unitarity and space-time covariance when one tries
to stay in one branch (the gravitational background case). Staying in one branch
means that we have a unitary theory (if we order the hamiltonian to be hermitean)
and an inner product with yields positive definite norms for the states. But we may
have to give up some symmetries to do this. This is really an issue regarding the
ordering requirements that we start with. Decoupling means unitarity within the
one branch sector—i.e., the one particle sector.
For example, we know that the Faddeev path integral for the one-branch
square-root relativistic particle hamiltonian solves the corresponding Schro¨dinger
equation, and hence, when there is no electric field and the space-time is flat (de-
coupling) it also solves the Klein-Gordon equation (this is a general feature of the
decoupling case)—a covariant equation.
If we try to work with both branches, in general we do not have decoupling.
Then the interpretation of the Faddeev path integral is lost. As far as I know, this
path integral is an object that properly belongs to reduced phase space quantization,
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or to Dirac quantization when it is equivalent to reduced pahse space quantization.
It could be that one can show that there is a proper place for this path integral in
a more general setting, though. From our understanding of the free case we can say
that the hermitized form of the determinant and its absolute value will be necessary.
We studied all these cases in the operator formalism already—we know how
to derive these path integrals from reduced phase space quantization and from Dirac
quantization as well.
5.1.3 The Faddeev-Fock path integral
We have already remarked that one can also obtain an amplitude by using the Fock
representation. Recall equation 4.259:
A = 〈tf , xf , π=0|eiλˆΦˆ|tixi, π=0〉 = 〈tf , xf | 1
Φˆ + iǫ
|tixi〉 (5.36)
This is easy to see if one uses the resolution of the identity—equation 4.216,
Iˆ =
∫ i∞
−iε
dQ1
∫ ∞−iǫ
−∞−iǫ
dP2|Q1∗P ∗2 〉〈Q1P2|
Here Q1 = λ, and P2 = pt are the proper identifications.
Let us look at the easier case first P2 = P ≈ 0. Consider (P1 = π, Q1 = λ,
Q2 = Q)
〈Qf , π=0| eiλˆPˆ |Qi, π=0〉 =
∫ i∞
−iε
dλ
∫ ∞−iǫ
−∞−iǫ
dP 〈Qf , π=0| eiλP |λ, P 〉〈λ∗, P ∗|Qi, π=0〉 =
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∫ ∞−iǫ
−∞−iǫ
dP eiQfP
1
P + iǫ
e−iQiP
As mentioned, this amplitude is the causal amplitude—leads to the Feynman
propagator for the full relativistic case, for example, and it will lead us to the causal
amplitude, the Feynman amplitude. An important question arises. Can we interpret
this amplitude within the Fock quantization approach? We did use the Fock space
representation, in which the multiplier appears with half the range and is imaginary.
But where is the Fock quantization condition? Can we interpret it, for instance, as
〈Qf , π=0| δ(aˆ)|Qi, π=0〉
or
〈Qf , π=0|vac〉〈vac|Qi, π=0〉
perhaps?
At the moment it seems that the most natural interpretation for this ampli-
tude is: it is the amplitude that corresponds to the BRST amplitude (see equation
4.314) when the Fock representation is used:
(ψ, ψ′) ≡ 〈ψ0χ=0=π=η0 | e[Kˆ,Ωˆ] |ψ′0χ=0=π=η0〉
∫
dη0dη1 〈ψ0χ=0=π| e[Kˆ,Ωˆ] |ψ′0χ=0=π〉η0η1 =
∫
dη0dη1 〈ψ0χ=0=π| eiλˆΦˆ+ρˆ0ηˆ1 |ψ′0χ=0=π〉η0η1 = 〈ψ0χ=0|
1
Φˆ + iǫ
|ψ′0χ=0〉
i.e.,it is the amplitude that appears in the BRST-Fock approach (recall section 3.2.4).
It can also be said that this object follows from an action that carries a trivial
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representation of the disconnected Z2 part of the reparametrization group. Paths
going back are weighted the same as their forward going counterparts. The sign of
the lapse carries this information—it is the only one that can in these path integrals.
This amplitude should thus be called the “BRST-Fock amplitude” (and path
integral).
This path integral is otherwise very similar to the earlier ones. The only
difference is in the contours of integration—which are those associated to the Fock
space inner product.
5.1.4 The BFV path integral: one branch
As explained at the end of section 3.2.3, the path integral in the BRST extended
phase space [2, 19, 21] is given by
Γ′ =
∫
DtDptDxDpxDλDπDη0Dρ0Dη1Dρ1e
iS (5.37)
where S is given by
S =
∫ τf
τi
(t˙pt + x˙px + λ˙π + η˙0ρ0 + η˙1ρ1 − {O,Ω})dτ (5.38)
where O is the gauge fixing function. The boundary conditions are that at τ = τi, τf
π = ρ1 = η0 = 0, (5.39)
and as usual we fix x and t as well3.
3In the literature the variables C = η0, iC¯ = ρ1, P¯ = ρ0,−iP = η1 are often used. Notice that
this is a canonical transformation.
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The Fradkin-Vilkovisky theorem assures us that the path integral is inde-
pendent of the choice of this function O, although there are some caveats (see
reference [20] for example). Let us look at two different types of gauge fixing.
Non-canonical gauge fixing: ONC = ρ1f(λ) + ρ0λ
With this choice we have
{ONC ,Ω} = {ρ1f(λ) + ρ0λ, η0Φ + η1π} = ρ1η1f ′(λ) + πf(λ) + λΦ+ ρ0η1
and the action S is given by
S =
∫ τf
τi
dτ(t˙pt + x˙px + λ˙π + η˙0ρ0 + η˙1ρ1 − ρ1η1f ′(λ)− πf(λ)− λΦ− ρ0η1) (5.40)
For simplicity let us look at the non-relativistic free case using the gauge f(λ) = 0
(but see ref. [21]).
Result:
Γ′ = (
m
(2πi∆t
))
1
2 e
i(∆x)2
2∆t (5.41)
when the range of the lapse is the full one [14]—just as for the unconstrained particle
of section 1. If the range is (0,∞) we get the Green’s function for the Schro¨dinger
equation [21]. The last λ integration is indeed
∆τ
2π
∫
dpx0dλ0δ(∆t− 2m∆τλ0)ei(px0∆x−λ0p2x0∆τ) (5.42)
Hence, with the (0,∞) range for λ we get the usual propagator times a Heaviside
function, Θ(∆t),
Γ′G =
Θ(∆t)
4πm
∫
dpx0e
i(px0∆x−∆t
p2
x0
2m
) = Θ(∆t)Γ′ (5.43)
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It isn’t hard to see that this is a Green’s function for the Schro¨dinger operator—see
section 1. It is interesting to note that we can do all but the x, px integrations to
yield the unconstrained path integral once more,
Γ′ =
∫
DxDpxe
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ(pxx˙−
p2x∆t
∆τ2m
)
(5.44)
or
Γ′G =
Θ(∆t)
2m
∫
DxDpxe
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ(pxx˙−
p2x∆t
∆τ2m
)
(5.45)
if we have chosen the half range for the “lapse” λ.
In fact, this type of result is fairly general. Consider the general constraint
case in the simple gauge above. Γ′f=0 =
∫
DtDptDxDpxDλDπDη0Dρ0Dη1Dρ1 e
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ(t˙pt+x˙px+λ˙π+η˙0ρ0+η˙1ρ1−λΦ−ρ0η1)
=
∫
dλ0 ∆τ
∫
DtDptDxDpx e
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ(t˙pt+x˙px)−λ0
∫ τf
τi
dτ(Φ)
which, as I will discuss in the next section, is just
〈xµ| δ(Φˆ)|yµ〉 = 〈xµ, π=0| eiλˆΦˆ|yµ, π=0〉
which are the Dirac (Fock) amplitudes—full range case (half-range) of the previous
chapter. Thus, for the one-branch case we have a solution to the (general, modulo
ordering) Schro¨dinger equation.
Canonical gauge fixing: OC = ρ1χ′(t, x, px, pt, τ) + ρ0λ
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Here we have
HC = {OC ,Ω}
= {ρ1χ′ + ρ0λ, η0Φ + η1π} = ρ1η0{χ′,Φ}+ πχ′ + λΦ + ρ0η1
(5.46)
Result:
Let χ′ ≡ χ/ǫ. Taking the limit ǫ→ 0 the path integral reduces to the Faddeev path
integral of section 5.1.1, as we expect by now, with our new understanding of the
BRST operator formalism. If the limit of integration is taken at the end, the result
is still the same.
Let us see how this works. With this choice of gauge fixing the action SC is
SC =
∫
dτ(t˙pt + x˙px + λ˙π + η˙0ρ0 + η˙1ρ1 − ρ1η0{χ
ǫ
,Φ} − πχ
ǫ
− λΦ− ρ0η1) (5.47)
Now consider the change of variables
π −→ πǫ
ρ1 −→ ρ1ǫ
(5.48)
Notice that the measure is unaffected by this change of variables, since the boundary
conditions on the path integral mean that there are as many π as ρ1 integrations:
the jacobian for this change of variables is thus one.
Now let us take the limit ǫ→ 0:
S −→
∫
dτ(t˙pt + x˙px + η˙0ρ0 − ρ1η0{χ,Φ} − πχ− λΦ− ρ0η1) (5.49)
After the ghost integrations we formally obtain the Faddeev path integral—for the
full range of the lapse case—the only tricky points being that there is no chance
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that the jacobian {χ,Φ} will get an absolute value, and that it isn’t clear, of course,
that one can interchange these limits in general—although things work here. At any
rate, this gauge fixing is not really canonical as it isn’t operating at the boundaries:
we are really using the measure Dµ as the boundary conditions imply that there is
no gauge fixing at the boundaries.
We can also think about more general gauge fixings and the resulting path
integrals in configuration space after the momenta are integrated. This will be
discussed shortly.
5.1.5 The BFV path integral: multiple branches
The path integral is again given by
Γ′ =
∫ τf
τi
DtDptDxDpxDλDπDη0Dρ0Dη1Dρ1e
iS (5.50)
where S is given by
S =
∫ τf
τi
(t˙pt + x˙px + λ˙π + η˙0ρ0 + η˙1ρ1 − {O,Ω})dτ (5.51)
where O is the gauge fixing function, just as in the previous section. In fact, since
we did not specify right away the form of the constraint, a good number of the
equations in the previous section hold here, but for convenience I will write them
again. The boundary conditions are that at τ = τi, τf
π = ρ1 = η0 = 0, (5.52)
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and as usual we fix x and t as well.
Non-canonical gauge fixing: ONC = ρ1f(λ) + ρ0λ
With this choice we have
{O −NC,Ω} = {ρ1f(λ) + ρ0λ, η0Φ+ η1π} = ρ1η1f ′(λ) + πf(λ) + λΦ+ ρ0η1
and the action S is given by
S =
∫ τf
τi
dτ(t˙pt + x˙px + λ˙π + η˙0ρ0 + η˙1ρ1 − ρ1η1f ′(λ)− πf(λ)− λΦ− ρ0η1) (5.53)
For simplicity let us use the gauge f(λ) = 0 (but see ref. [21]).
Result: when the full range of the lapse is used, we get the Hadamard Green
function,
∆1(x− y) = 1
(2π)3
∫
d4k δ(k2 −m2) eik(x−y) = (5.54)
1
(2π)4
∫ ∞
−∞
dλ
∫
d4k eik(x−y)+iλ(k
2−m2)
which is a solution to the Klein-Gordon equation. If we use instead the half-range
for the lapse we get the Feynman amplitude,
i∆F (x− y) = 1
(2π)4
∫
d4k
e−ik(x−y)
k2 −m2 + iǫ =
−i
(2π)4
∫ ∞
O
dλ
∫
d4k e−ik(x−y)−λ(k
2−m2+iǫ)
∼ 〈xµ| 1
Φˆ + iǫ
|yµ〉 (5.55)
which satisfies the Klein-Gordon compostion law. This corresponds to an action
that carries a trivial representation of the Z2 part of the reparametrization group,
as opposed to the previous one, which is faithful. The half range case can be
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pictured by a lapse with an absolute value—providing a trivial representation (the
lapse changes sign, but the absolute value destroys this effect.)
It is not possible to get all the other Green functions we discussed, because
it is not possible to write some of those amplitudes in the form
〈xµ, π=0| eiλˆGˆ|yµ, π=0〉 (5.56)
for some version of the constraint. We can get the one branch cases, of course.
Canonical gauge fixing: OC = ρ1χ′(t, x, px, pt, τ) + ρ0λ
Here we have
HC = {OC ,Ω}
= {ρ1χ′ + ρ0λ, η0Φ + η1π} = ρ1η0{χ′,Φ}+ πχ′ + λΦ + ρ0η1
(5.57)
Result:
Let χ′ ≡ χ/ǫ. As before, taking the limit ǫ → 0 the path integral formally reduces
to the Faddeev path integral of section 5.1.1. However, notice that there isn’t an
absolute value on the determinant. Recall that the Faddeev path integral did not
converge in such a situation. Thus, once we have taken this limit, this path integral
converges only with a half-range of the lagrange multiplier, and then it yields the
Feynman propagator.
What this is telling us is that the Fradkin-Vilkovisky theorem conditions do
not allow for this “degenerate” gauge-fixing, if the full range of the lapse represen-
tation is desired. See reference [20] for extensive discussions on this topic.
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Finally, let me point out that using the non-canonical gauge-fixing, and using
the special case f(λ) = 0, the action in the path integral is
S =
∫ τf
τi
dτ(t˙pt + x˙px + λ˙π + η˙0ρ0 + η˙1ρ1 − λΦ− ρ0η1) (5.58)
and the path integral can be considerably simplified ( [27]): Γ′f=0 =
∫
DtDptDxDpxDλDπDη0Dρ0Dη1Dρ1 e
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ(t˙pt+x˙px+λ˙π+η˙0ρ0+η˙1ρ1−λΦ−ρ0η1)
=
∫
dλ0 ∆τ
∫
DtDptDxDpx e
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ(t˙pt+x˙px)−λ0
∫ τf
τi
dτ Φ
=
∆τ
∫
DtDptDxDpx e
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ(t˙pt+x˙px)
δ(
∫ τf
τi
dτ Φ) (5.59)
What is this expression? The answer is simply—for the general constraint
case
Γ′f=0 = 〈xµ| δ(Φˆ)|yµ〉 = 〈xµ, π=0| eiλˆΦˆ|yµ, π=0〉 =
∆τ
∫ ∞
−∞
dλ lim
N→∞
〈xµ|
(
1 + i
∆τ
N
Φˆ
)N
|yµ〉 =
∆τ
∫ ∞
−∞
dλ
∫
dp40
(
N∏
i=1
dx4i dp
4
i
)
lim
N→∞
〈xµ|
(
1 + iǫ1Φˆ
)
|pµ0〉〈pµ0|·
|xµ1〉〈xµ1|...
(
1 + iǫN Φˆ
)
|yµ〉 =
∫
dλ ∆τ
∫
DtDptDxDpx e
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ(t˙pt+x˙px)−λ
∫ τf
τi
dτ Φ
(5.60)
Indeed, we recover our old Dirac amplitude, which of course satisfies the constraints
for the full range of the lapse (see [27, 28]), since
〈xµ| Φˆ δ(Φˆ)|yµ〉 = 0 (5.61)
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For the half-ranged case, the BRST-Fock representation, we get the ampli-
tude
ΓF = 〈xµ| 1
Φˆ + iǫ
|yµ〉 (5.62)
5.1.6 Constraint rescalings and canonical transformations
in BRST extended phase space
This section clarifies the issue of constraint rescalings, interpreted within the BRST
formalism. One would expect by now that rescaling the constraint
Φ −→ Ω2Φ ≡ Φ′ (5.63)
may affect the path integral, as we saw a boundary effect in the Faddeev path
integral, even though the constraint surface is unaffected. We already interpreted
this effect as being equivalent to performing a transformation in the state space.
Let us see what happens in BRST.
Indeed, consider again the simple situation in section 5.1.1. Since the gauge
degrees of freedom are added inserting an identity like
1 =
∫
DQDP δ(Q−Q(q, p, τ))δ(P )ei
∫ τf
τi
dτP Q˙
where the measure is defined by
DQDPδ(Q−Q(q, p, τ))δ(P ) = dP0δ(P0)
N∏
i=1
dQidPiδ(Qi −Q(q, p, τ))δ(Pi)
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in the physical reduced phase space path integral, using a rescaled constraint would
have not affected things: we would have used instead
1 =
∫
DQDPδ(Q−Q(q, p, τ))δ(Ω2P )Ω2ei
∫ τf
τi
dτP Q˙
with the measure
DQDPδ(Q−Q(q, p, τ))δ(P )Ω2 =
dP0δ(Ω
2P0)Ω
2
N∏
i=1
dQidPiδ(Qi −Q(q, p, τ))δ(Ω2Pi)Ω2
In fact, the safest thing to do seems to be to use the measure
Dµ∗ ≡ DqDpDQDPδ(χ)δ(Φ)|{χ,Φ}|
≡
(
dp0dP0
2π
N∏
i=1
dQidPi
dqidpi
2π
)
·
(
δ(P0)
N∏
i=1
δ(Qi −Q(q, p, τ))δ(Pi)
)
dQ0 δ(Q0 −Q(q, p, τ))
(5.64)
as it is impervious to constraint or gauge fixing rescalings. However, as remarked in
section 5.1.4, the measure that appears in the BFV formalism—with the boundary
conditions we used there!—is not Dµ∗ but Dµ. So the path integral there is seen to
depend on Ω. In fact, it isn’t hard to see that under the rescaling Φ → Ω2Φ ≡ Φ′
the path integral changes by the rule
Γ′Φ −→ Ω−2Γ′Φ = Γ′Ω2Φ (5.65)
There is, as we mentioned, an interpretation for this effect within BFV, however.
If in the path integral one performs the canonical transformation (notice that the
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Poisson bracket is unaffected)
λ −→ λ′ ≡ Ω−2λ,
and
π −→ π′ ≡ Ω2π
the action—as we will now show—doesn’t change, except that the constraint and
the gauge fixing function are rescaled. Here Ω has to be a constant, otherwise other
brackets will be affected.
Consider the more general gauge-fixing
ONC = ρ1χ(λ, xµ) + ρ0λ (5.66)
With this choice we have
{O −NC,Ω} = {ρ1χ(λ, xµ) + ρ0λ, η0Φ+ η1π} =
ρ1η1{π, χ(λ, xµ)}+ ρ1η0{Φ, χ(λ, xµ)}+ πχ(λ, xµ) + λΦ + ρ0η1 (5.67)
and the action is given by
S =
∫ τf
τi
dτ
[
t˙pt + x˙px + λ˙π + η˙0ρ0 + η˙1ρ1 − ρ1η1{π, χ(λ, xµ)}−
ρ1η0{Φ, χ(λ, xµ)} − πχ(λ, xµ)− λΦ− ρ0η1] (5.68)
Now, let us perform the above transformation. The action becomes
S ′ =
∫ τf
τi
dτ
[
t˙pt + x˙px + λ˙π + η˙0ρ0 + η˙1ρ1 − ρ1η1{π, χ(Ω−2λ, xµ)}Ω2−
ρ1η0{Φ, χ(Ω−2λ, xµ)} − Ω2πχ(Ω−2λ, xµ)− Ω−2λΦ− ρ0η1
]
(5.69)
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Now let us define a new constraint Φ′ = Ω−2Φ and a new gauge-fixing function
χ′ = Ω2χ(Ω−2λ, xµ). We see that the have our old action with these new constraint
and gauge-fixing:
S ′ =
∫ τf
τi
dτ
[
t˙pt + x˙px + λ˙π + η˙0ρ0 + η˙1ρ1 − ρ1η1{π, χ′}−
ρ1η0{Φ′, χ′} − πχ′ − λΦ′ − ρ0η1] (5.70)
Thus, the result of this active canonical transformation on the action is to rescale the
constraint and the gauge-fixing function. Now consider the path integral, and recall
that we have boundary conditions on π. Let us now perform the above canonical
transformation on the action. We can now
a) obtain an equivalent path integral with a rescaled constraint and gauge-fixing, or
b) absorb the transformation on the measure, up to a boundary term, because there
is one more λ integration than π.
Since the Fradkin-Vilkovisky theorem [2, 19] says that the action is invariant under
gauge- fixing changes (and this is obvious in our path integrals), all that the canonical
transformation does in a) is to rescale the constraint. Notice that this is essentially
due to the boundary conditions on π. If we didn’t have such boundary condition
the measure would be Dµ∗, and there wouldn’t be such an effect.
Thus, a canonical transformation in the action is equivalent, via the Fradkin-
Vilkovisky (FV) theorem, to a rescaling of the constraint and of the amplitude.
This transformation is not unitary in the physical space, but as I explained
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earlier (Chapter 1), this effect can be understood as a simple change of normalization
of the basis kets (e.g., the Newton-Wigner states versus the covariant ones for the
relativistic case), or is a manifestation of the fact that one must choose the inner
product and observables in the theory by using some external input—like physics!
To summarize: we started with an action that is not gauge invariant at
the boundaries, so if we insist on gauge-fixing invariance (FV theorem) we cannot
gauge-fix at the boundaries, and as a result we have this rescaling of the constraint
effect.
If we don’t insist on gauge-fixing invariance, but demand “covariance” only—
understanding the gauge-fixing dependence as an effect of canonical transformations
in the RPS∗—then the measure one uses is Dµ∗, and there won’t be such a rescaling
effect (however, the ambiguities in the quantized reduced phase space inner product
are always going to be there.)
5.1.7 Skeletonizations and curved space-time
In this subsection I want to quickly review some of the work that has already been
done on the issue of how to skeletonize path integrals in the case where there is a
curved background [29, 33, 45–47].
Consider first the case of a path integral in configuration space. Without
the guidance of a canonical (operator) scheme one needs some other principles to
skeletonize the action. In this case this requirement is space-time covariance.
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Two ingredients enter the path integral: the skeletonized action and the
skeletonized measure. For the first it is natural to use the action of the classical
path that connects the endpoints of the skeletonization. This is the Hamilton-Jacobi
function, and it is a scalar in both its arguments, the endpoints—provided we started
with an invariant action, of course.
Of the measure one requires space-time covariance. Unfortunately, as we will
now see, this does not fix the measure uniquely.
Parker [46] provides us with a beautiful connection between this path integral
and the wave equation, which I will summarize here.
Consider the path integral
〈x, s|x′, 0〉 =
∫
d[x(s′)] [∆p] exp
(
i
h¯
∫ s
0
dτ {1
2
mgαβ x˙
αx˙β − h¯
2
2m
[ξ +
1
3
(p− 1)]R(x)}
)
(5.71)
Parker shows that this amplitude—which I will define more precisely in a moment—
satisfies the equation
ih¯
∂
∂s
〈x, s|x′, 0〉 = [− h¯
2
2m
gαβ(x)∇α∇β + h¯
2
2m
ξR(x)] 〈x, s|x′, 0〉 (5.72)
and moreover
lim
s→0
〈x, s|x′, 0〉 = [g(x)]−1/2δ(x− x′) (5.73)
The measure in the path integral is given by
(
m
2πiǫ
)n/2 N∏
j=1
dnxj
√
g(xj) [∆(xj+1, xj)]
p
(
m
2πiǫ
)n/2
(5.74)
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and where
∆(xj+1, xj) = [g(xj+1)]
−1/2det[−∂
2σ(xj+1, xj)
∂xj+1∂xj
] [g(xj)]
−1/2 (5.75)
is easily seen to be scalar, since σ(xj+1, xj) is defined to be the proper length—a
scalar.
Parker uses a geodesic to compute the skeletonized action.
The main point is that there is an ambiguity in the measure that is asso-
ciated with the ambiguity in the transition from classical to quantum—ordering
ambiguities. In this case this is reflected by the appearance (or modification) of the
curvature term in the wave-equation.
Similarly, there is an ambiguity in the phase-space constructions. The mea-
sure in such a case is uniquely defined, but there is is again a one parameter family
of skeletonizations of the action [29, 33].
This ambiguity is troublesome, and there have been attempts to fix it. For
example, Halliwell [27, 29], in the context of minisuperspace, has proposed that
the conformal value of the curvature parameter is the right one because it ensures
invariance under constraint rescalings. Indeed, consider rescaling the constraint—
classically—and then quantizing it. How do we order it? We can interpret the
new constraint as having a new metric and a new potential and order covariantly
with respect to this new metric, as Halliwell assumes we will do. Then, he shows,
the conformal value for the curvature term insures that this paradigm is invariant
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under such rescalings. This argument assumes that one will take the factor in the
quadratic term of the constraint and call it the supermetric.
The choice of the conformal value in the Klein-Gordon equation is interest-
ing because it implies that if the metric is rescaled and the equation is rewritten
covariantly with respect to the new metric, the new solution is related in a sim-
ple way to the old one—by a rescaling. There is nothing in the theory so far that
demands the use of conformally covariant amplitudes, though. Perhaps conformal
transformations are ultimately tied to the concept of time and the probabilistic
interpretation.
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5.2 Path integrals in configuration space (PICSs)
In this section we wil first review some of the path integral approaches in configu-
ration space. Then we will compare them with the ones that we will obtain from
integrating out the momenta in the phase space path integrals.
5.2.1 Review of path integral formalisms in configuration
space
Fadeev-Popov
Consider the path integral in configuration space
A =
∫
Dz eiS[z(τ)] (5.76)
where we assume that both the action and the measure are invariant under gauge-
transformations. What does this statement mean for the measure? It means that
for an arbitrary functional F we have4
∫
Dz F [zG ] =
∫
Dz F [z] (5.77)
or
D(zG
−1
) = Dz (5.78)
where zG is the result of operating on the coordinates with the group. This is also
called the Haar masure.
4This will hold if it holds in the skeletonized sense, of course.
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Now consider the identity
1 =
∫
Dω δ(F [zω(τ)])∆FP (5.79)
where
∆FP = |δF [z
ω(τ)]
δω
| (5.80)
Notice that for this to be an identity we have to be careful that Dω ∼ δω. Both
are invariant measures expressed in terms of whatever parameter we use to describe
the group. This equation means that δ(F [zω(τ)])∆FP is invariant, because Dω and
1 are. It also means that ∆FP |F=0 = ∆FP |ω0 is also invariant, since we have
1 = ∆FP |ω0
∫
Dω δ(F [zω(τ)]) (5.81)
because any change in ω0 can be compensated by the measure.
We now insert this identity in the above path integral and change the orders
of integration,
A =
∫
Dω
∫
Dz δ(F [zω(τ)])∆FP e
iS[z(τ)] (5.82)
It is not too hard to see now that
A =
∫
Dz δ(F [zω(τ)])∆FP e
iS[z(τ)] (5.83)
does not depend on ω. This is because Dz, δ(F [zω(τ)])∆FP , and S[z(τ)] are all
invariant. One can further rewrite this as
A =
∫
DzDπDcDc¯ δ(F [zω(τ)]) eiS[z(τ)]+i
∫
dτ (πF [zω(τ)]+c∆FP c¯) (5.84)
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where—have to be careful about dτ factors
Dπ =
∏
dπidτi, DcDc¯ =
∏
dcidc¯idτi (5.85)
This is the Faddeev-Popov path integral.
For the situation at hand, the only tricky point is to find the correct group
measure, to compute the determinant correctly. Let the reparametrizations be gen-
erated by ω(τ):
z(τ) −→ z(τ + ω(τ)) ≈ z(τ) + ω d
dτ
z(τ) (5.86)
Under reparametrization changes, the quantity d
dτ
z acts as a vector (of the form
“vµ”—a covariant vector). Since z is a scalar, it follows that ω behaves as a vector
of the other kind (“vµ”—contravariant—with the index fixed here, µ = 1 only).
Now we need to know what the proper measure for these objects is. Consider5 the
quantity ∫ (∏
a
dua
)
ei
∑
a
uaua = const (5.87)
which is a number—no matter how ua tranform. Let ua = v
µ
aλ
3/2
a dτ
1/2
a . Then we
have ∫ (∏
a
vµaλ
3/2
a dτ
1/2
a
)
ei
∑
a
vµaλ
2
av
µ
a λadτa = const (5.88)
Now, the integrand is a scalar (
∫
λdτ v2λ2), the whole integral is also a scalar, so
the measure must be as well. Thus, a proper measure for ω is
Dω =
∏
a
d(ωaλ
3/2
a dτ
1/2
a ) (5.89)
5See references [17] for more on this approach to defining path integrals.
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We also will need
Dλ =
∏
d(λ
−1/2
i dτ
1/2
i λi) (5.90)
which we can obtain from
const =
∫ ∏
d(λ
−1/2
i dτ
1/2
i λi)e
i
∫
(λ
−1/2
i dτ
1/2
i λi)
2
=
∫ ∏
d(λ
−1/2
i dτ
1/2
i λi)e
i
∫
λ dτ (5.91)
For a scalar z, we can form the invariant
∫
dτ λz2, from which we infer the measure
d(zλ1/2 dτ 1/2).
For the free relativistic particle, for example, we can now form the path
integral
A =
∫
DxµDλDπDcDc¯ e
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ{( 1
2
x·x
λ
+λm2)+π(λ˙−χ)+c∆FP c¯} (5.92)
where the gauge-fixing is λ˙− χ(λ, xµ) = 0, and
∆FP =
δω
δ(ωaλ
3/2
a dτ
1/2
a )
(λ˙− χ) (5.93)
now, to calculate this let us review the following transformation laws: under a change
of parametrization generated by ω(τ) we have
x(τ) −→ x(τ + ω) ≈ x(τ) + x˙ω (5.94)
λ(τ) −→ λ(τ + ω)(1 + ω˙) ≈ λ(τ) + d
dτ
(λω)
λ˙ −→ λ+ d
2
dτ 2
(λω)
Thus
δω(λ˙− χ) = δλ˙− ∂χ
∂λ
δλ− ∂χ
∂xµ
δxµ = (5.95)
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d2
dτ 2
(λω)− ∂χ
∂λ
d
dτ
(λω)− ∂χ
∂xµ
x˙µω
Hence
∆FP =
δω
δ(ωaλ
3/2
a dτ
1/2
a )
(λ˙− χ) = (5.96)
d2
dτ 2
◦
λ1/2dτ 1/2
− ∂χ
∂λ
◦
λ1/2dτ 1/2
− ∂χ
∂xµ
◦
λ3/2dτ 1/2
Finally (ǫi = dτi)
A =
∫
ǫ0dλ0
N−1∏
i
(
(λiǫi)
d/2dλiǫid
dxidπidcidc¯i
)
e
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ {( 1
2
x·x
λ
+λm2)+π(λ˙−χ)+c∆FP c¯}
(5.97)
This is essentially the BFV path integral, again up to a normalization constant.
Notice that we can extract factors of λiǫi, as we defined the gauge transfor-
mations and the skeletonizations, ǫi, so that these factors are constant. Hence, up
to this gauge-invariant constant the path integral reduces to
A =
∫
ǫ0dλ0
N−1∏
i
(
dλiǫid
dxidπidcidc¯i
)
e
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ {( 1
2
x·x
λ
+λm2)+π(λ˙−χ)+c∆FP c¯} (5.98)
This is the path integral that will reappear below.
The geometric path integral
I will now review the geometric path integral construction [16,17] and show that it
is equivalent to the Faddeev-Popov one, up to a numerical, gauge invariant measure
factor.
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We will discuss the relativistic free particle. The amplitude we want to
compute is
A(xµi , x
µ
f ) =
∫
[dλ][dxµ] exp(−S[λ, x]) (5.99)
where the action is that of the free relativistic particle witha lagrange multiplier,
S =
1
2
∫ τf
τi
dτ [λ−1x˙2 + λm2] (5.100)
in imaginary time (here I follow closely the discussion in Cohen et al, in reference
[16]).
The path integral is based on a (super)geometric definition of the measure.
The basic idea in this construction is illustrated by the following example, in which
the measure for the coordinate functions for the particle is defined.
The measure Dx, is defined by first constructing an invariant inner product
for δx(τ) = δxτ , which is a vector in the tangent space to the (super)manifold of all
functions x(τ):
< δz(τ), δy(τ) >P≡
∫ τf
τi
dτ δz(τ) δy(τ) λ(τ) (5.101)
P denotes a point in the (super)manifold, P = (x(τ), t(τ), λ(τ)). It isn’t hard to
see that this inner product is gauge invariant6. Then the path integral measure in
the tangent space is defined by
1 ≡
∫
D(δx(τ)) ei<δx(τ),δx(τ)>P (5.102)
6Under a transformation τ → f(τ), we have that δz(τ) → δz(f(τ)), the same transformation
law as for z(τ), and λ transforms as λ(τ)→ λ(f(τ))df/dτ .
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which forces the measure to be a gauge-invariant object. Notice that with a skele-
tonization τi this just means
D(δx(τ)) =
N∏
i=1
d(δx(τ))i
(
dτiλ(τi)
π
)d/2
(5.103)
where d is the number of space-time dimensions. From a mathematical point of
view (again, see [16]) one is defining an inner product (metric) in the tangent space
to a (super)manifold. Using this inner product one then defines a volume form in
the tangent space (a measure). This in turn is also used for the definition of a
volume form in the manifold itself. If the measure in the tangent space is of the
form f(q)da1 ∧ · · · ∧ dan, where q denotes a point in the manifold, then the form
f(q)dq1 ∧ · · · ∧ dqn is a well-behaved volume form for the manifold.
Similarly, the invariant measure for the lagrange multiplier is defined by the
following inner product:
〈δλ1(τ), δλ2(τ)〉P =
∫ τf
τi
dτ
δλ1(τ) δλ2(τ)
λ(τ)
(5.104)
and then by demanding
1 =
∫
[d(δλ)] exp(−1
2
‖ δλ ‖2) (5.105)
It is not too hard to see that λ can be alternatively described by a pure gauge
part and a pure non-gauge part, λ ∼ (c, f(τ)), where c = ∫ τfτi dτ λ is an invariant.
Indeed, any λ can be written in the form λ = cf˙ , where f(τ) satisfies f(τi) = τi and
f(τf) = τf (or viceversa).
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An important point in this approach [16] is that one can show that the
measure for λ can then be split into a gauge dependent and a gauge invariant
part—with a gauge invariant jacobian.
Indeed, one finds that
‖ δλ ‖2= δc
2
c
−
∫ τf
τi
dτ
√
g g ξ∆ξ =
δc2
c
−
∫ τf
τi
dτ
√
g g ξ
(
c−2λ−1
d2
dτ 2
λ
)
ξ (5.106)
where g = λ2 is the metric on the line,
∆ = g−1
d
dτ
1√
g
d
dτ
√
g (5.107)
is the laplacian associated with this metric, and the corresponding covariant
derivative—which on vectors is (ξi);j =
dξ
dτ
+ 1
2
g−1 dg
dτ
, for example, and the quan-
tity ξ = δf ◦ f−1 is the vector field associated with the diffeomorphism τ → f(τ).
The norm (or, with the obvious generalization,inner product) for ξ is now
defined to be
‖ ξ ‖2=
∫ τf
τi
dτ
√
g ξ g ξ (5.108)
We can now rewrite equation 5.105 by using equation 5.106 and by writing
[d(δλ)] = J(λ) d(δc) [d(δξ)] (5.109)
i.e., 1 =
∫
[d(δλ)] exp(−1
2
‖ δλ ‖2) =
∫
J(λ) d(δc) [d(δξ)] exp
(
−1
2
δc2
c
+
1
2
∫ τf
τi
dτ
√
g gξ∆ξ
)
=
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J(λ)
∫
d(δc) [d(δξ)] exp
(
−1
2
δc2
c
+
1
2
∫ τf
τi
dτ
√
g gξ∆ξ
)
=
J(λ)c1/2det−1/2
(
−c−2∆τ 2 d
2
dτ 2
)
(5.110)
as well as equation 5.108, the norm definition for the diffeomorphisms.
We now have to compute the determinant, det’
(
−c−2∆τ 2 d2
dτ2
)
—where the
prime stands for “zero mode excluded”. The boundary conditions for the functions
into which the operator acts are that they vanish at the boundaries. The eigen-
functions of this operator are sin(nπτ/∆τ) , with eigenvalues n
2π2
c2
. To compute the
determinant we next use the trick log detA = tr logA—i.e., the logarithm of the
product of the eigenvalues is the sum of the logarithms of the eigenvalues,
log det’ =
∑
n>0
log(
n2π2
c2
) = − d
ds
∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
∑
n>0
(
n2π2
c2
)−s
(5.111)
since − d
ds
∣∣∣
s=0
α−s = logα, and now this is just
−2ζ(0) log c+ const = log(c) + const (5.112)
where
ζ(s) =
∑
n>0
(
1
n
)s
(5.113)
is Riemann’s ζ-function.
Thus, we find that, up to a normalization constant the determinant equals
det’
(
−c−2∆τ 2 d
2
dτ 2
)
= c (5.114)
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So we have the measure
J = c−1/2det1/2
(
−c−2∆τ 2 d
2
dτ 2
)
= 1 (5.115)
(up to a normalization constant), which is gauge invariant as promised as it depends
only on c—trivially in this case.
Consider now the original amplitude that we wanted to compute. The action
itself is already invariant, so the gauge volume neatly separates and can be thrown
out. Indeed,
A(xµi , x
µ
f ) =
∫
[dλ][dxµ] exp(−S[λ, x]) =
∫
J d(δc) [d(δξ)] [dxµ] exp(−S[c, x]) (5.116)
with (λ = c/∆τ)
S[c, x] =
1
2
∫ τf
τi
dτ [
(
c
∆τ
)−1
x˙2 +
c
∆τ
m2] (5.117)
Factorizing the gauge group out we end up with
A ∼
∫
d(δc) [dxµ] exp(−S[c, x]) (5.118)
The [dxµ] integrations can now be performed to yield again a power of our famous
determinant and a gauge-invariant exponent (what else could they yield?),
∫
dc
∫
[dxµ] exp(−S[c, x]) =
∫
dc exp
(
−(∆x)
2
2c
− m
2c
2
)(
−c−2 d
2
dτ 2
)−d/2
(5.119)
The final “lapse” integrations yield the Feynman propagator or the on-shell
amplitude—and no other Green functions—depending on whether we use half the
range for c or the full one.
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The ambiguities in this method lie in the definition of: a) the inner product,
and b) in equation (5.102), as instead of the “1” we could actually use any gauge
invariant quantity. At the end we will regularize, at any rate, so as long as the
constant is invariant it doesn’t matter. But we will see that the BRST phase space
path integral needs no regularization.
For more on this approach see the references in [16].
5.2.2 PICS from the Faddeev path integral
For simplicity, let us consider the non-relativistic case. The main lesson from this ex-
ample is that the phase space integral takes care of regularization automatically, and
this yields a non-trivial measure in coordinate space. If we integrate the momenta
in the Faddeev path integral—with the measure Dµ, say—we obtain
Γ′ =
∫
DtDx(
2πdt
m
)
1
2
N∏
i=1
{δi(t− f(τ))(2πdt
m
)−
1
2}ei
∫ τf
τi
dτ(m x˙
2
2t˙
)
(5.120)
where dt ≡ ti − ti−1 is the skeletonization, etc. We do obtain here a “gauge-fixed”
configuration space path integral.
5.2.3 PICS from the BFV path integral
Here I will relate the BFV path integral to the described configuration space path
integrals—by integrating the momenta out. Consider, as an introduction, the non-
relativistic case. Performing the momenta integrations in the BFV path integral we
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get Γ′ = ∫
DtDxDπDcDc¯(8πimdt)−
1
2
N∏
i=1
(8πimdt)−
1
2 ·
exp
(
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ(m
x˙2
2t˙
+ π(
t¨
2m
− f( t˙
2m
)) + ic(− d
2
dτ 2
+ f ′(
t˙
2m
)
d
dτ
)c¯)
)
(5.121)
where the more general non-canonical gauge fixing
ONC = iC¯f(λ) + P¯λ
has been used ( recall that C = η0, iC¯ = ρ1, P¯ = ρ0,−iP = η1 ). This is essen-
tially the Faddeev-Popov path integral above, up to a gauge-invariant normalization
constant.
Let me now describe two related points. I discussed ealier that the BFV path
integral reduces—after a smart gauge choice—to the form (equation 5.60)
Γ′f=0 =
∫
dλ ∆τ
∫
DtDptDxDpx e
i
∫ τf
τi
dτ(t˙pt+x˙px)−
∫ τf
τi
dτ λΦ
Incidentally, this is the form advocated by Claudio Teitelboim many years ago [24],
and traces its origins to earlier work by Feynman and Nambu [25].
This expression needs no regularization. What is the induced measure in con-
figuration space? It is easy to see that after the (gaussian) momentum integrations
we are left with
Γ′f=0 =
∫
dc ∆τ
∫
DtDx e
i
2
∫ τf
τi
dτ(
x˙µx˙µ
c
+cm2)
(5.122)
where the measure is
Ddx =
N∏
i=1
ddx(τ)i (2πidτiλ(τi))
−d/2 (5.123)
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i.e., “the Feynman and Hibbs measure”, [5], which we can compare with geometric
measure, equation 5.103
D(x(τ)) =
N∏
i=1
d(x(τ))i
(
dτiλ(τi)
π
)d/2
As I claimed, these are the same up to a gauge-invariant constant.
Let me now derive the Faddeev-Popov path integral for the relativistic case.
Let us work with the non-canonical gauge-fixing ONC = ρ1χ(t, x, λ) + ρ0λ
With this choice we have {ONC ,Ω} =
{ρ1f(λ) + ρ0λ, η0Φ + η1π} = ρ1η1∂λχ+ 2ρ1η0pt∂tχ− 2ρ1η0px∂xχπχ+ λΦ + ρ0η1
and the action S is given by
∫ τf
τi
dτ(x˙µpµ+λ˙π+ η˙0ρ0+ η˙1ρ1−ρ1η1∂λχ−2ρ1η0pt∂tχ+2ρ1η0px∂xχ−πχ−λΦ−ρ0η1)
(5.124)
It is not hard to perform the gaussian momentum integrations. The result is that
one gets the Faddeev-Popov path integral: the action becomes
∫ τf
τi
dτ
(
x˙µx˙µ
2λ
+ λm2/2 + π(λ˙− χ) + iη0
(
− d
2
dτ 2
+ ∂λχ
d
dτ
+
t˙
λ
∂tχ+
x˙
λ
∂xχ
)
ρ1
)
(5.125)
and the measure is (ǫi = dτi are both notations I have employed for the skeletoniza-
tions)
N∏
i=1
ddx ǫidλ dπ dη0 dρ1
(
λǫi
π
)−d/2
(5.126)
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Again, measures in the different approaches agree up to gauge-invariant normaliza-
tion.
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5.3 The class of paths that contribute
Let us first study the situation for the case of the non-relativistic parametrized
particle. To begin with, we are describing the paths by writing them in the form
x(τ), t(τ), so any paths are allowed that can be written this way. Unlike the uncon-
strained case we see that paths going back in time are included in the path integral.
However, the action in the path integral has the final say on the matter. Indeed,
after momentum integrations we end up with the parametrized action,
S =
∫ τf
τi
dτL =
∫ τf
τi
dτ m
x˙2
2t˙
Now, to see the path going back and forth in time—turning around- -we need
dt
dx
= 0 =
dt
dτ
dτ
dx
;
with regular parametrizations this implies dt/dτ = 0 (dx/dτ 6= 0). Clearly the
action blows up for such paths. The two worlds dt/dτ > 0 and dt/dτ < 0 are
separated and cannot “talk” to each other. We need to choose one, and the boundary
conditions force one of them to be realized (one can picture operator insertions like
Θ(∆t) = Θ(t(τf )− t(τi)) to forever settle the choice). In this case it is easy to see in
the BFV path integral that λ is essentially dt/dτ , as follows from the pt integration;
this is why the λ integration is related to the appearance of the Heaviside theta
function. For this reason, paths going back and forth in time are not allowed—
i.e., will not contribute in the path integral. The path integral really divides into
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two: paths going back and paths going forward in time. There will be no particle
creation in this formalism unless the action is modified so that it doesn’t blow up
when dt/dτ = 0 (notice that we are taking the point of view that only differentiable
paths contribute).
Notice that the original unconstrained action already did not allow such
paths. In the original (DxDt) unconstrained path integral such paths could not
even be described; however, going to the parametrized version of the path integral
brings in principle all the possible paths of the form x(τ), t(τ). If the action doesn’t
eliminate them—as it does in this case by uncontrolled oscillatory cancellation—they
will contribute.
Notice that this discussion also applies to the electromagnetic interaction
case. It is also the situation for more general hamiltonians—as in the square-root
cases.
Next consider the relativistic unconstrained particle (see [22, 50], for exam-
ple), which we saw is equivalent—up to normalization—to the reduced phase space
quantization of one branch at the time. Here we are integrating over paths that
go forward in time—even in the parametrized case, as discussed above. That it is
possible to construct such a single particle theory and still be consistent with special
relativity indeed follows from considering what type of trajectories one is summing
over in the path integral and how these change from observer to observer [32]. A
Lorentz invariant classification of trajectories in configuration space is provided by
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the light-cone structure. If we say a trajectory stayed within the light-cone and then
integrate over all such trajectories in the path integral, then we are constructing a
path integral independently of the choice of Lorentz frame—as long as we are using
a Lorentz-invariant action. If, on the other hand, we allow trajectories outside of
the light cone, but we ask that they move forward in time, our class of paths will be
different than if we had started in a different frame and chosen the paths with the
same scheme, as a space-like section of a path will be moving back in time in some
other frames. Of course, in the free case the end result will be the same despite this
choice of different sets of paths in different frames, because one can set up a one-
to-one correspondence between the sets of paths that wonder out of the light-cone
in two frames and that have the same action. This, however, is a peculiarity of the
simplest case.
Taking only paths that go forward in time corresponds to taking one branch
only. Only when the Klein-Gordon equation decouples—we saw—does this yield
a covariant result. Thus, in general it is not possible to set up such a one-to-one
correspondence between the sets of paths that different observers use, because the
action gets in the way. For the electromagnetic case with non-trivial electric field,
for example, the action is sensitive to changes in time direction. The free case, on
the other hand, is characterized by its Z2 invariance: a path and its time-reversed
one have the same action (recall section 2.2).
Let us look carefully at this logic for the free case. We are going to consider
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two observers, OA and OB. They will both start with the same path integral—
the free relativistic one with one branch, say, the Faddeev path integral. They
will both consider paths that go forward in time (in their respective frames) only,
not necessarily causal. Thus, they will agree on all their paths except for some of
the acausal ones. Not all of them—this depends on the relative velocities of the
observers.
Consider one of this problematic acausal paths—in frame OA, say—and let
it be infinitesimal. Thus, this path is going forward in time at a constant velocity
grater than c, and as far as observer OB is concerned it is a bad path: it is going
back in time. However, if we change the orientation of this path in the space-time
diagram, it is going forward in time at a speed faster than light. So this path, after
this transformation, is one of the acausal paths of OB. If the action is invariant
under Z2, the observers will agree on the computation of the path integral, and the
amplitude will be Lorentz invariant.
What about the interacting case? Let us consider the electromagnetic
interaction—in a flat background. There is no longer a saving symmetry. We saw
that the breaking term is simply
e δxµAµ (5.127)
Our observers cannot match each others’ paths anymore. Recall, however, that an
acausal path that goes forward in time for one observer becomes a path going back
in time for another. It is not too hard to see that a sufficient condition for this case
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is the vanishing of
e
∮
dxµAµ (5.128)
for space-time loops that lay locally on planes with dt ∧ dxi area elements, because
in such a situation we can set up the one-to-one correspondence of paths: again
match a path in one coordinate frame to its Lorentz boosted and “inverted” one in
the other frame. Part of the action is still invariant under Z2. So when the observers
compare their actions for their respective paths they will find that the difference is
indeed e
∮
dxµAµ.
This condition is equivalent to the condition of vanishing curvature we found
before, which leads to the decoupling of the Klein-Gordon equation,
F0i = [D0, Di] (5.129)
(use Stokes’ theorem to see this).
The bad guys in this picture are the acausal paths. If we eliminate them
we will always obtain covariant results. What does this mean? Can we insert a
Heaviside function at each τ slice restricting (∆xµ)2 > 0?
As pointed out in reference [22], paths that do not respect causality contribute
in the “square-root” action path integral, which is not surprising: all that happens
when a path goes faster than light is that the action becomes imaginary. Thus, such
paths contribute exponentially rather than in an oscillatory way.
In the case where both branches enter in the path integral we are dealing
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with paths that go back and forth in time. Our observers will always agree on their
path integrals as long as the actions are Lorentz invariant. Causality can be enforced
by insertion of a Heaviside function, or by the use of representations in which the
lapse is half-ranged.
How about having a curved background? Ferraro [45] shows, for example,
that when there is a Killing time-like vector field in the theory, it is possible to take
the square-root of the Klein-Gordon equation: the resulting hamiltonian is her-
mitean. Remember that when taking the square-root it is crucial to get a hermitean,
cavariant hamiltonian. The hermicity part is not the problem for the electromag-
netic case, but it is here. As for space-time covariance, it is not clear what one
should demand of comparisons by different observers, as, in general, there are no
isometries of the metric analogous to the ones given by Poincare´ group.
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5.4 Conclusions, summary
There are two main aspects of the path integrals we discussed that are worth noting.
One is that one has to be aware of the fact that one may not be using actions that are
fully invariant—there may be some residual gauge dependence at the boundaries.
When this happens the connection with a quantized phase space is lost, strictly
speaking, although for the cases at hand we provided a connection to the RPS∗.
The other tricky aspect is in the determinant in the Faddeev approach. This
determinant is directly tied to the composition law and inner product in the physical
space. Do we need an absolute value? Although, from the point of view of the
quantized reduced phase space it needs to be there, in practice it is relevant only if
the determinant changes sign. This means that it vanishes, and for the cases at hand,
this is also related to the fact that the reduced phase space is split—in essence that
there really wasn’t a quantized reduced phase space to begin with. If there existed
a quantized phase space then the absolute value would not be necessary.
This determinant then determines the coupling between the branches—for
the split RPS case. There are many choices for it, starting from the ambiguities
resulting from how to write the constraint to ordering ones. To resolve these ambi-
guities one needs extra input.
We have succeeded in putting all these path integrals in phase space in some
Hilbert space construction. Those we have then related to the path integrals in
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configuration space. They can all be put in three categories: reduced phase space,
Dirac, or Dirac-Fock quantization. The bottom line of our analysis is that if we are
careful we can make sense of all the path integrals. Then, at the end, we will get
the (Dirac) amplitude
AD = 〈xµ| δ(Φˆ) |yµ〉
which satisfies the constraints (i.e., the Schro¨dinger equation or the Klein-Gordon
equation), or the (Fock) amplitude
AF = 〈xµ| 1
Φˆ + iǫ
|yµ〉
which gives us a Green’s function. The only important exception is the Faddeev
path integral in the presence of interactions that do not allow for “decoupling”. It
is not clear how to make sense of it, and this is tied up to the fact that the on-shell
ampltudes do not satisfy in general a composition law. The Faddeev path integral
was designed and is as an object that properly belongs in the quantized reduced phase
space approach, and there is no clear generalization of it other than the BVF path
integral when there isn’t a well-defined quantized reduced phase space.
I have also reviewed the path integral constructions in configuration space
and showed that they are equivalent to the phase space ones up to normalization—
up to gauge-invariant normalization constants. An important point is that the BFV
amplitude requires no regularization, unlike the configuration space path integrals—
Faddeev-Popov and the geometric one—the aformentioned normalization constant
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gets chosen just “right”.
Finally, I connected the discussion on the factorization of the Klein-Gordon
equation with the discussion on the paths that contribute in the path integrals. I
showed that the group Z2, the disconnected part of the diffeomorphism group plays
an important role in determining when it is possible to restrict the theories to one
branch ans mantain space-time covariance.
Chapter 6
Second quantization and quantum
gravity
What is “second quantization”? This terminology comes from the early days of
quantum mechanics and the first attempts to quantize relativistic wave equations—
such as the Klein-Gordon equation. In this context “second quantization” stands
for the idea of find a lagrangian L that has as the equation of motion the Klein-
Gordon equation. The Klein-Gordon wave-function then becomes a field φ. This
process of second quantization solves two problems associated with the use of the
Klein-Gordon equation as a wave-function equation [6].
Firstly, the Klein-Gordon equation is second order in time. This is already
a serious fault, as the initial value problem now requires the specification of both
the wave-function and its time derivative. The fact that the Schro¨dinger equation
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is first order in time is central to quantum mechanics and its interpretation. For
the free case, however, we can separate the equation into two parts that are first
order in time and that don’t “talk” to each other, the positive and negative energy
sectors, and that have associated with them unitary quantum theories.
Another problem is that in general one cannot construct a conserved and
positive probability density with the wave-function. A conserved inner product
exists, but one that doesn’t yield a positive probability.
To sum up: there are two branches, but one cannot in general restrict the
theory to one of them without losing unitarity in the positive sector and/or space-
time covariance.
A pretty way to understand what is going on is to first rewrite the equation
as a first order matrix equation, with two components. The two components are
essentially the wave-function and its first derivative, the two independent initial
values (like a coordinate and a momentum), or some combination of the two. This
equation then looks like a Schro¨dinger equation but with a hamiltonian that is not
hermitean in general when we restrict to one branch (see Baym’s book—reference
[6]—for a delightful discussion on these issues, as well as [13]).
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6.1 Minisuperspace and (2+1)-dimensional quan-
tum gravity
What can we say about the issue of unitarity within the “one-universe” sector? As
explained, minisuperspace models are mathematically very similar to the relativistic
particle in a curved background. Indeed, one can write an action for full gravity
which is very reminiscent of the particle [31]
S[gab, N
a] =
∫
dτ
∫
Σ
d3x
√
gR(UabUab − U2) (6.1)
where Uab ≡ g˙ab − Na;b − Nb;a, and where gab is the spatial metric on the spacelike
hypersurface Σ labeled by the time τ , g = det(gab), and R is the spatial scalar
curvature on Σ. Unitarity within the one branch sector will depend on the super-
metric: does it have “time-like” Killing vector (super) fields—can we factorize the
Wheeler-DeWitt equation? In general the answer is no for the particle and for min-
isuperspace [35]. For example, consider the Robertson-Walker model described by
the metric
ds2 =
−N2(τ)
q(τ)
dt2 + q(τ)dΩ23 (6.2)
where dΩ23 is the metric on the unit three-sphere [29]. The hamiltonian constraint
that corresponds to the appropiate Einstein-Hilbert action with a cosmological term
then is [30]
H = 1
2
(−4p2 + Λq − 1). (6.3)
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Whether we can factorize this equation or not depends on the ordering needed for
space-time covariance [27]. In fact, in this case there is no ambiguity [29], and the
Wheeler-DeWitt equation is
1
2
(
4
d2
dq2
+ Λq − 1
)
Ψ = 0 (6.4)
Decoupling occurs only for the zero cosmological constant case.
The authors in reference [34] have proposed a solution to this problem—in
the minisuperspace context—based on another definition of time (unlike the one
considered here, “deparametrization”, which as we have seen brakes space-time co-
variance in the general case.)
The idea is to start from the Wheeler-DeWitt equation—with a covariant
ordering, of course—and select a subset of its solution space that is positive definite
with respect to the Klein-Gordon inner product. This subset is chosen as the set of
solutions that are positive frequency with respect to conformal transformations—
which are a symmetry in the distant conformal past. In essence, we are picking a
subset of solutions that are positive definite in the “past” in a covariant way1.
A problem of this approach—and of any square-root one—is that of causality
with respect to the metric. This is a problem for the particle, but not for the
universe, as Wald explains.
1Incidentally, we see here another point of view for wanting “time-like” Killing vector field. If
there is one it means that we have a “time-like” operator that commutes with the constraint. This
means that the Klein-Gordon equation decouples.
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Next consider (2+1)-gravity. This is a remarkable system, because it is de-
scribed by a finite number of degrees of freedom. The constraints eliminate almost
all the dynamics.
As discussed by Carlip [38, 37], the different quantization schemes available
seem to yield substantially different theories. For example [40, 39], it is possible,
through a proper choice of “extrinsic time”, to explicitely reduce the theory classi-
cally and the quantize the remaining, finite, degrees of freedom. The Chern-Simons
approach to the theory is also of the “constraint then quantize” kind, and Carlip [39]
has shown their equivalence, at least for simple topologies.
On the other hand we have the Wheeler-DeWitt approach [37], which is much
less understood. However, and for whatever that is worth, the results of this work
lead me to believe that the correct physics will be described by a theory in which this
equation will play a central role. Linear constraints (constraints that can be made
globally into a momentum) can probably always be treated in the reduced phase
space context. However, the appearance of a quadratic constraint signals a serious
departure from the reduced phase space quantization philosophy—as we have seen.
When the Klein-Gordon equation is second quantized we can say that a constraint
becomes a dynamical equation—one that belongs in a field theory. There is no more
talk of constraints or invariances, either. Perhaps this is the way to go for quantum
gravity as well.
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In terms of the ideas of the previous chapters, these two approaches corre-
spond to the quantized reduced phase space approach and to the Dirac approach.
The fact that the constraints become much simpler in the case of a specific folia-
tion (a choice of gauge) can be used to solve classically part of the constraints—the
momentum constraints. The rest of the constraints can then be solved classically,
or through the Dirac/Wheeler-DeWitt approach. Also, it isn’t clear either what
happens—in this context—to the case of non-zero cosmological constant. It seems,
at least for some minisuperspace models, that the zero Λ case is degenerate—akin
to P 2 ≈ 0.
At any rate, it seems that the conformal factor is the analog in quantum
gravity of the time coordinate in the particle case.
(2+1)-dimensional quantum gravity is definitely a promising area for future
research.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
The goal of this research was to examine whether it is possible to quantize simple
parametrized systems. The answer is yes, one can quantize these systems consis-
tently. However, the development of a probabilistic interpretation is not always
possible, and even when it is possible there are some features in these theories that
make the quantization process difficult. Let me review what was achieved in the
present work.
First I pointed out that even in the unconstrained non-relativistic case, the
quantization process contain some ambiguities: there are many choices for the inner
product and the observables. I also studied the issue of space-time covariance of the
“Schro¨dinger square-root” equation, and showed that covariance can be mantained
if there is a frame in which the electric field is zero—a result that ties nicely with the
associated field theory of a Klein-Gordon field in an electromagnetic background.
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In the next chapter I studied the various systems classically, specially the
behavior of the Dirac reduced phase spaces under changes of gauge-fixing. One of
the particular problems of these constrained systems is that the actions are not gauge
invariant at the boundaries—this due to the boundary conditions one wants to use
or to the non-linearity of the constraint, your choice—and therefore the definition
of a reduced phase space is trickier than usual. I showed that changes of the gauge-
fixing can be understood in terms of “time”-dependent canonical transformations
in the reduced phase space. The reduced phase space for the single branch cases
is isomorphic to the unconstrained space of chapter 1, although depending on the
gauge fixing it may come in some “time”-dependent coordinates. The reduced phase
space for the two branches case is in fact doubled.
The next step was canonical quantization. The fact that a gauge fixing can
be regarded as a canonical transformation allowed us as well to define the quan-
tized reduced phase space, where the different gauge fixings play the role of unitary
transformations—or “pictures”. Quantization of both branches of the reduced phase
space makes only sense if the two decouple—if the theory is to preserve unitarity.
This, we concluded, is a nice method, but one that has a very small range of appli-
cability.
I then discussed Dirac quantization. The main problem in this approach is
that the states selected by the “physicality condition” do not really belong in the
original unconstrained inner product space. One of the solutions is to introduce a
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regularized projector. This is not unique, but I reasoned that as in the unconstrained
case, it doesn’t have to be unique. The inner product in constrained theories is
always defined up to such ambiguities. One can choose to fix it by demanding
that certain operators one deems important be hermitean, for example, but the
ambiguities are there. To fix them one needs exterior input, like a classical limit or
other experimental facts.
For the one branch systems I found no differences between the Dirac quan-
tization approach and the reduced phase space quantization. The constrain/reduce
order is not important: Dirac’s method yields the same quantum mechanics as the
reduced phase space quantization. Both suffer from the same inner product and
ordering ambiguities.
In the two branch theories, the above equivalence was also found to hold
when decoupling occured in the Dirac quantization. If decoupling does not occur,
Dirac quantization does not produce a unitary theory in the one particle sector,
while reduced phase space quantization breaks the required invariances by forcing
decoupling.
I also showed that requiring that the Dirac inner product be well behaved
(real norms) leads to the Klein-Gordon inner product in the relativistic case.
We studied some of the circumstances under which decoupling occurs in the
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Dirac covariant formulation. A sufficient condition was (equation 3.44)
[D0, g
ijDiDj + ξR]
where the derivative operators are the fully covariant ones. As an example, with no
gravitational background, the electric field has to be null
[D0, Di] = 0
which is also the condition for no particle creation in the corresponding second
quantized theory.
The Fock space approach is equivalent to the above except in the theories we
study in this paper—those that are not fully invariant. I discussed the coordinate
representation and found that it leads to the causal amplitudes. The states do not
satisfy the constraints. This representation leads, in the coordinate representation,
to a lagrange multiplier with half the range. This approach is essentially gauge-fixed
from the beginning and it needs no further regularization.
I also showed that for the relativistic free case it yields two branches.
Then the BRST approach was discussed. It is equivalent to either the Dirac
(or RPS for the simplest situations) approaches, or to Fock, depending on the
representation we choose. It is also a more elegant treatment of the inner product
problem. However, it doesn’t seem to contain any new physics. I described the state
cohomology, paying careful attention to regularization issues. I developed a well
defined inner product and a physical projector formalism just as in the Dirac case,
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from which the path integral representation was derived. For example, I derived the
Klein-Gordon inner product within this formlism, and the associated composition
law. I was able to prove the Fradkin-Vilkovisky theorem at the operator level.
When the Fock representation of the states was employed, I showed that the
BRST-Fock amplitude leads naturally to the Feynman propagator—in the relativis-
tic case, and more generally to amplitudes of the form
〈 1
Φˆ + iǫ
〉
where Φˆ is the constraint.
Path integrals in phase space were derived from all the above approaches,
and from those I showed how to derive the path integrals in configuration space:
the ambiguities that exist in the Hilbert space description do not disappear (though
sometimes they will hide under assumptions like ultralocality of the supermetric).
For the one branch case all the path integrals reduce to the unconstrained
case—up to coordinate systems in the Faddeev Dµ∗ case. For the two branches case,
the determinant that appears in the Faddeev path integral determines the coupling
between the branches, and it is essentially the inner product in disguise.
I concluded that the Faddeev path integral is an object that belongs only
in the quantized reduced phase space approach—it ceases to make sense when the
constraint does not decouple as an operator. For the free case it yields the on-
shell propagator if the absolute value of a carefully ordered determinant is used,
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|Ei + Ei+1|. The ordering leads to decoupling of the branches, while the absolute
value is just what one expects from the reduced phase space approach—essentially,
it is a rule for the Dirac delta function. Thus, this path integral is an artifact:
one is really doing two reduced phase space quantizations at the same time. If
the constraint is more complicated decoupling can still be imposed by a choice of
ordering. But the equation that the amplitude will satisfy is not one that implements
other symmetries that may be relevant (like space-time covariance).
The BRST path integral is instead the most general one: it yields reasonable
results in the fully interacting cases—the amplitudes are a solution of the con-
straint or its causal Green function. Neither of the phase space path integrals need
regularization—unlike the configuration space path integrals. Other than differences
in gauge-invariant normalizations, though, the Faddeev-Popov and geometric path
integrals are equivalent to the BFV path integral—and explicitely equivalent to the
path integral that results from integrating out the momenta.
The range of the lapse λ is related to the class of paths allowed. For example,
causal paths only will contribute in the half-ranged case.
We also saw the role that the nontrivial element of Z2 in the reparametriza-
tion group, the disconnected, path-reversing part, plays in determining whether it
is possible to select a branch and mantain space-time covariance in the flat case.
In the electromagnetic case the condition that this imposes on the actions is as the
condition for decoupling of the covariant Klein-Gordon equation.
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Z2 also plays another role. If the actions carry a faithful representation of
the full reparametrization group we get on-shell physics (Dirac representation). If
the representation is trivial we get causal amplitudes (Fock representation).
Finally, I discussed the issues of unitarity and the probabilistic interpretation.
Unitarity can always be achieved, as long as we have a hermitean hamiltonian. The
inner product will in general not be one that leads to a positive definite inner product
space for the case of two branches with interactions, so the probability interpretation
will be lost. If decoupling is forced some other features of the theory may be lost, like
space-time covariance in the particle case. Minisuperspace models are most like the
relativistic case in a gravitational background where there is particle creation. What
this means in the particle case is that the Klein-Gordon equation fails to decouple
in such a background. If decoupling were to be forced, space-time covariance would
be broken. The analogy holds here for minisuperspace, and in general it may not
be possible to avoid the jump into “third quantization”, i.e., the developement and
quantization of superactions that yield the constraint as an equation of motion.
There are, however, promising alternatives to full decoupling [34].
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